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CONSIDER THE PUBLIC - PLEASING AND PRACTICAL

The Motorist Speaks

George F. Kachlein, Jr.
President, American Automobile Association
At one time building a road was a comparatively simple thing.
The job was to put down a hard-surfaced, all-weather route from
Point A to Point B. In the early years of the century, our country
roads were so bad that the few car owners of that time were grateful

for anything that would do away with mudholes and dust clouds.

Today, roadbuilding is a highly complex thing. It is not only
that our engineering techniques have become highly sophisticated,
but there is more widespread realization of the impact of streets
and highways on our whole pattern of living.

Since we spend so much time driving these highways, there
is greater recognition of the importance of the esthetic values of
these routes; of utilizing them as a means of enjoying the rich historical, cultural, and recreational treasures our land has to offer;
of using them as an aid to the development of better patterns of
metropolitan development.

In all this the motorist has a tremendous stake. He is not
only the one who uses streets and highwaysin safety or in peril
but he and the other highway users pay the vast sums of money
needed to put in place the long ribbons of cement or asphalt called
for by modern and developing traffic needs.
Because of the misinformation widely spread about this
subject, it should be appropriate to emphasize at this point that
highway users more than pay their way. Except for certain purely
local routes, which are land-service roads and streets rather than

traffic arteries, all highway costsconstruction, maintenance,
policing, and the restare more than met by special imposts on
highway users. In broad numbers, highway users in a recent year

(1960) paid $10.4 billion in special taxes, but only $6. 8 of this went
for purposes related to the building and operation of major trafficways carrying the great bulk of the nation's highway traffic. The
remaining $3. 6 billion went into local roads and streets or the support of general government.

Naturally, therefore, the motorist feels that he should have
a strong voice in reaching decisions about highway matters, and
AAA, now more than 8, 000, 000 members strong, strives always to
represent and to battle for the motorist's best interests.

The specific question before us is whether or not the highway designers, engineers, and others engaged in bringing a new
highway into being should be more concerned with building a road
which is practical; that is, one which will deliver people and goods
at the lowest cost and in the greatest safety, as against a road that
is pleasing to the eye and meets certain esthetic qualifications.

My thesis is that these considerations of practicality and
pleasing appearance are not at all inconsistent one with the other.
I am convinced that expenditure of thought and foresight, rather
than money, can assure a highway that will pay rich dividends for
many years to come by careful planning and attention to the details
which will add visual enjoyment, interest, and satisfaction to what
could be humdrum lanes for travel.
Here is some advice recently handed out to people in
positions of authority for planning highways. "Fit the highway to
the landscapetake advantage of the topography wherever economically feasible, to have separate alignments and profiles for each

one -way roadwaystreamline the cross sectionsuse judicious

planting for the prevention of soil erosion, the joining of the slopes
with native growth roadsides, and to possibly act as a buffer for
noise and sight controland design structures so that they have
architectural excellence. Miscellaneous structures such as walls,
fencing, guardrails, and signs are also subject to that extra touch
of consideration which will add to the appearance of the highway.
It is particularly important that attention to design for pleasing
appearance be emphasized in urban areas.

This advice did not come from a long-hair, art enthusiast
in an ivory tower. It came, in fact, from the down-to-earth and
realistic Federal Administrator of Highways, Rex Whjtton, who
began his career as an engineer and who has come to see what
highways mean to American life.
Much the same thoughts have been reflected in a book,
"Man-Made-America: Chaos or Control?" by Christopher Tunnard and Boris Pushkarev, Yale University Press, 1963, which
addresses itself to numerous problems of the development of our
country. One section of this carefully-researched book deals with
the influence of streets and highways on American patterns of
living.

A very significant passage reads as follows (where the
authors are speaking of grade alignments):

In the selection of a route, conflicts can arise
between the requirements of efficient operation and
dramatic interest. Though one cannot assign a
monetary value to the esthetic appeal of a grade and
weigh it against such things as the economics of
truck operation, it is quite possible to select several designs which are economically tolerable and
then choose the one with the greatest visual appeal.
The use of electronic computers now enables the
engineer to investigate the costs and benefits of
many more alternate alignments with much greater
precision than formerly. This advance should be
exploited for the sake of beauty.
It has long been known that modern engineering techniques
incorporated in a controlled access highway would result in a
substantial saving in lives. It is now estimated that the Interstate
System alone will save 8, 000 lives a year-6, 000 on the System
itself and 2, 000 on older, nearby roads on which traffic volumes
will be greatly reduced when the System is completed.

Along with sound engineering, it appears that esthetic
qualities have a definite relationship to traffic safety. In the book
quoted above, a table is presented which is intriguing, to say the
least. This ranks a number of highways on the basis of their
traffic death rate; that is, deaths per 100 million vehicle miles.
Of the four roads with the lowest death rate, two were rated as
having excellent esthetic qualities, one was called good, and one
was classified as monotonous. On the other end of the scale, all
five of the highways with the worst accident rates were called
monotonous.

Traffic accident causes are complex in nature, so a raw
comparison actually does not prove anything. But, if subsequent
research establishes that an esthetic highway is a safer highway,
certainly we will have the strongest motivation for making a new
freeway as attractive as our resources of know-how and money
will permit.
That the public is keenly interested in the appearance of
highways is indicated by the contest to find the most beautiful
highway recently built, which has become an annual feature of
Parade magazine. Entries in the contest come in from all parts
of the country, and to be selected as the winner or even runnerup in this contest is, I feel, a great honor to those who took part
in designing it.

This year's winnera 2Z-l/2 mile stretch of Interstate
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in Michigan from Vanderbilt to Indian Rivertypifies the new
approach to highway design. For the best highway possible, there
is need for a tripartite approachgood structural design, good
geometric design, and good esthetic design.

Wilbur E. Simonson, chief of the Roadside Branch, U. S.
Bureau of Public Roads, has been preaching this doctrine for
many years. In his view, eye-appeal and safety go hand-in-hand.
Much of this was foreseen many years agobefore World War II,
in factby farsighted people in the highway field. But the pressure for so long has been on that of constructionof catching up
with long-neglected demandsthat the matter of esthetics until
quite recently has been given a low priority in the thinking of
highway planners.

In a paper presented before the Operating Committee on
Roadside Development at the annual meeting of the American
Association of State Highway Officials in Portland, Oregon,
October Z3, 1963, he reported:

A greater awareness of esthetic considerations in highway design has been noted during
1963. Since the Hershey Conference of June 1962,
there has been noticeable acceleration of interest
in highway esthetics toward the goal of a complete
balanced highwaya highway with all parts designed in harmony with each other, and in keeping
with its environment.

An additional reason for building attractiveness into the
highway is that it serves to underscore and complement the new
amenities in livingboth residential development and recreational opportunitieswhich the added mobility makes possible.
With the growth of freeways, there have come entirely
new concepts in suburban planning. Far_sighted developers can
go far into the country, where land is comparatively cheap and
zoning problems less formidable, and create communities making
best possible use of the land and providing both green space and

nearby recreation.
One concept is that of density or cluster development where
individual yards are small and where much of the land is reserved
as a "common green" for use by all residents. Such plans are
strongly backed by the National Association of Home Builders as
4

an answer to the charge of 'urban sprawl" and as a much preferable alternative to the dreary sameness of much close-to-thecity development on same-sized lots which threaten eventually to
be the slums of tomorrow.
Typically, a common green will have such facilities as
barbecue pits, swings, horseshoe pits, all-purpose courts for
basketball and the like. Lawns usually are quite small, a fact
much appreciated by veterans of the war against crabgrass and
other weeds, but with space enough for shrubs and flowerbeds.

Another major concept is that of the satellite citya
completely self-contained community located as much as 30 miles
from the major city. One of the most ambitious undertakings of
this nature is Reston, now being built about 18 miles from Washington, D. C. , near the Dulles International Airport. The master
plan provides for seven villages of about 10, 000 persons, each
village served by its own shopping and social centers. They will
be linked through parkiand with walks, bicycle and bridle paths,
and roads. Much of the development, which includes apartments,
town houses, and individual homes, will be grouped about a 30acre lake. Of the nearly 7, 000 acres, 42 percent will be reserved
for recreation or just plain green space. (Description of awardwinning community developments incorporating the "green space"
idea is contained in the July 1963 issue of the NAHB Journal of
Homebuilding.

Attractive highways leading to beautiful and well-planned
communities constitute the exciting promise for a brighter future
in metropolitan area development.

Highways also are opening up new vistas of recreational
opportunity. The report, Outdoor Recreation for America, a

report to the President and Congress by the Outdoor Recreation
Resources Review Commission, 1962, showed that driving for
pleasure has again become the favorite outdoor pastime of our
people. We have been accused of becoming flabby spectators of
sports, but this carefully-researched survey showed that sitting
and watching athletes at work in all sportsbaseball, football,

auto racing, and the restranks only eighth in America's preferred
outdoor activities.

When it comes to recreation, it is clear our people want to
be in on the act. After driving comes walking for pleasure,
playing outdoor games or sports, swimming, sightseeing, bicycling, and fishing.

Last August 26, Secretary of Commerce Hodges and Secretary of Interior Udall announced a joint policy of coordinated
planning designed to protect and to enhance fish and wildlife
habitat at highway projects supported by the Federal Highway
Trust Fund. Before that, the Highway Administrator had sent
out an instructional memorandum advising that:
The highway agencies must realize that
fish and game are a natural resource belonging
to all the people of the country and the preservation of their habitat must be taken into
consideration along with other values of public
interest to arrive at determinations which are
economical for all public interests. Public
Roads supports that every effort should be
made in the planning, design, and construction
of highway projects that cause a minimum of
disturbance to and reasonable preservation of
the nation?s wildlife and related natural resources. (Instructional Memorandum 21 -5-63,
32-01.

Subsequently, the Roads Bureau is sued a regulation requiring that by January 1, 1964, each state, in requesting Department of Commerce approval for the use of Federal highway funds, must certify that it has given consideration to the
effects of the proposed highway project on fish and wildlife
resources.

Prior to this directive, as a survey by the Bureau revealed,
a number of highway departments had been working closely with
the state bureaus interested in preserving and building up recreational resources. Here are two examples.
Thayne Smith of the Highway Commission of Kansas re-

ports:
The Kansas Highway Commission for several
years has had a standing policy with the Soil Conservation Service of Kansas in regard to highway
fills as dams.

When the Highway Commission starts a survey
for a new highway, the State Soil Conservation
Service office is informed, and makes investigation
to determine if any areas along the survey line

might be suitable for a pond or a small lake.
They then work through their district offices,
which contact landowners involved, to determine if a pond or lake is desired and
feasible.

In many cases where fill is used for
dams, the Highway Commission takes borrow
material from the ponding area, thereby
cutting costs extremely for both the Commission and the landowner. Costs of the
pond, if any, are worked out between the
landowner, Soil Conservation Service, and
the State Highway Commission.
In similar fashion, my own State of Washington has been
making gravel and borrow pits available for recreational purposes when conditions are right. W. E. McKibben of the
Washington State Highway Commission has reported to us as
follows:

It has been the policy of this department
for the past several years to make available to
other public agencies those gravel and borrow
sites which have served their purpose insofar
as the State Highway Department is concerned
for such disposition as the other public agencies
may desire. There have been several occasions
when the ground water table is a considerable
distance above the floor of the particular pit site
and where a fresh water inlet is available that
these sites have been deeded to the Department
of Fisheries and they have stocked them with
fish and made them available to the sportsmen
of the area. There have been one or two
instances where borrow pits adjacent to the highway have been made available to incorporated
cities or towns, and they have converted them
into swimming pools and parklike facilities.
Because of a constitutional amendment which requires
that revenues from special highway user taxes be spent for high
way purposes only, the Highway Commission spends nothing on
the development of these properties. But the spirit of cooperation shown in turning over these sites to other agencies is, I
believe, the touchstone to this whole matter of pleasing
7

appearance and practicality. Cooperation between the various
public and private interests involved in the entire complex matter
of metropolitan area development is what will give us the best
answers in terms of highways and general living with a high
degree of amenity.

In the Philadelphia Museum of Art there is a charming
picture by an American primitive, Edward Hicks, entitled "The
Peaceable Kingdom. U It shows several children gamboling
among an assortment of wild and domesticated animalsa lion,
a leopard, a cow, some sheep, and the likeand off in the
distance William Penn signing the treaty of friendship with the
Indians.

I never see a reproduction of this tranquil scene without
substituting in my mind's eye real estate developers, planners,
associations, conservazoning officials, architects,
tionists, highway designers and engineers, and many others who
in the past have done bitter battle over their varying concepts of
land use and transportation development. When all these join
hands in a "peaceable kingdom, " we can be assured of the kind of
better housing, better recreation, and better transportation that
is badly needed today, and will be even more urgently needed
tomorrow.

8

CONSIDER THE PUBLIC - PLEASING AND PRACTICAL

Presenting a Pleasing Appearance
Donald J. Martel, Head
Landscape Architecture, Oregon State University
It seems proper at the very beginning to point out that people
enjoy two states of existence; they are either at rest or they are
in motion. Since we are concerned here with those people who are
in motion, we can forget about the others and examine the peculiarities of the design problem thus presented.

A street, road, or highway might be considered well designed and esthetically agreeable if it incorporates into it those
things that delight people. In this case we are concerned with
people in motion and, therefore, design factors relative to time
and space are relevant. Now, the problem is, what delights
people?

Oddly enough, the design of a trail through the woods, the
entrance treatment of a home, and the design of a highway are all
essentially the same landscape-design problem. In each case we
are dealing with people in motion; people who are moving from one
point to another. Thus, since we are dealing with people in motion,
this movement creates a sequence of events relative to time and
space. At each moment in time a new revelation of space takes
place. The only difference in the three situations mentioned is in
regard to velocity.

Velocity determines the scale of the elements in the landscape and establishes the actual size, shape, and location of trees,
shrubs, and open space. To illustrate, we might take the slowmotion example first in order to establish the nature of the sequences to which we refer.
People are delighted and pleased as they walk through a
forest, and it is interesting to note why such is the case. Surely
the detailed beauty of trees and shrubs and the various groundcover
plants expressed in terms of color, texture, and form are found
to be attractive because of the harmonies and contrasts of these
components. In addition to these physical things, however, are the
sequences related to movement and space that make up the less
obvious set of circumstances resulting in pleasure. A person
strolling through a forest actually does many things in addition to
observing the delights of vegetation. He walks past and around

trees, brush, rocks, and earth forms. He walks along a log,

along a stream or an earth form. He steps across a stream or

other object. He walks under a canopy. He walks into an opening
in the woods and he walks through it. Thus, many things occur in

a sequence of eventsspaces open up to the left and to the right;
some spaces are large, others small; and as he progresses through
the forest he notes his position and relative velocity by using these
physical things as points of reference. Thus, it would appear that
variety is infinite, and the hiker both consciously and possibly unconsciously enjoys the things and the processes that are revealed
to him as he progresses.
So it is with any thoroughfare along which a man may

The road moves past trees, along rivers, over bridges,
around hills, and under structures. In the woods the hiker moves
slowly, so the proximity of obstructions does not produce a hazard.
On the subdivision street vehicles move relatively rapidly, so
obstructions in the form of trees, structures, and topographical
forms must be a bit farther removed from the line of traffic, On
the freeway,structures, trees, earth forms, and the other obstructions of which the highway character is developed are still
farther removed because of the greatly increased velocity. Thus,
it would appear that velocity determines the manner in which the
landscape should be developed, but velocity in no way alters those
experiences that unceasingly delight people.
drive.

If such be the case, we can then arrive at two conclusions:
at low velocities the interesting details of plant masses might
be noticed and appreciated by the driver, and (2) at high velocities
only the existence of the plant masses is important. Consequently,
on an urban street or subdivision road, flowering trees and large
decorative shrubs might be employed to produce an environment
along the way that is compatible with that of the city parks and the
adjacent home ground, and delightful for both driver and pedestrian.
On the county market roads and other high-velocity thoroughfares,
the plant masses are of greater importance than the details. Here,
the general effect established by the selection of vegetation is our
primary concern. Thus, it follows that plant materials selected
for the highway should develop in a broad and general way the same
sequence of events that delight people on the forest trail or in some
other fragment of the natural environment.
(1)

This line of reasoning leads us to the conclusion that the
well-designed thoroughfare provides the experience of seeing. The
nature of the land is revealed by the highway. The character of the
community is revealed by the street. The urban scene is developed
of a multitude of small, rather sophisticated spaces. The countryside is displayed in its larger, simpler form. Thus, it becomes
10

nossible to emnlov a wide ranee of niant materials in the urban
area, and these might well be arranged in the manner suggested by
nature rather than in straight rows block after block. Likewise,
the highway landscape should not emulate that of the city, but
should carefully and completely explain the landscape to those who
travel.
Now, let us turn our attention to some of the details of
developing an attractive street in a subdivision.
Typically, a subdivision is composed of hundreds of houses
lined up along miles of streets, and throughout the length of these
miles monotony flourishes. Surely, the house plans are switched
about here and there and the exterior material is altered from time
to time, but, still, in spite of the efforts of the home owners to
express a bit of individuality by random selection of colors, a
peculiar monotony seems to persist. The monotony probably cannot be attributed to the individual houses. Quite likely it is a
manifestation of the suburban organism itself. In any event,
something should be done to counteract this typical impression.
To avoid monotony and at the same time create interest,
there are several courses of action available. Instead of planting
street trees of a single species in line block after block, use a
few or several different kinds together. By so doing, a variety of
forms, textures, and colors will be inevitable. Instead of spacing
trees 30 feet on center parallel to the curb, plant some on the
curb, some on the owners property, and leave some unpianted
spaces occasionally, thereby achieving an alternation of mass and
open spaces to the left and to the right and ahead of the line of
traffic. Employ both upright and spreading types, and thereby
effect a canopy over some portions of the street and a limitless
ceiling over others. In place of street lamps that are low and unshielded, install lamps that are as high as feasible and shield
them so that only the street surface is illuminated. Glare from
low lights creates distracting bright spots, thereby minimizing
the effectiveness of the source of the illumination, and also thereby failing to display adequately the character of adjacent trees
which, if properly illuminated from a high source, could contribute considerably to the interest of the street at night.

As indicated earlier, the highway, like the subdivision
road, should also display the character of the countryside through
which it passes. Although the objectives in each case are the
same, the product of the planning is quite different.
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In the first place, for example, the freeway crosses many
identifiable ecological situations as it traverses the state, and
each one of these ecological situations will be of interest to the
driver because by this process of travel the nature of the state is
revealed. Consequently, several procedures are required by the
Highway Department, and no one of these should be applicable to
all sections of the thoroughfare.

The highway that crosses the high desert of Central
Oregon should not be adorned with trees because these elements
are foreign to this particular ecological situation. However, at
stream crossings, in some canyons, and areas adjacent to the
lakes, every effort should be made to augment the existing native
species. Perhaps travelers should be permitted the privilege of
suffering a bit in crossing in order that the green of grass and
the shade of trees be more appreciated where they might logically
be expected to exist.

In other sections of the state, wherein wooded areas are
scattered over open fields and meadows, plantings of trees may
be introduced logically to amplify the natural beauty. In such a
case, the reference to the experience of walking through the woods
applies very well, as it did in the case of the subdivision. The
chief difference is a matter of scale and variety. Along this highway fewer species need be employed, and these, instead of being
highly ornamental nursery stock, should be natives if such are
available or structurally similar species. In other words, this is
not a place for floriferous, rare, or exotic species for the simple
reason that the traveler has no time for an adequate inspection of
the individuals. Since 70 miles an hour is such a high velocity,
all masses of a species of tree, and the spaces created by these
masses mu be correspondingly much larger. Also, it should be
pointed out, the job of the highway landscape architect is made still
more simple by reason of the fact that the base upon which he work
is not monotonous to start with.

In conclusion, it seems desirable to state that the esthetically agreeable thoroughfare is also the most practical from the
standpoint of the designing agency. Surely, if the traveler is interested in what he sees, monotony and resultant fatigue is considerably lessened, thereby assuring a somewhat safer passage.
The traveler in this case may live long enough to come back again.

12

CONSIDER THE PUBLIC - PLEASING AND PRACTICAL

The Practical View
Tom Edwards
Assistant State Highway Engineer
Oregon State Highway Department
I have chosen to speak to you at this 1964 Northwest Roads
and Streets Conference on the subject, 'The Practical View. I
feel there are many things which we must approach on a much
more practical and cooperative plane than has been common in
the past.

The Northwest has a history extending back only a little
more than one and one-half centuries. It was only slightly more
than 100 years ago that settlers began arriving in appreciable
numbers. They were attracted to the country by its great resources and by the dreams of the wealth which was free for the
taking. Our neighbor to the south held the lure of great quantities
of gold, which could be taken from its streams and mountains.
This was true to a much lesser extent in the Northwest. These
people pioneered for us a country of many beauties, of fine forests,
clear water, and clean air. We have a wonderful climate, and
are beginning to become the envy of the rest of the nation. Our
third largest industry is tourism. Vacationers are drawn here by
attractiveness and beauties not found elsewhere.
The settlement and development of the Northwest has not
been without its problems concerning our road system. Only within the past 40 years has a network been constructed which tied together the rural areas. Progress has been good. Our states have
achieved a level of excellence in construction and maintenance not
generally found elsewhere. This achievement has not been reached
without trial and tribulation. We have become mechanized and have
suffered the need of facilities far beyond our ability to achieve and,
particularly, to pay for them.

Great strides have been made, however, to the end that we
now have good highway systems, very excellent county road
systems, and some fine street systems. The Federal legislation
of 1956, establishing the Interstate System, is the Act which will
climax to a great extent the completion of the long haul or through
traffic facilities, not only in the Northwest, but in the balance of
the nation.
There is, however, a trend developing which will require
a concerted and practical cooperative approach by all of the people
13

involved in providing future transportation. It is a known fact
that since the turn of the century the rural population of this
nation has been very nearly static. Our growth of some 80
million people has been almost entirely within the urban area.
Statistics indicate continuation of this concentration.

The gathering of people in urban areas is a result of
many things. Transportation centers, particularly rail and port,

such as Portland and Puget Sound, attract manufacturing and the
attendant worker group who produces goods. Governmental
functions and financial centers are also factors attracting population to these areas.
We find our urban traffic problem and concentration of
population in urban areas today to be extreme. However, it is
not new. We find that plans were drawn for the extension and
improvement of the city of Rome between 1447 and 1590. The
early records indicate that implementation of the plan was
hampered by speculative operators or property owners. We
find that in the year 1866, most of the city of London within the
walls of the old town burned. Christopher Wren, under influence
by French and Italian artists, prepared an excellent plan for rebuilding. This plan was rejected by the King because of objections from leaseholders and London was rebuilt on its old foundation.

The problem of congestion apparently has plagued cities
from the beginning of time. Various solutions have been tried.
In the year 1580, as one of these solutions Queen Elizabeth I
proclaimed that no more buildings be erected in London as it was
growing too large. This act was unsuccessful. A later attempt
to stop congestion was an act to make it illegal to build within
3 miles of the city. Later, Cromwell prohibited building within 10
miles of London or Westminster. In the United States in 1 771, the
State of Connecticut passed a law restricting the size of towns by
means of a fine of $1. 67 a week for a person not an inhabitant. It
provided for whipping if a person was unable to pay and did not depart.

These early attempts at control of the concentration of population proved the futility of such practice. The problem multiplied
with the concentration of the population into small areas, with the
resultant following of land butchers whose goal was to get the
largest number of city lots on the smallest acreage and in a manner
that would hold surveying costs to the minimum. There followed,
during the latter part of the 19th Century, a complete overrunning
14
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of orderly planning within American cities.
We quote from Americana, ". . . Traffic and transportation
is the foremost problem of every city. . . " Efforts to deal with it
consist of street widenings, separation of through traffic, separation of truck from local traffic by designating certain truck
routes, and prohibition or limitation of parking. Recent, more
drastic measures have been to build through highways in such a
fashion as to avoid intersections, for the municipality to acquire
and operate parking lots, and to require by zoning provision for
off-street loading and unloading space for new traffic generators.
In documenting the development of urban design, we find
many interesting things. In certain German and Austrian cities,
belt routes were constructed well over a 100 years ago. These
were the results of street construction on areas previously
occupied by abandoned inner fortifications. A notable example
is the famous Ringstrasse of Vienna. Possibly the first controlled access highway was constructed in the 1880's in New York
City, where four depressed streets crossing Central Park between Fifth Avenue and Eighth Avenue were constructed for the
purpose of carrying horse-drawn trucking traffic. Retaining walls
were constructed on both sides and grade separation was achieved
with stone bridges.

In 1906, Eugene Henard, a French engineer, published a
paper entitled, "Intersections Having Superposed Roadways.
The paper gave examples of highway grade separations constructed in Paris and other cities and described the modern
cloverleaf interchange. In 1907, an address by the President of
the Civic and Mechanical Engineers Society described a proposal
by Hallroyd Smith called, "The System of Gyratory Traffic Regulations. " This proposal described the principle of the rotary
interchange as a solution of London's traffic problems. The first
planning commissions in the large cities began to appear in the
decade before the first World War. In 1916, the U. S. Patent
Office granted a patent to Arthur Hale of Maryland for a grade
separation and interchange design which used the principle of the
present-day cloverleaf.
Within the past decade another facet of the urban problem
is developing. I might call this a "suburban" problem. People

have indicated a desire to move from the heart of the city to the
suburban area. Here they find living to be clean, dignified, and
much more comfortable than that within the confines of downtown
cement canyons. They are able to group themselves in communities, they become friends of the next-door neighbors, their
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children attend local community schools, and the parents are
drawn together in community affairs. We will see an increase
and expansion of these suburban living complexes during the coming
years. The development of these complexes brings with them, of

course, the services they requirethe grocery stores, the banks,
the merchandising marts, the laundries, the drugstores, the med-

ical clinics, and other businesses required to make living comfortable and provide the services in the area.
In the past, there has been a failure on both sides. By this
I mean of the planners in properly controlling zoning and layouts
in these community complexes, and on the part of the technicians
in constructing facilities. In defense of the planners, I must say
that planning, zoning, and development techniques are all relatively
new. The technician's, or more properly, the engineer's failure,
is primarily due to inadequate funds available to him and to the
pressure in the immediate past to complete the rural backbone of
the highway system in order that the urban centers might prosper.
Most of these pressures were applied to the engineer by the very
people living in the urban complexes who now suffer due to inadequate facilities.
We are now experiencing a rising trend toward a concerted
effort on the part of all the people involved in the day-to-day
affairs of our urban growth. The planner is making great strides
in the development of zoning regulations, development of regulations for off-street parking, and the day-to-day handling of the
normal growth problems. They have developed through their past
experiences and failures a more competent class of technicians who
are day by day becoming more proficient in the preparation of longrange plans.

There is a need, however, for further self-examination. In
bending to the desire of the suburbanite for clean, quiet living,
plats are being laid Out with circuitous dead-end streets and courts
that will develop into disturbing problems. When they are engulfed
by additional complexes surrounding them, transportation through
these areas will pose a problem which will be extremely costly to
cure. In fact, some of the layouts may be destroyed in the cure.
It is believed that this problem can be surmounted. The
Federal Highway Act of 1962 took cognizance of the problem and
required that after 1965, Federal funds would be available in
areas of 50, 000 or more population only if they had had the benefit
of a complete overall transportation study. Great strides have
been made along this line. In this state, even prior to the passage
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of the Federal law, such transportation studies were underway in
the Portland-Vancouver area and in the Salem urban area. A
study has now been initiated in the Eugene area, and at a future
time when the work load permits, the Medford area and the Corvallis area, even though not qualifying under the 50, 000 population measure, will be studied. The smaller cities will benefit to
a high degree from such studies, since their problems can be more
easily surmounted if they are approached at the time growth problems are in their infancy and an orderly development plan can be
followed from the outset.
There is one problem in this planning process which has
not been solved. In simple words, this is cost. During the past
40 years the problem of constructing facilities has fallen to the
engineers. In their best judgment they have proceeded, often
under great duress. They have had on every occasion to propose
facilities which in their estimation were the best that could be
achieved within the limits of funds available. They have had to
get the people of the Northwest out of the mud onto hard-surfaced
roads; they have had to fight the increasing traffic loads and the
increasing demand for funds. At the same time, they have been

berated soundly by their critics. It is a well-established fact
that the segment of the population who is in favor of a certain
improvement is rather quietly appreciative. The critics are
highly vociferous. They are aided and abetted by those who
might benefit by an alternate method or location or construction.
The engineers are roundly berated by 'do-gooders who would put
an excessive drain upon the road users pocketbook for frills beyond the point of practicality. I believe the real truth is that a bad
road project has never been constructed.

In the years to come, these past problems and cross purposes must be overcome. One of the first highway laws ever
passed in the United States was initiated in the Colony of Virginia
as one of their early self-government efforts. It carried the
words, .. . HIGHWAYES shall be layd out in such Convenient
places as are requisite accordinge as the Governor and Counsell
or the Commissioners for the monthlie corts shall appoynt, or
accordinge as the parishioners of every parish shall agree. .
We are now proceeding into an era of concerted effort of planning
and developing a transportation system in locations approved as
a joint effort of all the technicians representing the "parishioners.
I believe that our problem will continue to be one of providing for motor transportation, and one, therefore, which must be
borne by the motorist. This is going to be one of the major
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problems in proceeding with an orderly development of the network.
Cognizance must be taken of the motorist's ability to pay.

There has been much talk of Federal Aid. The Federal
government has made available money for planning; in fact, money
which must be spent for planning. It has contributed in an extremely high percentage to the construction of the Interstate System. However, bear in mind that this is not Federal money, per
se. These are road-user funds. They are provided under our tax
base by the people who use the roads. They are collected at the
city, county, state, and Federal level. It matters not what their
method of collection might be, they are still road-user funds paid
by the road user, and the term "road-user funds" could be used
much more appropriately than the term "Federal Aid, " regardless
of the source.
It behooves the planner, as he envisions development of
complexes and services thereto, to bear in mind that the facilities
designed to serve the growing urban complex must be built within
the ability of the user to pay for them. He must strive to advance
planning to protect rights of way, and he must work in conjunction
with the engineer in utilizing existing techniques and foreseeable
developments to the end that an orderly and economical transportation system be developed within the ability of the road user to
pay and still keep pace with his needs.
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HOW TO AVOID CHUCK HOLES
THROUGH INSPECTION AND CONTROLS

Inspection-In-Depth Procedures
A. W. Parsons, Oregon Division Engineer
U. S. Bureau of Public Roads
A Bureau of Public Roads inspector who came from the deep
South, used to call them chug holes. " Whether you call them
"chug holes" or "chuck holes, " this is a dirty word in today's
highway engineering vocabulary. Where smooth nonskid surfaces
are essential to fast_moving motor vehicle safety and economical
maintenance, such blemishes cannot be tolerated in modern highway operation.

How to build and maintain roads free from "chug holes" and
other defects has become a science (and an art) that has drawn the
attention of many menhighway engineers, of course, but also,

more recently, researchers, planners, administrators, equipment
experts, right-of-way appraisers, and yesAUDITORS.
The process of inspection has always been one of the main
ingredients in the successful construction of good highway surfaces.
Inspection is a continuous process that starts with the production
of materials that eventually are incorporated in the completed highway and carries on through the transporting and handling of such
materials. It includes the processing of natural or manufactured
materials, through the construction period, and right down to the
point where the completed highway is turned over to the traveling
public. Whether the inspection is done by the project engineer or

his representatives, by a commercial inspection service, or by
the contractors together with their suppliers, makes little difference as long as it is done meticulously and conscientiously.
Traditionally, most inspections are performed under the
control of the "owner" because the competitive contract system
with its strong profit motive which prevails today in the United
States sets up a form of rivalry between the contractor and the
owner's engineer, not unlike a game of chess. Needless to say,
the inspection OK is the prize to be won, and while the game is
presumed to be played under a definite set of rules (contract
specifications), nevertheless there are gambits and sorties employed by both sides that are hard to believe at times.
If all men were without fault, absolutely trustworthy, and
perfect beyond all doubt, there would still be a need for inspectors. Inspections are made, not to catch a crook red-handed,
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nor to wield authority in a heavy-handed manner, but to insure
uniform production and application of accepted methods to the end
that the best possible construction product may be obtained, free
from faults or blemishes that might creep in due to oversight,
inexperience, or other undesirable factors that sometimes accrue
due to aberrations of men and machines.
The mental and physical capacities of a man are such that,
given time and sufficient incentive, he can do a limited number of
rather simple things rather well. If the number of things to do is
increased, or if the time in which to do them is decreased, or if
the incentive motive is tampered with in some way, the results of
the man's efforts are vitally affected. Nowhere is this simple
relationship so noticeable as in the case of an inspector. This is
exactly what happened to highway construction inspectors and
engineers under the impetus of the expanded highway program in
which we are presently engaged.

This is mentioned because, actually, this is the compelling
motivation for a somewhat revolutionary movement in highway
inspection circles today. This revolutionary movement is called
"INSPECTION-IN-DEPTH." While there is nothing new in the
inspection-in-depth technique, its adaptation and development as
a highway inspection tool is somewhat of an innovation.
During the early years of the Interstate highway program,
the BPR organized a "Project Examination Division" which put
into practice many of the principles of the inspection_in-depth.
A reorganization within BPR has placed the responsibility for
such inspections within the newly created Office of Audits and Investigations. This office is capable of placing in the field teams

of trained investigators, engineers, auditors, and right-of-way
experts for the purpose of making detailed examinations at any
location where work under jurisdiction of BPR may be questioned
for any reason. This is the Bureau's "SUPER INSPECTION-INDEPTH" capability, and is not to be confused with the regular
program of inspections-in-depth made on Federal Aid construction
projects at the Division level, and similar inspections made on
direct Federal construction projects at the Regional level.
Necessity, being the mother of invention, the Bureau of
Public Roads was more or less forced to adopt the inspection_indepth procedure in order to keep pace with the greatly expanded
Federal Aid highway construction program that followed the passage of the 1956 Highway Act. At first the method was used only
to supplement the time-honored and somewhat stereotyped routine
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inspections made by BPR area engineers in connection with their
surveillance of highway projects under construction by the various
state highway departments.

Originally, the idea was to turn the white-hot spotlight of
scrutiny on a limited number of projects to determine in the
greatest detail possible exactly how well the work was being done,
materials produced, final results obtained, and how well the whole
conglomeration was being documented. It was theorized that by
spotlighting an occasional project here and there at random, weaknesses in the overall procedures could be uncovered, corrections
could be made, improvements could be suggested, and the level of
accomplishment could be raised over the entire spectrum of highway construction. There is no doubt that the inspection-in-depth
technique has attained a rather encouraging measure of success,
as indicated by the spread of the technique into other fields such as
highway right_of_way acquisition and the field of auditing.
Under the inspection-in-depth procedure one or more individuals (preferably a team composed of at least one engineer and
one auditor) undertake to examine a given project in its entirety,
taking a close look at each activity, comparing results with specifications, determining qualifications and performance of each
person having a responsible part in the work, and tracing the
handling of materials through contractor-supplier- source channels.
Record keeping comes in for more than a casual glance; the whole
system of diary entries, material testing and certification,
quantity computations and payment, change orders, etc. , being
closely examined. A report of this exacting inspection is prepared.
Any weaknesses found are described and suggestions are made for
improvements in project procedures. Under present procedure
the inspection_in-depth reports are discussed with responsible
state officials, above the project level, at which time agreement is
reached as to corrections that should be made for the good of the
project. Follow_up inspections are made at appropriate intervals
to determine whether corrections have been made and the effects
thereof on the project.
BPR area engineers soon found that inspections-in-depth
covering all phases of a highway construction project were so timeconsuming that not enough of these all-inclusive inspections could
be made during a normal construction season to be considered
adequate coverage even on a spotcheck basis. What is known as
the "Phase Method' was adopted to enable the thinly spread area
engineer to more adequately cover his area. The 'Phase Method'
consists of examining minutely all activities being carried on in

connection with a certain phase of the work, such as grading and
embankment compaction, on any given project, then performing
inspections_in-depth on other phases, such as concrete or steel
structural work, surfacing and bituminous pavements, Portland
cement concrete pavements, etc. , on other projects. As
mentioned before, the same techniques may also be carried into
other fields such as preliminary engineering, design, location,
right_of-way acquisition, data processing, recordation, and final
audit.

The inspection-in-depth procedure has been used extensively
by BPR in its Federal Aid inspection work. Some of the techniques
have been used in a variety of forms by many state highway
departments over the years in the very effective control of their
own operations. Within the past year the Bureau of Public Roads'
regional office in Portland has geared up to put inspection-indepth teams in the field to make inspections of direct Federal
project construction similar to that being done on Federal Aid work.
More recently still, the theory has been advanced that to be most
effective, inspections -in-depth should be performed by engineers
who have no direct connection with the work being inspected. In
other words, an area engineer should not be required to perform
inspections_in-depth on projects within his own area, but should
perhaps be drafted to perform such inspections in another area,
another district, or even another state. We are told that techniques along these lines are now being considered, and that guidelines and suggestions may be forthcoming within the BPR organization very shortly.
No doubt many of you are asking yourselves this question,
"Why is this necessary? Everything has been going along very
well in this or that state. Why rock the boat?" A moment's reflection will indicate why it is necessary to dig deeper, to turn on
the white-hot spotlight to do everything humanly possible to improve the quality of our highway projects, to get the most for our
highway tax dollar, as well as to prevent the occurrence of such
horrendous and unbelievable things that have been brought to light
by certain investigations since the start of the expanded highway
program. These incidents, while hopefully few and far between,
give evidence that there is need for continuing surveillance, for
soul searching within the highway industry at all levels, and for
the use of the most efficient techniques and methods that are possible to be developed. We think the inspection-in-depth technique
is one of these.

For your information, there is attached as an appendix
z2

hereto a Guide Schedule for Construction Inspections-In_Depth
which has been in use for several months by the Oregon BPR
Division office, and is typical for such guide schedules in BPR
Region B.

From what has been said, we can see that we should have
proper respect for the lowly 'chug hole, " not because of the inconvenience it may cause us, or because of the annoyance it may
he to us, but because it is symptomatic of a deeper, more
insidious disease that could spell ruin for a contractor, an inspector, an engineer, a state highway department, or a national
highway program.

As a means of preventing "chug holes, " close control by
sampling and testing is the tried and proven method to be followed.
As a way to determine whether good job control is a fact or a
delusion, inspections-in-depth are worth the doing as "tricks of
the trade.
As a matter of interest I would like to close by quoting the
guide put out by the Bureau of Public Roads describing these
special inspections.

The primary purpose of such inspectionsin_depth and analyses of findings is to provide a
continuing basis for evaluating the accuracy,
adequacy, and effectiveness of all procedures,
methods, controls, and operations used by the
contractor and the engineer to assure performance
of high_quality construction, accurate determination
of quantities upon which payment is made, and
correct payment in accordance with the contract
provisions.
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Appendix
GUIDE SCHEDULE FOR CONSTRUCTION
INSPEC TIONS-IN-DEPTH

The following should be used as a guide for scheduling
construction inspections -in-depth. Although the guide is intended
for general application in all regions and divisions, deviations
will be necessary, of course, in individual divisions and areas because of differences in volume and character of construction in
progress and because of the limitations on available manpower.
Group A. (Generally once per year in each state)
1.

State materials testing facilities and procedures

headquarters and representative division (or district) and project
levels.
2. Commercial and other non-state-owned facilities
utilized for testing.
3. Commercial materials production and fabricating
plants, including ready_mix concrete and bituminous concrete
plants.
4. Construction supervision by consultants or local highway agencies.
5. Progress and final voucher processing from project
level to, and including, headquarters office.

Group B. (Generally about once per year in each BPR area for
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

each phase listed)
Grading and minor structures.
Subbase and base courses.
Pavements
Major structures.
Job control and record sampling and testing.

Ordinarily, the above phases should not be further subdivided, and the inspection should cover all related activities and
procedures and evaluation of state engineering personnel.
Group C.

(Sufficiently often in each state to assure a reasonable
sampling of overall processinggenerally on about two
projects per year in each state)
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Determination of pay quantities.
2. Utility and railroad force account work.
3. Handling of traffic.
4. Safety precautions.
5. Wage rate compliance.
1.

7.

Landscaping and planting.
Traffic signing.

8.

Construction survey.

9.

Subletting.

6.

10.

Demolition and right-of_way clearance.

11. Advance planning and arranging for utility and railroad
adjustments, and for handling of traffic.
12.

Miscellaneous minor items, such as fencing, guardrail,

and lighting.

The above items in Group C will frequently be covered as
subsidiary parts of Group B phases.
Group D. Secondary Road Plan Projects

Evaluations of Secondary Road Plan operations in accordance
with IM 20-1 -61, may include inspection_in-depth principles as
considered desirable to ascertain the adequacy of construction
supervision and of operating controls and procedures.
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Inspection-In_Depth Procedures
R. B. Christensen
Construction Engineer
Idaho Department of Highways

Today's highway and street project is designed and contracted with the intent of obtaining the highest quality product
attainable within reasonable cost. As engineers, we cannot do
otherwise without courting the hazard of a mounting and unwarranted maintenance burden.
The question is, 'How do we achieve the quality we specify
through inspection and control and, specifically, what part does
the inspection-in-depth program play in this drama?"

The stated purpose of the inspection-in-depth program is
to provide a continuing basis for evaluating the accuracy,
adequacy, and effectiveness of all procedures, methods, controls,
and operations.

This is a commendable purpose, but how accurate isaccurate, how adequate is adequate, and how effective is effective,
and who is properly the best judge of these qualities?
The Public Roads engineer, in undertaking an inspectionin-depth, is charged with the almost superhuman task of being
judge, jury, and executioner. His job is made somewhat easier,

yet less enviable, by the facts that it is easier to tear down than to
build, and that hindsight is always good.

There is also an attendant hazard to such a program that
causes one to wonder whether we seek results or regulations,
whether we practice engineering or an enigma of paper wars.
These are the concerns I have about where such a program
might lead. Results experienced to date, however, have been
generally beneficial in stimulating more enlightened field controls
and, in a few cases, bringing to light problems worthy of correction,

Idaho, as most states do, welcomes the unscheduled double
check, provided that it does not result in the addition of unwarranted
controls and regulations.
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Left to our own devices, I believe that the states as contracting agencies are best able to administer the contract and to
double check for quality.

In an effort to make the program more productive, one of
the first things Idaho did when inspection-in-depth started was to
consolidate the 33-page Public Roads Guide into an 8-page summary so that our field engineers could more easily and fully understand the program. Without an understanding of the program by
State personnel, State-Bureau relations, especially in the field,
could become overly strained, and the benefits of the program
impaired.

Reports to date, of course, have indicated some shortcomings. We must be certain that each point at issue in an inspection-in-depth report is carefully considered as to its significance and importance. A response should be addressed to
Public Roads stating whether we accept criticisms as being just
or whether we consider them to be unimportant and unrelated to
quality.

It has become apparent that the most common, repetitive,
and factual criticism in Idaho so far has been that our inspectors
have not always been properly trained and instructed.

Our greatest response to the inspection-in-depth program
in this regard has been to undertake an inspector training and
certification program designed to assure our department that only
qualified inspectors are utilized.
Our State Highway Engineer has issued a directive that
effective May 1, 1964, no employee will be assigned to inspection
work unless he has been certified, through training and examination, as being qualified in the work to which he is assigned.

Certification is being made through training and exam-

ination in five classificationsbasic materials, earthwork, aggregate, asphalt, and concrete. This is, without doubt, a most

ambitious undertaking for our small department, but we expect to
derive benefits far in excess of costs. The job is monumental,
the objectives are momentous, the results are yet to be seen.
Inspections-in-depth reports have pointed out the obsolescence and excessive detail of many of our specifications. The
generalized specification, such as embodied in the new AASHO
Guide Specification, achieves more significance in the light of
inspections-in-depth.
2.7

The inspection-in-depth program was the subject of informal
discussion during the Construction Committee session of the
Denver WASHO Conference last year. States represented there
reported that the program has pointed out oversights that should
have been known to the state, but were not.

A spokesman from the State of Texas reported that contractors there indicate the impact of the program encourages more
vigilance on their part.

Also at that conference session, the embarrassing fact was
pointed out that states have not always followed up their own control programs. The states were encouraged to set up their own
internal control programs and not leave a vacuum for someone else
to fill.
Other comments were made expressing concern over the
often unnecessary duplication of effort attendant to the inspectionin-depth program.
The best way to avoid chuck holes is to build the quality
product we require, and an unscheduled double check is an
important part of quality control.

In conclusion, I am convinced that the inspection-in-depth
program stimulates field controls, and that this is desirable. I
cannot help but be concerned, however, about the total result of
the program encouraging excessive control and regulation far
beyond the reasonable needs of todays construction.

In the face of this and other 'procedural type audits" it
becomes more urgent than ever to guard our right to be engineers
and exercise judgment.
The contracting agency planning and executing a project and
assuming the burden of maintenance is best qualified to admInister
the contract and exercise the engineering judgment needed to
secure quality results and should not be denied this right by any
third party.
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Evaluation of Soil Analysis and Soil Classification

J. Richard Bell, Associate Professor
Civil Engineering Department
Oregon State University
INTRODUCTION

Natural soil deposits are accumulations of solid particles
derived from the mechanical and chemical disintegration of rocks.
In engineering, however, it is sometimes necessary to work with
man-made and natural deposits containing materials other than
those produced by the natural disintegration of rocks. Therefore,
for engineering purposes, soil may be defined as all the more or
less loose uncemented solid materials of the earth's crust above
bedrock. " It is obvious from this definition that great differences
among soils may exist, making it impossible to predict the engineering behavior of a soil without some form of testing.

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the use of soil
tests to classify soils with respect to their performance as highway construction materials. Even this subject is too broad for
the space allotted; therefore, this discussion will be restricted
to the so-called classification tests--grain size tests and the
Atterberg Limits testsand their use in identifying the classifying soils for use as base, subgrade, and embankment materials.
In this discussion the following distinction between identification and classification will be adhered to. Identification is
simply the process of determining the soil type group to which a
specimen belongs. Classification will be used to imply a performance when used for a specific purpose; i. e. , as a highway
subgrade material.
SOIL IDENTIFICATION

Three broad groups of soils are generally recognized:
granular soils, including gravels and sands; fine-grained soils,
including silts and clays; and organic soils, including peat and
organic silts and clays. Therefore the common terms, gravel,
sand, silt, and clay with appropriate adjectives, form the basis
for soil descriptions. As most soils are mixtures of two or more
groups, compound names may be used; i. e. , silty sand. In these
instances the predominant soil type is indicated by the noun, and
the lesser soil and/or other important details are indicated by the
adjectives.
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Granular Soils: Granular soils are defined as those soils composed
of particles smaller than 3 inches and larger than 0. 074 mm (No.
200 U. S. Standard Sieve)*. See Table I. The granular or coarsegrained soils, therefore, are composed of particles large enough to
be seen with the unaided eye. This group is subdivided into sand
and gravel on the 2 mm size (No. lOU. S. Standard Sieve).
Table I.
Soil Groups by Grain Size
Granular Soils
Gravel
Sand

Soil Group

Grain Size

2 mm
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U.S. Std. Sieve

#10

Fine Soils
Silts and Clays
0. 074 mm
#200

Fine-Grained Soils: Fine-grained soils are composed of individual
particles smaller than 0. 074 mm (too small to be seen with the unaided eye).

The two soil typessilt and claycomprising this

group are similar in appearance but greatly different in behavior.
The true distinction between silt and clay is one of mineralogy.
Size of grains is of little value as the size ranges of the two soils
actually overlap. The most useful property for distinguishing between silt and clay is plasticity. Plasticity is that property of a
material which enables it to be deformed rapidly without cracking,
and prevents it from rebounding when the deforming force is removed; i. e. , to behave like ordinary window putty. Clay soils may
be made to exhibit plastic characteristics by properly adjusting
their water content. Silts may not be made to exhibit plastic
properties. Plastic soils also possess a high dry strength. Therefore, a fine-grained soil may be designated: clay, if it can be made
plastic by adjusting its water content and if it possesses a high dry
strength; and silt, if it is nonplastic and if it has little dry strength.

Organic Soils: Organic soils are those soils which contain appreciable amounts of animal and/or vegetable matter in various stages
of decomposition. They may be identified by the presence of
visible organic matter, objectionable odors, and their usual dark
gray to black color.

*Numerous identification systems are in existence. The one used
here is selected to conform closely to the divisions incorporated in
the widely used Highway Research Board Classification system.
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From the above comments it is apparent that a relatively
good field" identification of soils can be made simply on the basis
of what we can see, feel, and smell. However, to eliminate the
human factor and "standardize" the identification procedure, the
laboratory grain size and Atterberg Limits tests are used.

The coarse-grained soils can be identified strictly on the
basis of the results of a grain size analysis. The fine-grained
soils are identified on the basis of plasticity, as indicated by the
Atterberg Limits test results. The Atterberg Limits tests, as
modified for engineering usage by A. Casagrande, determine the
plastic, liquid, and shrinkage limits of a soil. '' The liquid and
plastic limits are the water contents at the upper and lower limits,
respectively, of the moisture range over which a soil exhibits
plastic properties. The shrinkage limit is the highest water content at which a decrease in water content will not result in a decrease in volume of the soil. The difference between the liquid
limit and the plastic limit is defined as the plasticity index. The
correlation between the Atterberg Limits tests results and soil
type is given by the Plasticity Chart shown in Figure 1. The soil
identification system described in this paper is outlined in Table
II. Identification systems, by their very nature, must be somewhat arbitrary. Therefore, the author has not presented a
"standard" system but has taken the liberty of modifying existing
systems to give a system which he feels best fulfills the requirements of this discussion.
It should be noted that the silts and the organic soils occupy
the same areas on the Plasticity Chart. The organic soils can be
distinguished from the inorganic soils by comparing the liquid
limit of an air-dried specimen with the liquid limit of an ovendried (105°C) specimen. If the liquid limit of the oven-dried
specimen is less than 75 percent of the liquid limit of the airdried specimen, the soil is considered to be organic. If the decrease in liquid limit with oven drying is less than 25 percent, the
soil is considered to be inorganic.
*Descriptions of these tests may be found in Reference 1 in the List
of References at the end of this paper. This reference also contains
an excellent discussion of the procedures for soil identification and
classification according to the "Unified" system. The identification
system used in this paper was modified from the "Unified" system
to conform to the Highway Research Board Classification System.
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TABLE II

o

Identification Procedure
CLEAN GRAVELS 1)
less than
GRAVELS
5% fines
More than
GRAVELS WITH FINES 2)
50% larger
more than
than
#10 sieve
fines

SANDS
More than
50% smaller
#1

eve

CLEAN SANDS l)
less then
5% fines
SANDS WITH FINES 2)

more than
12% fines

SILTS & CLAYS 2)
Liquid Limit
less than 40

Soil Identification Chart
Soil Names
Clean well graded gravels, sandy gravels

Symbi

Clean poorly graded gravels, sandy gravels

-

Silty gravels, poorly graded silty sandy gravels

GM

Clayey gravels, poorly graded clayey sandy gravels

GC

Clean well graded sands, gravelly sands

SW

Clean poorly graded sands, gravelly sands

SP

Silty sands, poorly graded silty gravelly sands

SM

Clayey sands, poorly graded clayey gravelly sands

SC

Inorganic silts and very fine sands of low
plasticity

ML

Inorganic clays of low to medium plasticity,
silty clays

CL

Liquid Limit
greater than 40

OL

Inorganic silts of high compressibility

MH

Inorganic clays of high plasticity
Organic clays of medium to high plasticity

ORGANIC

OILS

Notes:

Color, odor, spongy
feel. fibrous

-

Organic silts and organic silty clays of low
plasticity

SILTS & CLAYS 2)
z m

GP

CH

OH

Peat and other highly organic soils

__________________________________________________-

1) For sands and gravels to be well graded the following must be satisfied: Cu'4 and l'Cc<3.
(See "Gradation" p.8-9).
2) For identification of silts and clays see Figure 1.

SIGNIFICANT SOIL C HARAC TERIS TICS

In addition to the soil typegravel, sand, silt, and clay
certain characteristics of the soil and of the soil deposit are significant in controlling the engineering behavior of a soil. The
more important of these factors are outlined in Table III and should
be considered in any soil description which is to be used as a basis
for classification.
Table III.

Significant Soil Characteristics
All Soils
1. Color
Z.
Homogeneity
3. Organic content

Granular Soils
1. Grain size
2. Grain shape
3. Gradation
4. Presence of fines
5. Relative density

Fine-Grained Soils
1. Degree of plasticity
2. Activity index
3. Consistency of undisturbed soil
4. Change in consistency with remoldin
All Soils:
1. Color - Color, in itself, does not indicate any specific
engineering properties. Its main significance is that when studying
a soil deposit, a change in color will almost invariably indicate a
change in properties. In a given locality, color may be useful in
identifying particular soils of known properties. Black usually
indicates an organic soil.

2. Homogeneity - A knowledge of the homogeneity of a soil
deposit is most useful in indicating to what degree a given sample
is likely to indicate the overall properties of the deposit. Some
deposits are segregated into layers according to particle size, and
are referred to as stratified. Such deposits will, therefore, have
different properties (for example, permeability) in different directions.
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3. Organic Content - Organic matter may or may not be
detrimental, but it should always be viewed suspiciously. It may
reduce load bearing capacity, increase compressibility, and
increase frost susceptibility.

Granular Soils: Clean, granular soils generally have good loadbearing qualities and are relatively incompressible under static
loads. They have relatively high permeabilities and are not subject to strength variations or volume changes with changes in water
content. Neither are clean granular soils subject to frost action.
However, if they contain an appreciable amount of fines, their permeability may be reduced, they may become frost susceptible, and
their stability characteristics may be adversely affected. Loose,
granular soils are subject to relatively large decreases in volume
under vibratory loads.

The forces acting between the grains of granular soils are
from externally applied loads and gravity. Intrinsic attractive
forces between grains originating within the grains themselves are
negligible. The engineering properties of these soils are largely
controlled by size, shape, and gradation of the grains; relative
compaction; and the amount of fines in the soil.
1. Grain Size - The larger the grain size the better the
engineering properties of the soil. Coarser soils have better
drainage characteristics and, therefore, a lower probability of
being frost susceptible. Also, coarse soils; i. e. , gravels, are
easier to compact, and in nature never exist in a loose state.
Hence, their stability characteristics are good.
2. Grain Shape - Most granular soils are composed of
bulky more or less equidimensional grains. The shape of these
grains may vary from rounded, nearly spherical, to sharp,
angular shapes. The shape is significant in controlling the degree
of "interlocking" between the grains, which is important with
respect to the soil's ability to resist deformation under load.
Soils composed of flat, flaky particles are likely to have much
greater compressibilities and lower permeabilities than soils
made up of bulky grains.

3. Gradation - Gradation refers to the distribution of
particle sizes in a soil. In engineering it is conventional to represent this information graphically on a gradation curve. Typical
curves are shown in Figure 2. The log of the particle size is
plotted versus the percentage by weight of particles smaller than
the given particle size. To describe gradation, three specific
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sizes are used ,
and D60 sizes. These are grain sizes
in a given soil for w9Tiich 10, 30, and 60 percent of the particles in
the soil are smaller than. These are combined into a coefficient
of uniformity, C
D10

u

and a coefficient of curvature, C c
2

D30
Cc

D60D10

A uniform soil is composed of essentially one size of particles. For a perfectly uniform soil, Cu = 1 and Cc = 1. Soils with
a coefficient of uniformity of less than four (C 4), are considered
U
to be uniform.

Soils containing a wide range of particle sizes are called
graded soils. Graded soils have coefficients of uniformity greater
than four (Cu 4). If a graded soil has particles distributed in such
a manner that each succeeding smaller size is present in just sufficient amount to fill the voids in the next larger size, the soil is
said to be well graded. This is the condition for maximum possible
density. If these conditions are not satisfied, the soil is poorly
graded. To be well graded, a soil must have a value for the coefficient of curvature between one and three (1. C 3).
c

.

Well-graded soils are more easily compacted to high unit
weights and, therefore, generally have better strength characteristics, more resistance to deformation, and are less compressible
than poorly graded or uniform soils, Graded soils, however, have
poorer drainage characteristics and are more prone to be subject
to frost action than uniform soils.
4. Presence of Fines - The presence of fines (particles
smaller than 0. 074 mm) in a granular soil can impair its drainage
characteristics and render it susceptible to frost action. Wellgraded soils may be subject to frost action if they contain more than
about 3 percent fines by weight and uniform soils if they contain
more than about 10 percent fines.

Fine-grained soils are subject to changes in strength and
volume with changes in water content. Therefore, granular soils
with appreciable fines are also subject to these effects of changing
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moisture content. If sufficient fines are present to effectively destroy the grain-to-grain contact between the coarse grains, the
fines will almost completely dominate the soil's properties.
5. Relative Density - It is apparent that increased
density will increase a soil's stability under load. Even
loose granular soils will have fairly good stability under static.
However, these soils will undergo large decreases in volume if
subjected to vibratory loads. Dense granular soils are very stable.

Fine-Grained Soils: The fine-grained soils are the silts and the
clays. The clay soils are generally poorer engineering materials
than the granular soils. They have poorer load supporting
characteristics and are compressible under static load. They have
very poor drainage characteristics, and their rate of compression
is very slow. The clays are also subject to strength and volume
changes with changes in water content. They are not, however,
highly susceptible to frost action.
While the clays are composed of a specific group of clay
minerals with special properties which control the characteristics
of the clay soils, the silts are essentially ultrafine sands. The
silts are intermediate between the clays and the coarse-grained
soils in their engineering properties. Some silts, however, contain large proportions of flake-shaped grains and are highly
compressible. Silts of very low plasticity are very difficult to
compact and extremely difficult to excavate below the water table
because of their tendency to become quick and flow. The silts
are the most susceptible of all soils to frost action.

Unlike the coarse-grained soils, the engineering properties of the fine_grained soils are controlled by factors other
than their grain sizes and gradation. The most important factors
for the fine soils are grain shape, surface charges on the grains,
structural arrangement of the grains, water content, ionic content of the pore water, and stress history of the soil. Therefore,
these soils are best characterized by their plasticity characteristics, as indicated by the Atterberg Limits, activity index,
water content, and consistency and changes in consistency upon
remolding.

Degree of Plasticity - Since the plasticity of a soil is
determined on a remolded specimen, plasticity cannot reflect the
influences of structure or stress history; however, if the soil is
to be excavated and recompacted, this is a limited disadvantage.
Plasticity does, however, indicate the clay-like nature of the soil
1
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and in a general sense the engineering characteristics of the soil.
In general, as plasticity increases the compressibility increases,
and the permeability decreases; the soils exhibiting greater tendencies to shrink and swell with changes in water content (see
Table IV), and susceptibility to frost action decreases.
Table IV.

Soils Susceptible to Volume Changes (2a)*
Likelihood of
Volume Change With
Plasticity Index
Shrinkage
Moisture Change
Arid Regions Humid Regions
Limit

Little
Little to moderate

0 - 15
15 - 30

0 - 30
30 - 50

12 or more
10 - 12

Moderate to severe

30 or more

50 or more

10 and less

2. Activity Index - Some clay minerals are more clay-like
in their behavior than others. That is, some clay minerals will
be more plastic and will have greater tendencies for volume and
strength changes with water content than others. These more
plastic clays are said to have a higher activity than the other
more inactive clays. The activity of the clay in a natural soil may
be masked by the other soil materials in the soil, It is possible
that two soils of the same plasticity index could have different
amounts of clay in the soil if the soil with the lesser amount had a
more active clay mineral present. To indicate activity, the
activity index (Al) has been defined as

Al

Plasticity Index (%)
Clay sizes in the soil (%)

and has been correlated with clay activity (3). See Table V. In
this relationship the clay size is taken as 0. 002 mm. In most
highway problems the properties of a soil are more likely to be related to the overall plasticity than to the activity. However, for
equal plasticity index the soils with the higher activities may be
more troublesome.

0Numbers in parentheses refer to the List of References at the end
of this paper.
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Table V.
Clay Activity and Activity Index

Activity Index (Al)

Clay Activity
Inactive

0. 75 or less

Normal

0. 75 - 1. 25

Active

1. 25 or higher

3. Natural Water Content - Fine-grained soils with water
contents near the plastic limit will, in general, be fairly stiff.
They are usually capable of supporting construction traffic and
are reasonably workable. The optimum moisture content for
compaction of fine-grained soils is slightly below the plastic
limit. A natural water content near this value is highly desirable
in clay soils to be compacted because of the difficulty of drying or

of adding water uniformly to such soils during the highway construction operation. Plastic soils significantly below the plastic
limit may show a marked tendency to swell with increases in water
content.

Plastic soils with natural water contents near or above the
liquid limit will either be very soft or will be sensitive to remolding and will become very soft during construction.
4. Consistency of Undisturbed Soil - A fine-grained soil
may exist in nature in a wide range of consistencies from stiff to
soft, depending on its geological origin and past stress history.
Obviously, the plasticity tests which are performed on remolded
specimens cannot indicate the insitu consistency. This must be
determined for undisturbed samples. This characteristic loses
much of its significance if the soil is to be excavated and compacted. However, it will be of prime importance in determining
the ability of a natural soil to function as a foundation material for
a structure or embankment.
5. Change in Consistency with Remolding - Remolding a
soil will break some of the bonds between the soil water molecules
and the clay minerals, thereby liberating some of the bound water
as free water in the soil and will reduce the strength of the soil.
The susceptibility to consistency changes with remolding is indicated by the "sensitivity" which is defined as the ratio of the undisturbed unconfined compression strength to the remolded unconfined compression strength. The sensitivity may be estimated
from the Atterberg Limits, and the natural water content by use
of the liquidity index (LI). See Table VI (3).
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Table VI.

Liquidity Index (LI) and Sensitivity
Liquidity
Index (LI)

Sensitivity

0.5

Zto

3

1.0

Sto

12

2. 0

50 to 100

3. 0

200 or higher

The liquidity index is defined as
LI

natural water content - plastic limit
liquid limit - plastic limit
SOIL CLASSIFICATION

Soil classification is the arrangement of soils into groups
in such a way that occurrence in a given group indicates some
specific performance when used for the purpose of the classification. Many soil classification systems have been developed for
numerous purposes. We will discuss just onethe Highway Research Board Systemwhich has received wide acceptance in the
highway field. This system is fairly typical, and statements
applying to it are generally applicable to most other systems
based on grain size and the Atterberg limits. The details of
the Highway Research Board Classification System are shown on
Table VII and on Figure 3 (4).

For this system the soils are divided into two major groups:
Granular materials containing 35 percent or less material passing
a No. 200-mesh sieve, and silt-clay materials containing more
than 35 percent passing a No. 200-mesh sieve. The soil components
as recognized by this system are as follows: gravel, coarse sand,
fine sand, and silt-clay materials defined according to Table I.
The fine fractions of the soil are designated silt if the material has a plasticity index of 10 percent or less, and clay if it
has a plasticity index over 10 percent. In Table VII, the A-i, A-3,
and A-2 soils are granular materials, while the A-4, A-5, A-6, and
A-7 are silt and silty clay materials.

A-i soils are well-graded mixtures of nonpiastic gravel
particles. This group includes coarse materials with less than
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TABLE VII HIGHWAY RESEARCH BOARD CLASSIFICATION
of Highway Subgrade Materials with Suggested Subgroups*

Silt-Clay Materials
more than
35%<No. 200

Granular Materials
35% or less No. 200
croup
Classification

A-

Ia

A-i-b

_______________ ______ _______

Sieve Analysis
% passing:
No 10
No 40
No 200

haracteristics of
fraction passing
o. 40
Liquid limit
Plasticity index
iroup Index*
Jsual Type of
;onstituent
ateria1s

ieneral Rating
is subgrade

*See Figure 3

5OMax
3OMax
l5Max

5OMax
25Max

A-3

Lock Fragments
,ravel & Sand

A-2-6

A-2-7

A-4

A-S

35 tax -------------36

4OMax
lOMax

0

0

A-2-5

A-(
A-7-5
A-7-6

A-6

_______ ______ _____ ______ _______

iMax
OMax

.P.

6 Max

AA-2-4

me
and

Excellent to Good

4lMn
lOMax

4OMax
11Mm

41Mm
11Mm

4 Max
Silty or Clayey
Gravel and sand

in -----------

41Mm
11Mm

4OMax
lOMax

41Mm
lOMax

4OMax
11Mm

8Max

l2Max

i6MaxJ 2OMax

Silts

Fair to Poor

Clays

35 percent fines. The A-i -a soils include those materials con-

sisting primarily of gravel size particles, while the A-i-b soils
are those consisting primarily of coarse sand. It will be noted
that the percentage passing the No. ZOO-mesh sieve is 15 percent
minimum for the A-i -a soil and 25 percent maximum for the
A-i-b soil. As a general statement, each of these materials is
very stable and performs very satisfactorily as base course materials. They may, however, be frost susceptible.
The A-3 soils are composed of sands deficient in fines.
These materials are typical of the beach sands, dune sands, and
other fine granular materials. They are free draining, are
affected only slightly by moisture conditions, and are difficult to
compact using normal compaction procedures. These materials
are nonplastic and contain a maximum of 10 percent passing a
No. ZOO-mesh sieve, and usually are not frost susceptible.
The A-2 group includes silty and clayey gravels or sands.
Generally speaking, the A-2 soils are inferior to A-i soils, due
to poor grading. The stability of the A-Z materials will depend
upon the percentage of fines in the mixture. These materials are
generally susceptible to frost action, and will lose strength upon
saturation. The last number in the classification number for
these A-Z materials designates the quality of the binder material.
For example, considering an A-Z-4 material, the 4 designates
that the binder material has a quality similar to A-4.

A-4 soils are predominantly silts. These materials are
susceptible to severe frost damage and exhibit very little dry
strength. These materials are also difficult to compact, tending
to become quick if they are compacted at moisture contents above
the optimum.

A-5 soils are similar to A-4 soils. However, they may be
designated as elastic silts. They are likely to rebound upon loading and unloading. They are also subjective to frost action, exhibit very little dry strength, and are extremely difficult to compact. The elasticity of these materials may be due to mica, diatoms, or organic matter.
The A-6 group includes the silty clay group with negligible
amounts of coarse material. These soils occur widely in the
continental United States. They have good bearing capacity when
compacted to optimum moisture and density. However, they are
subject to loss of strength with increases in water content. They
are slightly affected by frost action, but not to the extent of the
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A-4 material. The A-6 soils are easy to compact, and if processed properly, will function adequately as a subgrade (but not
base) for flexible pavements. These materials, however, are
susceptible to pumping action under rigid pavements and, therefore, rigid pavements built on these materials must have a filter
coarse between the pavement and subgrade.

A-7 soils are essentially the same as the A-6 soils. However, due to the presence of organic matter, mica, or other
foreign material, they exhibit elastic properties. They exhibit
appreciable rebound upon removal of load. Both the A-6 and A-7
soils are poorly draining materials, making ordinary drainage
installations of little value.
The group index values indicated in Table VII are empirical
values which are used in an attempt to determine the probable behavior of the soil under load. The group index depends upon the
liquid limit, the plastic limit, and the percentage of material which
will pass through a No. ZOO-mesh sieve. Attempts have been made
to use the group index as a design value for flexible pavements.
However, this is a highly questionable procedure, since it does not
take into account factors which will affect strength in place. The
strength of a compacted soil is dependent upon compaction method,
soil density, moisture content, texture and plasticity, and loading
conditions. It is not reasonable to attempt to design a pavement
structure solely upon the basis of soil texture and plasticity.
DISCUSSION

Soil classification systems are valuable tools to the engineer, but they have serious limitations and must be used with
judgment and not blindly. For purposes of discussion, classification systems can be considered as being of two types: rational and
empirical. In rational systems, the classification is based on soil
properties which actually control the soil's behavior in the
application being considered. In empirical systems, the soil
properties correlated with performance are not the factors which
control the performance. In empirical systems, the soils are identified as belonging to given groups by the soil properties used in
the system, and the classification of these groups is made on the
basis of field experience with soils in the various groups.
Most classification systems are combinations of the rational and the empirical. In the Highway Research Board Classification, the approach applied to the granular soils is quite rational. The classification of these soils is based on grain size,
4Z

gradation, and amount and type of fines. From the previous discussions, we will recall that assuming the materials are properly
compacted, these are actually the factors which control the performance of these soils; i. e. , these are the factors which control
stability under loads, drainage, and frost action. It is assumed,
of course, that these materials do not degrade in service due to the
breakdown of the individual grains.

The fine soils are classified on the basis of percentage of
fines and the plasticity characteristics of the fines. This approach
is empirical. Again recalling the previous discussions, we know
that many factors, such as soil structure and water content not
considered in the classification are important in controlling performance. These other factors may be all important when considering natural soils with regard to slope stability or foundation
performance. Even for compacted soils they may be very important. A soil compacted by different methods, at different moisture
and density conditions, may exhibit different behavioral characteristics. This is especially true if moisture content changes
after compaction.
Performance classification of fine -grained (silt_clay) soils

is a processfirst, of identification of soil groups (see Figure 4)

by easily measured properties, such as plasticity; and second,
empirical correlation with field experience using soils in the various groups, Such a procedure is subject to serious limitations.
The validity of such a correlation is limited by the range of the experience. Therefore, a classification developed in one locality
may not be valid in another where conditions are significantly
different. Also, a system such as the Highway Research Board
Classification proposed for general use must of necessity be over conservative for some localities.
CONCLUSION

Soil classification systems are valuable tools for the highway engineer. They provide general guides to the prediction of
soil behavior based on simple tests, and they provide standard
methods of describing a soil so that a man who has never actually
seen the soil can obtain the maximum under standing of the nature
and behavior of the soil.
Soil classification systems have certain limitations which
require that they be used only with judgment based on an understanding of the nature of soils. These systems are at best semiempirical, and as such are limited by the conditions for which the
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correlations were made. This is most serious for the fine-grained
soils. The behavior of these soils is largely controlled by factors,
such as water content and structure, not considered in the classification system. It is therefore important that each case be considered in the light of the soil properties and the design, construction, and in-service conditions of the specific job.
A valuable use of a general classification system such as
the Highway Research Classification is as a basis for the development of a specific classification system for a given locality. Any
agency which keeps systematic records of soil classification
(according to a standard system), design and construction procedures, and performance can, over a period of years, develop a
modification of the standard system which is specifically applicable
to local soils and conditions.
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HOW TO AVOID CHUCK HOLES
THROUGH INSPECTION AND CONTROLS

Optimum Density

Herbert W. Humphres
As sistant Construction Engineer
Washington Department of Highways

When first assigned this subject I was somewhat less than
enthusiastic by reason that, on first reflection, I felt that this was
a subject that had been on the agenda of previous conferences
probably more often that the subject deserved, After more considered reflection, however, and particularly after attending the

Annual Meeting of the Highway Research Board in Washington,
D. C. , last month, I have come to realize that considerable confusion still exists concerning this subject and that some of the
recent trends and developments in density testing methods have
tended to further cloud the basic purposes of density control in
earthwork construction. Today, I would like to clear the air,

so to speak, and reestablish firstly, the reasons for density

control; secondly, the status of our present knowledge concerning
soil density; and thirdly, the status of present day control testing

methods.

It can be stated that no other single treatment can be
applied to natural soil which produces so marked a change in soil
properties at so low a cost as does compaction. This has been
recognized by engineers since the building of the first earthworks.
History records the wide use of animals to compact earth dams
in Europe and the Mediterranean area before this country was
settled. Here, in 1893, 115 goats were used to compact an earth
dam in New Mexico.

Starting with Proctors studies in 1933, the mechanics for
determining the relationship between density and soil strength have
become well established. Because we have no suitable means of
rapidly measuring soil strength and stability in the field; because
we have established the relationship between soil density and
strength; and because we do have adequate means of measuring
soil density in the field, we have adapted density control as a means
of controlling the strength we build into our earth structures.
By preconstruction soil surveys we determine what soils we
must use. By testing these soils we determine the optimum mole ture and density that we can expect to obtain during construction.
By further testing we determine the strength and stability that we
can expect at those densities. We give this data to the designer and
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he designs the most economical roadway pavement section compat_
itble with the soil test data. If we give him anything less, he will
have to use costly safety factors in his design, and we will have
failed in our commission to build the best road possible at the
least cost.
During construction we must build the roadway to the standards upon which the design was based. Why density control? Because, as of today, that is the only means we have by which we can
insure that the design requirements are met.
Let us now explore the status of present day knowledge
about compaction. Recent national emphasis on research has resulted in much soul-searching and questioning of many things

which have been standard practices. I, for one, feel that this is a
good thing as it should lead to the formulation of greater knowledge in the field of our mutual interest. I am disturbed, however,
by what, to me, appears to be a growing tendency to question the
validity of an established practice, then to advocate abandoning
this practice before thoroughly investigating the validity of the
question. I am equally disturbed by the tendency of certain socalled researchers who ask a question, propose to do research to
find the answer, and then tell you the answer they expect to get.

For example, one such person recently stated to me that he
believed we should know more about what degree of compaction is
necessary while constructing the lower portions of a high fill. I
agreed. After discussing briefly procedures he intended to follow
in research directed toward gathering this kind of data, he flatly
stated, I know that standard practice wastes money on needless
compaction in the lower parts of the fill and we should lower our
specification requirements.
Apparently he gave little or no thought to the possibility that
this would probably increase nonuniformity caused by over compaction from heavy hauling units, and that to get uniform lower
densities would require the use of lighter hauling equipment, which
would increase costs. In my opinion, any research work he does
will be wasted because he lacks the objectivity necessary to successful research work.

It is to be hoped, however, that the majority of those engaged in research are objective and will advance our knowledge.
We need information and criteria in many areas. To name a few
of these areas, I submit the following:
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1. Relationship of degree of compaction, degree of saturation, and stability.

2.

silty soils.

Causes and results of overcompaction, particularly in

Rate of pore_pressure relief in high embankments of
various soils at various moisture content.
3.

4.

Effective methods of aeration of wet soils.

In the meantime, I feel that experience shows that our
present practice of specifying and controlling density and moisture
content is a great improvement over old, uncontrolled methods
and represents money wellspent. Let us not be stampeded into
change or elimination until factual data give us a sound basis for
revision.

Lastly, let us review the status of field density control procedures. Here, again, I am apprehensive that we may leap before
we look. The statement is often made that our present density control systems are not adequate, that field testing methods are antiquated and slow, that contractors are often delayed in their work
waiting for test results. We hear it said, "What we need is a
rapid, nondestructive field test that gives us answers in minutes
instead of hours.
Arguing against this statement is comparable with arguing
against Motherhood, and I do not intend to put myself in that untenable position. I would point out, however, that most of these
statements are based on comparisons to the old sand-cone density
test methods involving determination of moisture by oven-drying
methods. In this area and many others these slow methods already
have been replaced by more rapid water-balloon methods which
seldom hold up work.
Probably the most prominent innovation to density-moisture
testing is the nuclear method. Several commercial machines are
available. When first introduced, some rather fantastic claims
were published concerning the capabilities of these machines.
Fortunately, more recent promotional information gives a truer
picture of what we can expect from this equipment. Test time
requirements seem to be slightly less than for water-balloon
methods; i. e. , 15-20 minutes vs. 20-30 minutes. Accuracy is
still subject to question in that the only data so far published
merely compare results with the sand-cone method which, in
itself, is not of high accuracy. It is hoped that more suitable data
will be developed and published. I feel that this method has
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possibilities provided the manufacturers continue improving their
product. However, as of today, the method must be considered as
still being in the development stage.
A new adaptation of the nuclear method has been produced
which professes to give a continuous log of densities and moisture
content as it is towed by trailer mount over the grade. I know
little about this machine except through literature. However, it
appears that one of its advantages would be in checking uniformity
of compaction. Accuracy is still subject to review.

One should remember that these are methods of nondestruction testing which, in theory, have certain advantages over
the sand-cone or balloon methods, which require digging a hole in
the grade. One must also remember, however, that in addition to
the in_place density and moisture content, we must know what
standard with which to compare it. In Washington, it is seldom
that we have soil of sufficient uniformity that we do not have to at
least run a one -point Proctor for each density test we take. This
would be necessary also if we were using a nuclear machine instead
of the water balloon. For granular surfacing materials it is necessary to determine the percent passing No. 4 at each test site, and
this requires digging a sample regardless of the test method used.
Under these conditions we, at this time, see little reason to change
from our present procedures. Under a job control situation the
time required for establishing the proper standard reference
densities will control the frequency of control testing in most instances in our particular situation.
Before attempting to evaluate the advantages of a new approach as compared with present practice, one should determine
the sufficiency of present practice. In Washington, we are just now
completing a complete review of density testing procedures by
statistical review of testing on approximately 200 projects completed during the past two years. Such factors as frequency of
tests, average density obtained, standard deviation data, frequency
of nonspecification results, moisture content data, etc. , are being
reviewed. These are being analyzed on a job basis, project engineer basis, soil type basis, area basis, and state-wide basis.
Our analysis is not yet complete. However, a number of interesting
facts have been revealed. For example, although in Washington,
under our Method B compaction specifications, we require only 90
percent density in all embankments below the top 2 feet and 95 percent density in the top 2 feet; the mean density values being obtained are only slightly different and both are well above 95 percent. The standard deviation, however, is somewhat greater where
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only 90 percent density is required. This would indicate that contractors normally do not reduce compactive effort to any degree
where the lower density is allowed. Possibly this is related in
part to the fact that the heavy hauling equipment being used today
produces the required density during hauling operations, and
reduction of compaction effort would in reality require a reduction

in production.

For surfacing materials and other granular materials, the
mean density value being obtained is approximately 100 percent
of our standard, and the standard deviation is relatively small.
To me, this means that we have a good standard and present
compaction requirements are adequate.
We have found that improvement is needed in some areas.
For example, we feel that the frequency of testing should be more
uniform from j'ob to job. This will require more review on a
job-to-job basis before criteria can be established. On a statewide basis, however, frequency of testing seems to be adequate
for the purpose. In general, I feel confident that, with minor
corrections, our present procedures have proven to be quite
adequate from the standpoint of furnishing good control.

The statistical approach to control testing has gained
many supporters in recent years. I have no quarrel with this
approach provided its application is fitted to accomplishing the
purpose of control testing; namely, to furnish us sufficient information to enable the project engineer to be certain specifications
are being complied with and to furnish a documental record that
this was accomplished. The danger in this approach lies in the
possibility of falling victim to the numbers game where volume of
data supersedes quality. We do not want to end up making large
numbers of tests only for the sake of furnishing fodder for an
electronic data processing machine. I am not convinced that unbiased testing can be applied to density control testing due to the
wide variation of situations that can occur during the compaction
process. I believe that a given number of judiciously selected
control tests by a qualified inspector will give adequate control.
In summary, I will state the following:
1. The use of density_moisture control for constructing
earthworks is a sound approach that should be adhered to until it
is proven by facts that a better approach has been developed.

2. New density testing procedures should be adopted only
after factual data establish that capabilities offer sufficient
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advantages over existing methods.
3. Existing procedures should be reviewed periodically to
establish adequacy and/or need for improvement.
4. In attempting to apply the statistical approach to density
control procedures, one must avoid losing sight of the basic purpose of control testing, which is to insure that the product meets
specifications.
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN THE COUNTY

Ben F. Ostergren
Managing Director
County and Municipal and Airport Divisions
American Road Builders As socjation
Washington, D. C.

Since World War II, this country's population has risen by
one-third from 140 to 190 million people. At the same time there
has been a continuation of the historical movement from rural to
urban living, and over the past 25 years the population of our
central urban areas has been moving out to the suburbs and the
surrounding countryside at an accelerating pace.
The string of great urban centers from Boston to Washington has left very few open spaces in betweer.. Over the 400mile distance from Boston to Washington there stretches an unbroken chain of urban counties with populations over 100 per
square mile, and in many instances over 1000 per square mile.
In this 400-mile stretch there is a total population of over 37

millionabout 20 percent of the nation's totalliving on 1. 4 percent of the nation's land, This area encompasses nearly 30 percent of the nation's manufacturing operations and 21 percent of
the nation's retail establishments.
This condition is and will be duplicated in other sections
of the country. According to a report by the Urban Land Institute, the second largest urban complex extends some 300 miles
from Green Bay, Wisconsin, through Chicago and on to South
Bend, Indiana. It contains 9-1/2 million people and is growing by
more than 20 percent each decade. The third largest is in Southern California. It embraces Los Angeles and contains just over
9 million people. This area is very close now to juncture with
the San Francisco area population belt containing 4. 6 million
people. The California growth rate is more rapid than in the
Midwest; the combined average of the two California urban

regions increasing at the rate of 35 percent each decade.
Two other vast urban complexesone running from Pittsburgh to Cleveland and east along Lake Erie to Buffalo, and the
other centering around Detroit and southern Michiganare now
almost linked together, and between them containing a population
of over 13 million.
You have a similar complex developing in the Puget Sound
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area between Portland and Seattle. Others are developing through
central Colorado; between St. Louis and Kansas City; between
Dallas, Fort Worth, and San Antonio; between Jacksonville and
Miami; and through a 200-mile long strip of central North Carolina.
Branching westward from the original northeastern complex are
the clustering cities of Albany, Utica, Syracuse, and Rochester;
the rising densities of their populations already presaging an expansion of our present great urban areas into a huge rectangle of
population concentration running from Maine to Virginia, west
into Ohio, and then northeast into New York State, and east to
Massachusetts. These eventually will merge with the urban
complexes to the west around Chicago.
In 1960, these 21 intermeshing urban regions containing
almost 100 million peopleover half the United States total with
an average population density almost 20 times higher than the rest
of the nationwere growing at a rate of more than twice the
average for the rest of the nation. In land area they comprise less
than 6 percent of our national total.

Other small but equally important urban centers are growing
at a rapid rate as the age of urbanization" continues. It has been
forecast that in less than 20 years, one-half of our national population will live in 40 major urban centers, each of which will have
a population of over 1 million. It is predicted that 25 years from
now 80 percent of the nation's total population will live in metropolitan areas. These urban complexes of today and tomorrow will
finance, produce, or arrange for the production and marketing of
most of the goods we will use, our weapons for defense, the clothes
we will wear and, in fact, everything except growing the food we
will eat. They can perform these essential functions only if people
and goods can be moved quickly and easily within the urban complex.

This rapid nation-wide urbanization and growth have been
largely unplanned, as have transportation facilities to serve it, and
mainly for this reason in many metropolitan areas transportation
channels have become overcrowded, congested, and clogged. This
has brought about a major problem, for the health and economical
welfare of a nation is dependent upon an efficient "traffic flow" which
will move people and things rapidly and efficiently. With the anticipated population growth the problem will continue to get worse until
basic changes are planned and effected, both to move present traffic
and to anticipate efficient movement of future traffic.

The major cities combined with their suburbs are the
greatest problem areas and in direct need because of their rapid
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post World War II growth and the large masses of population which
move in volume from their jobs in the core area to the fringes of
the city, to the suburbs in the evening, and back again in the
morning
Those of you who have had the experience of traveling in
your 100-mile-an-hour automobiles at the merry clip of 5 miles
an hour on some of our so-called expressways are aware of the
problem of congested highways. The really frightening thing is
the forecast that by 1980 the urban areas in this country will have
doubled their populations, with a corresponding increase in the
number of automobiles. Obviously, the need to move people and
merchandise will become increasingly acute.
Federal-Aid highway legislation was amended in 1962 by
the addition of a new section. This new section of the FederalAid law declares, "It is in the national interest to encourage and
promote the development of transportation systems embracing
various modes of transportation in a manner that will serve the
states and local communities efficiently and effectively. " This
new section states further that the Secretary of Commerce shall
not approve any program for projects in any urban area of more
than 50, 000 population unless he finds that such projects are
based on a continuing comprehensive planning process carried on
cooperatively by states and local communities in conformance with
the objectives stated in this section. The objective of this legislation is to develop transportation systems and not to just develop
plans. The objective will best be accomplished if the governing
officials of the local communities who have the authority to commit their communities to specific programs and projects will
accept the responsibility for the planning process. Meeting the
requirement of the law will be a big order for many urban areas.
It will severely strain the capacity of existing institutions for
planning and coordination.

The importance of highways in the solution of urban transportation problems was emphasized by the American Road
Builders' Association during testimony before the Banking and
Currency Subcommittees of the United States Senate and House of
Representatives in 1962. The Association's position was set forth
in a statement made in connection with hearings on the Administration's 500 million dollar proposal for a Federal-Aid program to

assist mass transit.
ARBA showed particular concern with testimony presented
to the subcommittees to the effect that new urban expressways do
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not alleviate congestion, are too expensive, and are not conducive
to proper urban development. Testimony countering these claims
was presented on behalf of the Association in a statement to the
Senate and House Subcommittees.
The position taken by ARBA indicated to the subcommittees
that the Association favored the coordinated development of transportation facilities in harmony with the comprehensive development
plans for metropolitan and other urban areas. However, ARBA is
opposed to proposals which would retard or cut back the Federal-Aid
highway program in order to give priority to rail transit development.

Although proponents of the legislation before these committees have stated repeatedly that they do not oppose highways

but, rather, favor a 'balanced" transportation system, ARBA is
deeply concerned about what their conception of a "balanced"
transportation system may be.

In the Association's view, a "balanced" urban transportation
system is one which provides adequately both for the transportation
of people and the transportation of goods, not only to and from
downtown districts but throughout the metropolitan areas, and which
provides the individual with a reasonably free choice between the
use of his automobile and mass transit.
In addition to technical problems, the power structure of a
community, both political and civic, is going to have to make
decisions. These leaders cannot wait until the last minute. The
entire planning process requires that decisions be made early in the
game. Questions about the location of a particular route, where it
should be built, and how it should be financed must be answered in
this process.
In addition to making decisions, the policy makers will also
have to sell their plans and programs. This is a tremendous job,
as anyone knows. However, it is absolutely necessary if the plans
are to gain acceptance. In fact, the most difficult processes related to this whole planning program will be the adoption and
acceptance of plans and programs. It is fairly easy to go through
the technical steps involved in this planning program, but it is much
more difficult to get agreement on the plans and programs that
should be followed.

Regardless of how much effort is required to carry out the
technical phases of the study and to sell the plan, it will be well
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worth itnot only in the money that can be saved, but in assuring
that the best possible transportation system is developedin terms
of personal convenience as well as in terms of overall community
benefits.

Local government officials have a pride in their communities
and a desire to protect their communal rights by solving, where
possible, their own problems with a minimum of outside interference.

County government has, to a large degree, been bearing
the brunt of population growth in the peripheral area of the cities.
Counties have taken over airports and have provided highway services for large industrial and residential sections in these unincorporated areas. Counties in these instances have also found it necessary to provide water, sewer, and other services. One of the
difficulties has been that the counties have lacked the power
essential to perform these various service functions in an effective
manner.
It is important that enabling legislation be enacted by providing laws which would enable city, county, and other units of
government to work together for their common interests.
One of the biggest advantages of the continuing aspect of the
proposed planning program is that an urban area will be continually

evaluating these factorseconomic base, growth patterns, and
people's attitudes. Therefore, we will be able continually to improve our understanding of all these factors by repetitive analysis.
I think this planning program is going to start a whole chain
of reactions. It is going to force us to think more about our trans portation problems than we have in the past. It is going to make
new demands on our technical staffs as well as our policy makers.
This is not an easy task, but it is an operation that will undoubtedly
bring many, many long-range benefits to our urban communities.
Not only will it help us to formulate our goals for urban development, but it will also help us to crystallize our thinking about how
we can best develop our urban areas as places to live, to play, and
to work.
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN THE COUNTY

The Problems of a County Engineer
John A. Lambie
Los Angeles County Engineer

Reduced to the barest minimum, it can be said that the primary responsibility of the county engineer under the direction of
the Board of Supervisors is to provide public engineering services
and knowledge of construction practices. However, it is rapidly
becoming crystal clear that meeting this basic minimum requirement is not enough. As the population increases, so do the demands
for more and better engineering service, and at the least possible
cost.

What will be the situation ten years ahead? The range of
possibility is disturbingly and challengingly wide. There are at
least a few things about which projection to 1973 offer a reasonable
degree of certainty. In this country at the present time the rate of
growth is said to be four million people per year, and these people

must have homes, water, sewers, streets, highways, and a multitude of social services such as schools, churches, hospitals, and
parks.
To meet their physical needs there will have to be places
of commerce to provide goods and services. All of these things
are directly or indirectly a part of the problems of the county
engineer in our time. There is no better time than right now to
start planning for them.
There will be small comfort indeed for the official who
takes the position that it will all work out somehow or that there
will be time enough when the people get here. When our first
census was taken in 1790, there were only four million people in
this country. In the 170 years between our first census and 1960,
our last census, our population has doubled five times and is well
on the way to a sixth doubling. In 1790, 95 percent of the population lived in the rural territory, places with fewer than 2500
inhabitants, and there were only 24 places in the nation to accommodate the other 5 percent. Only two places had a population of
25, 000 or moreNew York and Philadelphia. By 1960, 63 percent of our population, or 113 million people, lived in our nation's
212 metropolitan areas, and it is today increasingly difficult to
find a county in our nation that is not being affected by these
changes taking place.

If you, as a county engineer, are not now engaged in the
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struggle to meet the demands of a growing population, you soon
will be. Only by planning now will your county be ready to answer

such questions as: What areas will be best for homes, shopping
centers, commercial and industrial tracts? Where will the water
come from to supply the demands, how will it be distributed?
How will sewage disposal be handled, where will the treatment
plants be located, what will be done with the treated effluent? What
public buildings and other capital projects will be provided? And
the big question: How will all of these things be financed?
In some areas of our country there is a growing tendency
toward the formation of a metropolitan authority, and if you look
beneath the surface you may find the embryo of a third level of
governmentone between the state and the county-city level.

So, as county engineer, prepare, be willing to accept new
concepts, new and added responsibilities. In cooperation with
other agencies lay out a plan for the next ten years so accomplishment can be charted and progress checked against the projected and actual growth. Flexibility is a key word; your estimates
may have been a trifle high or you may quite understandably have
been much too conservative. However, unless you provide for the
demands of the people, they may take their demands to another
authority, in which case the county as we know it today may well
become a mere boundary line on a map.
To meet this challenge the Los Angeles County Department
of the County Engineer has developed a program to provide efficient
service today, and at the same time plan and prepare for the
demands of tomorrow through the use of improved methods, equipment, and materials.
The County of Los Angeles has an area of 4083 square miles;
half of it flat land and half of it mountainous. The lowest point is 9
feet below sea level, the highest is over 10, 000 feet above sea level.
The smallest city has a population of just over ZOO, the largest over
2-2/3 million. Of its 6-1/2 million people, one in every six lives
in the unincorporated area and the others live in 74 incorporated
cities and, if this is not enough to tax the skill and ingenuity of the
county engineer, the population grows at a rate of over 3000 a week.

Our program starts with service at the local level in five
Regional offices and 40 District and Branch offices. The Regional
offices are strategically located with consideration given to population density and distance from the Central office. In these offices
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the general public, the engineers, architects, and contractors are
served by a highly_skilled staff of engineering personnel under the
supervision and direction of a professional civil engineer.
This force is backed up by a staff of key personnel and
management, teamed in an organization that is provided with the
most up-to-date equipment and technological methods. The District
and Branch offices further localize services in the field of the
Building and Safety Division and such other services that most
directly affect the general public and the building industry.

At these offices the home owner and builders of residential
and small commercial structures are provided the means for submitting their building plans for checking; the securing of building,
electrical, and plumbing permits; and discussing their construction
problems with the inspector. The dispersal of field personnel in
these offices throughout the county has relieved the public of having
to travel long distances to a central office, thus saving much time
and expense.

Inspectors in our Building and Safety Division are skilled in
the inspection of the structure, the electrical wiring, and plumbing.
They also make the final inspection and certify the building to be
ready for occupancy. This method of multiple inspection service
has resulted in considerable savings in manpower and the expense
of having several inspectors covering identical routes.

At the Central office the engineering staff is arranged Into
divisions of Administration, Architectural, Aviation, Building and
Safety, Construction, Design, Industrial Waste, Mapping, Sanitation, Survey, Waterworks and Utilities, and Business Management.

The Administration Division_provides direction and management responsibility for the functions of the County Engineer's Department. The county engineer's staff is made up of a chief deputy
and assistant chief deputies who perform executive services for
the county engineer. Each of the assistant chief deputies is responsible for two or more of the divisions mentioned above.

Included in the Administration Division is a section of
"Advanced Planning and Administrative Services. " This section
studies and develops improved methods and techniques designed to
increase the efficiency of the various divisions and how best to
cope with the rising demands without additional budget. This section
provides overall coordination of the various divisions in the use of
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the electronic data processing equipment and IBM computer for the
solution of engineering problems.
The Geology section reviews all hillside development plans,
serves on the Subdivision Committee where developers submit their
tract plans for approval, and also acts as consultant to the County
Road Department and adviser to the Regional Planning Commission
whenever geological problems arise. With electronic seismic
equipment they are able to detect potential slide areas in our
coastal and hills areas.

The Personnel section coordinates within the department,
job classifications, orientation of employees, a program of job
rotation, processes performance evaluations, maintains close
liaison with the Civil Service Commission, and still finds time to
produce the periodic 'County Engineer's News Letter" for circulation to employees within the department.
The "Administrative Civil Engineer" coordinates the
activities of the Regional offices and maintains close relations in
matters pertaining to engineering and services in county-city as sociations.
The Architectural Division prepares plans and specifications
and cost estimates for county structures, also improvements and
alterations of existing buildings. Large county capital projects
plans and specifications are reviewed during preliminary and final
stages. Interesting money and time-saving techniques have been
developed in this division during the past two years. Through the
use of photographic duplication, enlargements or reductions,
standard details and standard plans, simplified bid forms, new
procedures and equipment, this division has been able to process
a heavy work load without any additional manpower.

The Aviation Division studies and makes recommendations
for the regulations, development, promotion, and growth of aviation
in the county. It also provides management and operation of countyowned airports.
The Building and Safety Division at the Central office and at
the Regional and District offices, checks plans for structural stability and code compliance, provides inspection of building construction, electrical and plumbing installations, administers zoning
ordinances, structural research, and the investigation of new
practices, methods, and materials.
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The Business Management Division provides general and
cost accounting for county improvements, sewer maintenance,

waterworks districts, capital projects, county airports, and
miscellaneous projects. They handle timekeeping and payroll
records and requisitions and issue office and general supplies.
The Construction Division inspects all county capital construction projects as well as sewer and storm drain improvements,
storm drain contracts.
and private sewer and
The Design Division has the responsibility of designing
drainage facilities and other civil engineering projects under the
capital projects program. The division provides hydraulic and
structural design plans for storm drains authorized by the flood
control district bond issue program, and prepares specifications
and cost estimates for the projects. They check the plans and
specifications for storm drains and drainage facilities that are to
be constructed by private parties in subdivisions, and also make
valuable drainage investigations in areas subject to storm damage
and runoff.

The Industrial Waste Division makes periodic inspections
at industrial plants, injection wells, rubbish dump and stream
channels, and at its laboratory makes chemical analyses of industrial effluent samples to insure compliance with permit conditions and thus prevent and eliminate water pollution and damage
to sewage systems by industrial waste. They regulate the operation of rubbish dumps under permit from this division to prevent
public nuisance or health hazards at these disposal sites.
The Mapping Division prepares official maps, house
number maps, index maps, special district maps, precinct maps,
county assessor maps, and checks subdivision maps prepared by
private civil engineers. It maintains a list of street names that
are available for assignment. The division provides valuation
engineering, title reports, legal descriptions, as well as mapping
and related services for other divisions of the County Engineer's
Department, other county departments, districts, and contract
cities. It maintains an index to tract maps and index to deeds, and
operates a blueprint and photography section.

The Sanitation Division designs sanitary sewers, checks
private contract sewer plans, and provides assessment and procedural work on county improvements for special assessment
districts. It operates sewage treatment plants and a sewer maintenance section. In recent years the division has made a
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considerable study of, and designs for, waste water reclamation
projects.
The Survey Division provides surveying and certain engineering services to numerous county planning improvement programs such as the Master Plan of Highways, Master Plan of
Beaches and Small Craft Harbors, Capital Project Improvements,
Bond Issue and District Storm Drains, sanitary sewers, highway
location, official street center lines, and parks and recreation
facilities. The surveying work performed for other county departments includes all types of surveys for boundaries, topography,
preliminary locations, construction staking, center lines, sectionline retracements, geodetic control (both vertical and horizontal),
cadastral mapping, hydrography, and observations in subsidence
landslide areas.

The Waterworks and Utilities Division is responsible for
the design, construction, maintenance, and operation of County
Waterworks District water systems. It conducts water service
investigations and studies, prepares feasibility reports, and designs and supervises construction of water systems for county
institutional facilities. The Division has designed a system of
telemetry for supervisory control and automatic operation of its
vast system of water well and booster pumps. Subdivision water
supply system plans designed by private civil engineers are
checked by the Division to assure the system provides for distribution of sufficient water for domestic uses and adequate supply
to the subdivision lots for fire protection.

Obviously, these are only the basic responsibilities of
the various divisions of the Department of County Engineering in
Los Angeles County, but it serves to show how broad and complete
the coverage of public works in an organization is required to meet
the demands of an expanding population. This is our approach to
the problems of urbanization.

Providing adequate, efficient, essential service.
Keeping budgets within bounds through technological advances in machines and methods,
Maintaining public confidence and cooperation through
commuivication and good public relations.

The Los Angeles County government has provided services by
contract to incorporated cities of the county for the past 50 years,
and as the determination for local control motivated the citizens of
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the incorporated area to establish more incorporated cities, the
county extended its General Services Agreements.
Today, 1450 such service agreements are in force. The
Department of County Engineer, through our Contract Service
program, provides a high level of inspection, plan checking,
maintenance, and sundry engineering services at exact cost, including overhead, under 217 separate agreements and city resolutions approved by 70 of the 74 cities in the county.
We provide general engineering services to 30 cities;
building inspection services to 29 cities; subdivision map checking
to 62 cities; sewer maintenance service to 29 cities; and industrial
waste services to 23 cities. The County-City Services Agreement
requires the services of a registered civil engineer as liaison
between the engineering staff of the department and the city
government. Thus, the incorporated city has the advantage of
a large, highly_skilled engineering staff with all the broad experience that comes only by serving mançcommunities on a countywide basis. Each city, regardless of si, also has access to the
most modern equipment and techniques.
The County Engineer's Department operates an IBM 1620
computer and electronic data processing equipment. Survey field
crew operations have been improved and more work has been
accomplished through the use of new electronic distance measuring
devices.

A simplified and more efficient method of storing and maintaining an extensive system of maps, documents, and records
through the use of electronic data processing cards has effectively
reduced storage space for 50, 000 maps to two filing cabinets.

Considerable savings in man-hours has been made in locating breaks and the cause of stoppage in mainline sewers through
the use of miniature closed-circuit television equipment. This
equipment, like all other advanced equipment in our department,
is operated by skilled technicians.
By maintaining a large engineering department, we are able
to provide a broad base of qualified manpower so that our service
is continuously available to the cities, thus vacation time and sick
leave does not affect the public service at the contract city level.
Recruiting of qualified personnel and a training program
assure all cities under the service agreement that the very highest
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type of service is available. The service agreements provide for
only such services as are required, and are paid for on a when
as" and "if used" basis. Local autonomy and control of municipal affairs remain with the locally elected city officials.
In any consideration of how best to prepare for urban
growth and the county's future in relation to the city, it must be
understood the "central city" concept, with metropolitan govern
mental control, is still speculative.

In fact, since 19Z0, when most large cities of this
country have been filled up, the boundaries of these cities, despite
annexations, have remained relatively fixed. Hence, the increase
in suburban growth accounted for two-thirds of our national growth
between 1950 and 1960.

The influencing factor in our plans for the county of the
future would then seem to be to provide essential public services
within the framework of public confidence at the lowest possible
cost.

In Sacramento recently "The County Supervisors' Association of California, " at their 53rd Annual Meeting, was warned

that ultraplanners are increasing their efforts to promote metropolitan supergovernment. In the opening session, William R.
MacDougall, C. S. A. C. general counsel and manager, is quoted:
The people of California are not yet safe
from the feverish ambitions of the ultraplanners.
They are still scheming for metropolital supergovernment and they will continue to agitate.
We do not have regional governments in
California. These regional governments are the
counties. There will absolutely never be a need to
create a third level of government if the counties of
California Continue to meet the challenge of the
state's growth problems as they have met them in
the past 20 years.

Certainly the machinery of city and county governments as
now constituted is fully sufficient, and it would seem reasonable
to assume this would apply in any other locality where the service
has been essential, efficient, and adequate.
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN THE COUNTY

The Traffic Engineer
Daniel J. Hanson
Traffic Commissioner
St. Louis County, Missouri

We use to refer to the partially settled portions of the
metropolitan area as suburbs. We called the sparsely settled
sections of the county rural. Furthermore, we referred to the
satellite communities adjacent to the central core city as suburban. Now, the word "sub-urban" is more appropriate when we
think in terms of the county which surrounds the central city.

Let me try to set the stage for a traffic engineer's viewpoint relative to urban development in the county. Although I am
cognizant of the fact that most metropolitan areas have a somewhat complex governmental structure, I am sure that in this instance the St. Louis metropolitan area could win a prize. In
order to suggest how not to attack the traffic engineer's dilemma
in a metropolitan area, I would like to give you a little background
information regarding St. Louis County, Missouri.

A total of 96 separate municipalities presently exist within
St. Louis County. The City of St. Louis was legally separated
from the county back in 1876. Therefore, including the Missouri
State Highway Department, City of St. Louis, St. Louis County,

and the cities, towns, and villages, there are presently 99
agencies dabbling in traffic regulations within our complex urban
development.

The St. Louis County municipalities vary in size from
University City and the City of Florissant, which both exceed
50, 000 in population, to the small village of Champ in which less
than 50 individuals reside. Only 200, 000 individuals resided in St.
Louis County in 1940. By 1950, this population had doubled, and
today there are more than 780, 000 people living in St. Louis
County. Authorities and population prognosticators agree that by
1980 the county's population will be in excess of 1,200,000 people.
The entire physical complexion of the county has changed
in the last 10 years. Then it was a place in which to live, but not
necessary to work. Today the county has an abundance of business
and industry which is increasing rapidly. In the last 6 years employment in manufacturing establishments has increased over 25
percent. Retail employment during this same period of time has
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increased from 16, 000 to almost 31, 000 persons.

Public school enrollments have more than doubled in the
last 6 years in St. Louis County. Most important of all to the
traffic engineer is the figures relative to motor vehicles. Pas senger car registrations in the county have increased from
190, 000 in 1956, to in excess of 330, 000 last year. Traffic services and facilities have not kept pace with this growth. Greatly
expanded improvements are vitally needed to keep pace with the
exploding population.

Missouri is one of the few states where home rule generally frees municipal officials from regulation by state agencies.
In the case of highway matters, local authorities are even permitted to regulate traffic upon state-maintained highways inside of
corporate limits. Since St. Louis County operates under a homerule charter, each of these 96 satellite governmental units has
complete jurisdiction over traffic matters.

Although many cities use traffic controls contrary to state
and uniform practices, few state officials are willing to impair
their relationships with the municipal officials over use of a few
nonuniform traffic control devices. Facetiously, one of the St.
Louis County newspapers had this to say about the confusion relating to speed limits within a municipality:
NEW SPEED LIMITS

City Council may again revise speed
limits as follows:
6 am to 8 am -- 5 miles per hour on Florissant Road
8 am to 4 pm -- 20 mph on Florissant, 30 mph elsewhere
4 pm to 6 pm -- back to 5 mph on Florissant
Friday and Saturday evenings 3 mph
(Except past picture show and bank, Friday 1 -1/2 mph)
Sunday - - 5 mph going to church - - 40 mph going home
from church
If this is not clear, leave your car at home and walk.
P.S. Also 1/4 mph past Legion Fish Fry on Friday
evenings.

The installation of too many signs poorly located is the type
of traffic control which creates confusion instead of understanding.
At a busy signalized intersection in St. Louis County, five traffic
signs were located on the motorist's near right within a distance
of less than 30 feet from the signal. These signs, which I am
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happy to report have been eliminated, read in order:
No Parking Here to Signal
Stop at White Line on Red Light
Right Turn Only on Arrow
Danger Traffic Merging from Right
Stop When Signal is Off

It is obvious that no motorist has adequate time or sufficient
distance in which to react to this conglomeration of messages. Although each sign may have some degree of importance, how can the
average driver recognize their relative significance? It has been
suggested that no one should be permitted to drive alone in the
metropolitan areas of our country. A navigator should probably be
provided for each driver in order to read and interpret the variance
of signs, signals, and pavement markings encountered along the
way.

The City of St. Louis has an area of approximately 61
square miles compared with the approximately 523 square miles
in St. Louis County. The population within the corporate limits of
the city has decreased from 850, OOP to approximately 750, 000 in
the last 10 years. However, well over one-hall of the gainfully
employed residents of St. Louis County still work within the city.
This relationship creates some tremendous traffic problems in
view of the fact that many motorists find themselves crossing the
paths of other high_density traffic corridors each morning and
evening.

The Missouri State Highway Department maintains approximately 400 miles of roadways within the metropolitan area. The
St. Louis county government maintains over 800 miles of roads,
all located in the unincorporated portion of the county. Since St.
Louis County operates under a home-rule charter, each of our 96
satellite governmental units has complete jurisdiction and control
over traffic regulations within their corporate limits. To put it
mildly, this situation breeds traffic chaos.

In 1958, St. Louis County authorized the establishment of
a Division of Traffic. Since that time our staff has increased from
2 to 13 members, plus 10 part-time employees. Our 1964 budget of
$148, 840, compares favorably to the initial appropriation of
$17, 000. Although the authority of the county government is
limited to the unincorporated area, the Division of Traffic does
cooperate and assist the numerous municipalities upon their reque St.
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Our County Traffic Commission, which is comprised of 9
citizen members and the Director of the Planning Commission,
the Traffic Commissioner, and the Superintendent of County
Police, has been a leader in improving area-wide traffic relationships. The commission has complete jurisdiction in the unincorporated areas including, but not limited to, the following powers
and duties:
1. Cooperation and coordination with other governments
and agencies on traffic planning and control.

Development of a master traffic control plan.
3. Engineering surveys of present traffic conditions and
future needs, including parking.
2.

4. Designating the location, type, timing, and specification
of traffic control devices, including electrical signals, signs,
pavement markings, markers, and parking meters.
5. Recommend laws and ordinances to put into effect their

studies and findings.

6. Supervise and be responsible for the operation and administration of the Traffic Violations Bureau and the Office of the
Traffic Commissioner.

Late in 1960, prior to the release of the new Manual last
year, the traffic officials in the St. Louis metropolitan area
organized a group which has officially been designated as the
Traffic Engineering Association of Metropolitan St. Louis. This
organization has been appropriately nicknamed "TEAM" and meets
on a regular monthly basis in order to coordinate an area-wide
attack upon traffic engineering and safety problems.
TEAM has sponsored a series of radio programs and
several of its members have appeared on television programs in
order to better inform the public of its activities and needed traffic improvements. In addition to the City of St. Louis Traffic
Division, the St. Louis Country Division of Traffic, the Missouri
State Highway Department, and almost 20 county municipalities,
the following organizations are presently active in TEAM:
Safety Council of Greater St. Louis
Automobile Club of Missouri
Bi-State Transit System
Transit Casualty Company
Illinois Division of Highways
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Several consulting firms, manufacturing organizations, and
sales representatives are also affiliated with the Traffic Engineering
Association of Metropolitan St. Louis. It is quite apparent that the
TEAM has made a good many hits to date, but there are innumerable
challenges still facing the organization. It is felt, however, that the
group is capable of approaching these obstacles on a professional,
technical, logical, and cooperative basis.
The St. Louis metropolitan area is at least now organized
for traffic safety, and the objectives set forth by TEAM are
certainly within the realm of accomplishment and realization. The
progress to date would certainly indicate that the name TEAM has
been well chosen.
Two, area-wide governmental reorganizations have been
proposed in recent years. One of these plans, known as the District
Proposal, was patterned after the Miami, Florida Dade County
governmental organization. This proposal would have established a
metropolitan government having complete juris diction over traffic
regulation and control as well as highway maintenance and construction.

The second proposal, known as the Borough Plan, would
have divided the entire city and county into some ZZ boroughs.
This proposal was patterned after the borough system presently in
effect in the City of New York metropolitan area. Both of these
plans were solidly defeated at the polls by residents in both the
City of St. Louis and St. Louis County.

Therefore, it has been felt that another less drastic governmental reorganization approach would be desirable at this time.
Such a proposal was presented to and favorably adopted by the 1963
session of the Missouri State Legislature. This measure permits
St. Louis County to establish a "County Urban Road System" without regard to the corporate boundaries of the numerous cities, towns,
and villages, and without regard to the State Highway System roadways.

The county may enter into contracts for the construction,
reconstruction, repair, and maintenance of the roads and bridges
included in the 'County Urban Road System. " All other services
not specifically contracted for, relating to such roads, will be performed by the city, town, or village in which the road is located.
This legislation became effective in October 1963, and the most
important provisions of this bill are as follows:
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In the discretion of the governing body of
the County, refunds may be made to any city lying
wholly within the County from the County road and
bridge fund, provided, that any refund shall not exceed fifty per cent of the amount accruing to the
County from the first 25 cents per hundred dollars
assessed valuation of the County's special road and
bridge tax levied upon property situated within the
limits of the city, and provided further, that any
refund shall be used and applied by the city exclusively in the improvement and repair of public
roads, streets and bridges within the corporate
limits of the city and for no other purpose whatever; or, the County, in the discretion of the governing body of the County, may expend up to 50%
or more of the moneys accruing to it from the
County's special road and bridge tax levied upon
property situated within the limits of the city for
the construction, reconstruction, improvement,
repair and maintenance of roads, designated a part
of the County-urban road system lying within the
city.

The County shall expend all of the
revenue accruing to the County from that portion of
the County's special road and bridge tax levied upon
property situated within the limits of the city in
excess of 25 cents per hundred dollars assessed
valuation for the construction, reconstruction, improvement, repair and maintenance of roads
designated as part of the County-urban road system
lying within the city. At the discretion of the governing body of the County, the County may use its
own equipment and employees for the construction,
reconstruction, improvement, repair and maintenance, or provide for the same by private con-

tract.

There is hereby established an area
County-urban road system advisory board which
shall be composed of three members appointed by
the elected chief administrative officer of the County
establishing the County-urban road system, and
three members appointed by the mayor of any
adjoining city having a population of more than
600, 000. The County Highway Engineer of the
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County and the director of streets of the city shall
be ex-officio members of the board.

Members shall serve at the pleasure
of their respective appointing authorities and
shall receive no compensation, but shall be reimbursed by the city or County which they
represent for actual and necessary expenses incurred in the performance of their duties. The
board shall select its chairman from its members,
and shall meet thereafter at the call of the chairman. The area County-urban road system advisory board as a whole shall make recommendations and suggestions to coordinate planning between the County and the city and submit plans
for proposed projects to the governing bodies of
the city and the County.
Preliminary investigatipns indicate that the county urban
road system will include approximately 300 miles of major
traffic arteries. About 180 miles of these roadways are located
within incorporated areas. Designation of this system and
uniform signing, marking, maintenance, and improvement of
these roads will eventually go a long way towards making the

traffic engineer's job easier. We firmly believe that unless a
single governmental jurisdiction is offered the opportunity to
regulate and control traffic on major arteries, that the motoring
public will continue to suffer from traffic congestion, accident
collisions, and general confusion.
We all recognize, of course, that adequate roads are the
most important part of a traffic engineering program. However,
we have found in St. Louis County, and I believe this is rather
typical throughout our nation, that our local roads are grossly
inadequate. Our interstate system is proceeding towards completion about on schedule. However, this network of 41, 000 miles
of roads represents only 1 percent of the total road mileage, but
will carry about ZO percent of all the traffic. This, obviously,
leaves 80 percent of the traffic to make use of the largely inadequate system of local streets. We are going to attempt to do
something about this in St. Louis County this year. On March
3, 1964, our citizens will be urged to support a 1Z-point
$104, 035, 000 Bond Is sue Capital Improvement Program. The
first two of the 12 propositions relate to county-wide roadway

projects and purchase of right-of-way for expresways. The
proposed roadway projects total $42, 000, 000, whereas the right72

of-way acquisition is in the amount of $25, 000, 000.

It is certainly true that the traffic engineer is faced with
providing the best means possible of accommodating today's
traffic on yesterday's roads. Performing this task is difficult to
say the least. However, it is every traffic engineer's obligation
to provide the maximum in traffic carrying capacity, the minimum in accident experience, and the ultimate in convenience to
the general public.
Relative to Urban Development in the County, we
recognize that the traffic engineer must play a most important
role. We feel very strongly that a County Division of Traffic, the
TEAM approach, a county urban roadway system, and public support of needed major roadway improvements are all vital parts of
this total responsibility. It is hoped that the thoughts and comments
that this traffic engineer has offered will be of some value and
assistance to you, and might offer you a little wider horizon for
the present and future traffic engineer who may be involved in
Urban County Development.
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HIGHWAY RESEARCH
ENGINEERING MANPOWER AND THE UNIVERSITIES

F. J. Burgess
Assistant to the Dean
Oregon State University

Mr. Pacific Northwest motorist may now depart from his
home, step into his high-speed automobile, and within a few
moments be driving to his destination at 70 miles per hour on a
modern freeway system which will transport him farther in one
hour than his forebearers of a scant 70 years ago were able to
traverse in three days across prairies and mountains. Today's
driver is a shareholder in the transportation industry and owns
82 feet of the American road system of 3-1/2 million miles of
cross-country turnpikes, state roads, and country lanes (I). His
investment is 1. 2 cents per mile of driving, and his dividend is
a position that is unique in the entire world which has been given
to him by the ingenuity of highway builders, contractors, automotive engineers, and the massive industrial complex of the
United States.

In the Pacific Northwest, we are particularly fortunate in
being among the American states that are most advanced in their
highway construction program. The miracle of our modern highway system has been brought to us by dedicated engineers and
scientists who, in the last decade, conceived and placed into
being achievements of mammoth earthmoving equipment, prestressed concrete, modern concepts of highway design, the
high-speed automobile, and many other extraordinary developments which place us in our present enviable position. Unfortunately, these dedicated highway builders are not immortal
and few will be available in the latter part of this century when
imaginative leadership will be even more important than it is
today.
FUTURE REQUIREMENTS

Before examining our present research and training programs, it is important to ask, What are our future requirements?'
Today's driver population is primarily in the age range from 16 to
70, and there are presently some 125 million drivers in the United
States owning 90 million registered vehicles (Figure 1). By the
year 1990, 26 years from now, this group will grow to over 200
million drivers owning 170 million vehicles and driving some 1700
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billion miles per year on the American highway system. This
figure is added to by the mighty armada of trucks transporting our
nation's goods. Figure 2 presents these statistics in graphical
form based upon data from the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads (3).
Twenty-six years hence, the structures that highway engineers are
now building will lie as mute evidence of their accomplishment in
meeting this overwhelming challenge.
The highway engineer of 26 years ago had his problems.
We like to think they were simple compared to ours. He was concerned primarily with constructing roads in terms of the engineering criteria, geography, and economics of the times. The
highway speed of that day and the average road traffic, while high
by his standards, are insignificant in terms of present day
loadings. Our concepts are also doomed to a minority role by
future generations.

Compared to his predecessor, today's highway engineer
must be a paragon of knowledge. I-fe must be an expert in high
way planning, highway economics, land and legal problems,
physical properties of structures, hydraulic and hydrologic phenomena affecting his roads. He must be well versed in the
broader areas of the psychological impact of his roads and
sociological problems that his highways present to the user in
terms of aesthetic and recreational values. In addition, he must
be an expert in modern methods involving photogrammetry,
electronic computers, and linear programming methods, and,
above all, he must be practical. It has been stated that today's
highway engineer must master some two times the knowledge of
his predecessor. He must be able to survive in a professional
environment in which 10 percent of the knowledge he has concerning his profession becomes obsolete each year; in a professional environment in which 90 percent of all the scientists and
engineers who have ever lived are alive today, and in which the
challenges of research and development are progressing in
geometric proportions.
In the face of these staggering problems, we are on the
horns of a dilemma; one being research for the solution of today's problems, and the other to develop the manpower capabilities in the highway and transportation industry to meet tomorrow's challenge.
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HIGHWAY RESEARCH - PACIFIC NORTHWEST

It seems particularly important to examine the status of
highway research in terms of its ability to approach present and
future problems and, most imperative, to attract to the trans portation industry the engineering talent which will be necessary
to solve the gigantic problems it will face in the future.
Highway research today is developed primarily at the
discretion of the respective highway departments and the Bureau
of Public Roads. Little opportunity exists for unsolicited research
initiation by outside groups, and research direction depends to a
great extent upon the views and attitudes that exist in our present
way of doing things. An analysis of the programs in the Pacific
Northwest (2) reveals that the present level of research expenditure by the states of Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington is
some 2-1/4 million dollars. Distribution of these expenditures
is presented in Figure 2. Of the present research effort, approximately 76 percent is vested in direct expenditures by highway
departments on planning and research projects. Eight percent
is vested in contracts with consultants and outside agencies, such
as the U. S. Geological Survey and others. The remaining 16
percent, some $258, 000 annually, is a cooperative venture with
universities in the region. At present there are 44 projects reported by the highway departments in the Pacific Northwest, encompassing the states of Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington.
Sixty-seven percent of these projects are managed directly by
highway departments, 25 percent by universities, and 8 percent
by outside agencies, Of this research effort, 64 percent is
dedicated to investigations and studies of existing traffic control
and planning problems in various areas that is normal to any good
engineering effort. Twenty-seven percent of the existing research
effort concerns itself with the behavior of materials and existing
roadways in the region. The remaining 9 percent concerns itself
with legal problems of rights of way, economics, and other factors
dealing with the social welfare of persons directly affected by
highway construction. A summary of this effort may be found in
Table 1, and a listing of projects by title, assignment, amount of
expenditure, and location is found in Table 2.

Recognizing that the present research effort must be expanded, the National Congress amended the Federal Aid Highway
Act in 1962 to provide that 1-1/2 percent of Federal Aid funds be
spent only for research and planning projects, and that an additional 1/2 percent of ABC funds maybe spent for .research and
planning at the discretion of the individual states.
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In addition to this financial stimulus, the Bureau of Public
Roads has also been delegated to administer a direct research
function through the Highway Research Board to the extent of 1/20
of the 1-1/2 percent funds for research projects in specific areas
only as defined by committees of highway specialists. The remaining program for highway research is a direct grant program
by the Bureau of Public Roads which, while extremely useful, is
extremely limited by lack of funds.

To the casual observer, it would seem these programs are
very significant and forward looking. It is essential, however,
that we compare them to other programs concerned with our
national resources and their development.
The $258, 000 expended by universities for highway research
in the Pacific Northwest, while extremely useful and productive
investments, competes for research manpower and the interest of
professional groups with many other larger programs. The effort
in water resources only now approaches some $5 million per year
in the universities of the Pacific Northwest region, in addition to
research programs in the action agencies. Programs in space
technology and other scientific areas are equally large, and are a
powerful force in the competition for engineering manpower.

In order to explore the question of manpower, the remainder of this presentation will address itself to the question of,
"Is the present research program effective in attracting to the
highway industry the highly qualified talent necessary to solve
tomorrow's transportation problems?"
ENGINEERING MANPOWER

In order to examine this question it is necessary to look at
the ability of the highway endeavor to attract creative and imaginative young people to its ranks who are highly sought after by
other industries. Figure 3 illustrates one phase of this dilemma
in terms of the trends in engineering degrees awarded from 1948
to the present time. The last officially reported statistics in
June of 1962, indicated that some 30, 000 young men would receive
the bachelor of science degrees in 1 963, in all engineering fields.
During the same year, some 10, 000 persons will receive the
master of science and doctoral degrees in engineering. Since the
year 1958, the national trend has been a decline of 4. 3 percent per
year in the number of baccalaureate degrees awarded in engineering.
The number of engineers receiving the master of science and
doctoral degrees has increased 8. 3 and 15 percent per year,
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respectively. These statistics clearly indicate a trend toward the
composition of engineering talent from which the highway industry
must compete with other elements of American industry. By the
year 1966, graduate study may well be undertaken by 60 percent of
the engineers obtaining the B. S. degree (Figure 4).

According to the most recent estimates, the U. S. will need
about 2 million engineers and scientists in 1974 (4). In 1959, the
number of such persons available was slightly more than 1 million.
Considering engineering only, some 62, 000 new engineering
graduates will be needed each year to supply the demands of the
1970's. However, U.S. engineering schools are graduating only
about 45, 000 per year-70 percent of the desired number. The

deficitby l97Owillbe some 239,000 engineers, baseduponU.S.
Department of Labor statistics. In Table 3, recent studies (7)
indicate that these manpower goals may be unobtainable based
upon the number of today's youths who can successfully meet the
requirements for graduation from our universities.
The transportation and highway industry is in very definite
competition for this supply of engineering manpower. A measure
of the motivating forces on young engineers to join a particular
segment of the engineering profession is illustrated by Figure 5,
which gives average starting salaries in dollars per month for the
years since 1958. The monetary incentive has risen steadily. As
of June 1963, the senior graduating with a baccalaureate degree,
but with no experience, at this western university will be receiving
an average salary of some $600 per month, plus other employee
benefits. By June 1965, this starting salary will have risen to some
$650 per month if the present trend continues. A graduate with a
master of science degree will receive from $60 to $100 per month
more than this figure. Job opportunities for the young engineer are
at a record high, and he finds his untried skills highly sought.
Competition for his skills is measured by the number of job interviews per student, which have averaged approximately seven during
the past six years.

In addition to monetary gains, other forces exist which also
influence the choice of an engineering area as a career. During
the past ten-year period, engineering curriculum has changed
markedly under the influence of the Engineers' Council for Professional Development as guided by the founder societies. The
trend during this period has been for increased emphasis on the
basic sciences, engineering sciences, and social sciences, with
decreased emphasis on professional subject matter of job-oriented
analysis and design during the undergraduate years leading to the
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baccalaureate degree. The national average of engineering curriculum by subject matter area in 1959, as reported by the
American Society of Engineering Education, is shown in Figure 6
and Table 4. The proportion of analysis and design in courses
contributing to the student's ability to immediately undertake joboriented training is steadily diminishing (5). The desirability of
a highly-trained, imaginative, and creative student has been
recognized by nearly every segment of our technical society and
chosen in preference to a technological, job_ready type of training.
EXAMPLES OF GRADUATE STUDY OPPORTUNITIES

To consider the question, 'Is the highway and transportation
industry competing for students?" it is necessary to explore enticements other segments of our technical society now offer to interest
top students in the programs they face. A major incentive has
been active research programs. Research expenditures by colleges
and universities have grown more than 20-fold in the past 25 years,
much of the growth having occurred in the past 15 years. It is
now a $1. 2 billion a year business carried on by some 2000 institutions of higher learning. The amount is projected to approach
$2 billion by the end of this year (1964). Ninety-seven percent of
this research is carried on by less than 200 of these institutions.
Figure 7 reports the source of $1 billion of research funds as spent
by 98 institutions of higher learning (6). In addition to this gigantic
research effort, there are a great number of fellowship and traineeship programs designed specifically to attract the imaginative,
creative, and talented young engineer into a particular area of endeavor by supporting his graduate study to the master of science
or doctoral level. Figure 8 illustrates some of the typical programs
offered as inducements. The majority of these grants recognize
that the modern-day graduate student is married and has social
responsibilities exceeding those of the undergraduate enrollee.
Data presented in Figure 8 have been prorated on a 12-month basis
for a first year graduate student having a wife and one child.
The National Defense Act Fellowship award is for students
preparing for a career in the educational field. The annual award
prorated on 12 months is approximately $3700.

For over ten years the U. S. Public Health Service has
recognized the necessity of providing encouragement for engineers
to become highly trained in the fields of water supply, waste
disposal, and other environmental engineering problems. Their
program provides that the level of award for the first-year student
is $250 per month plus $30 per month per dependent, plus full
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tuition. The extremely complex problems confronting environ-

mental engineering are indeed stimulating and, coupled with
attractive financial compensation, attract a great many of the
very top engineering graduates to this field.

The National Science Foundation traineeship program
provides compensation approaching $3500 per year plus tuition for
qualified trainees interested in teaching or research. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration fellowship gives
financial compensation equivalent to that of the National Science
Foundation for students wishing to pursue careers in space
science.

In addition to these awards with special objectives, there
exist in the universities and colleges of the United States various
scholarship programs with a median value of $2900 per year,
ranging from tuition awards to $3850 per year. Additionally,
various research assistantships are offered, varying by school
from $1500 per year to $4000 per year. The Chi Epsilon National Civil Engineering Honorary lists some 2000 such awards
for the year 1964-65 in the field of civil engineering. Such
awards will be nearly adequate to support all of the qualified
students in civil engineering wishing to pursue an advanced degree program. They will attract the most brilliant young engineering minds to the technical areas sponsored.
The highway and transportation industry has not yet developed a corresponding and significant program of research,
scholarship, or traineeships. The development in this field to
date has been modest research effort which introduces students
only to today's perplexities and does not project itself into the
staggering problems of tomorrow.
SUMMARY

Upon considering this accumulation of data, it is evident
that the highway and transportation industry, while performing
gigantic roadbuilding feats for today's demands, is not developing
to a sufficient magnitude, forward looking and imaginative research, and scholarship programs which will compete for the
interest of young engineers and insure that an adequate number
of highly competent roadbuilders will be available to aid in the
solution of transportation dilemmas of the 21st century.
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Table 1.

Summary of Reported Highway Research Projects*
Oregon
Montana
Idaho
Item*
1. No. of active projects
16
8
8
a) Materials and design
b) Traffic, planning and
3
4
location
1
2
1
Legal,
financial
c)
20
14
10
2. Total projects
3. No. projects by highway
19
8
7
department
1
6
2
4. No. projects by universities
5. No. projects by outside
0
1
1
consultants
6. $ projects by highway depart78.000
150.000
54.400
ment
5,000
153,700
15,500
7. $ projects by universities
8. $ projects by outside con0
20,000
36,600
sultants or agencies
1

9.

Total research effort

$

106,500

* Data submitted by states indicated
**Includes one large planning project of $1,200, 000

231,700

175,000

Washington
12
6
3

21

10
8

3

1.434.000
184,000
124,000
1,742, 000**
(542, 000)

Table 2.

Research Projects by State as Reported Fall 1963
IDAHO

1.

Title of Research
Right_of-way severance

Assigned to
Hwy Dept

Amount
$

5, 000

damages
2.

Evaluation of sufficiency

ratings and their use in
urban sections
3. Asphalt pavement permeabilities as a warrant for
pavement sealing
4. Performance of treated
aggregates as a base course
5. Study of alkali reactivity of
concrete aggregates used
in Idaho
6.
7.

8.

9.

U of Idaho

7, 000

U of Idaho

8, 500

Hwy Dept

1, 500

Hwy Dept

Study of aging character-

istics of asphalt cement
Study of pavement serviceability
Study of soil test data to
facilitate compaction control on construction and to
provide a basis for mapping
soils throughout state
A rational approach to

Hwy Dept
Hwy Dept

Hwy Dept

sampling and testing ag-

gregates and soils and determining acceptable
deviations in pavement
thickness
1 0.

11.

Unassigned

Gradation of aggregates

base-course materials to
serve as a subgrade blanket
for fine-grained soils
Permeability of aggregates
in base courses

Unassigned
Unassigned
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Table 2 (Continued)
IDAHO (Cont'd)

12.
13.

14.
15.

16.

17.
18.
19.

20.
21.

22.

23.

Title of Research
Warrants for installation
of guardrails
Study of performance of
concrete pipe under
large fills
Durability of metal pipe
culverts
Performance of guardrail galvanized steel and
aluminum sections
Medians - need for these
Joint study of surface
water flow

Assigned to
Unassigned

Amount
$

-

Hwy Dept

-

Hwy Dept

-

Hwy Dept

-

Unassigned

-

Hwy Dept

36, 600

Study of flexible pave-

ment design
Location and identification
of archaeological paleontological sites within
highway rights of way
Roadside seeding and
planting
Investigation of flexible
pavement failures

Hwy Dept

Idaho State
University

-

28, 000

Hwy Dept

1, 500

Hwy Dept

5, 800

Snow avalanche prevention
and control

Hwy Dept

-

New methods moisture
contents and densities of
compacted soils and aggregates

HwyDept
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12,100

Table 2 (Continued)
OREGON

Title of Research
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Observations of prestressed concrete prisms
Hydrographic research
involving collection of
stream flow data
Investigation of cracks in
reinforced concrete
structures
Study of standard reinforced concrete pavement and continuously
reinforced concrete

Assigned to
Hwy Dept

Amount
$

2, 000

Outside agency
USGS

20, 000

Hwy Dept

3, 000

pavement

Hwy Dept

6, 000

Study of the use of saw
cuts for prechecking
guardrail posts
Study of lon-term de-

Hwy Dept

3, 000

Hwy Dept

1, 000

Oreg State U

5, 000

flection of steel girder
7,

8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

spans with composite
concrete decks
Soil sampling and testing
Service behavior of asphaltic concrete pavements
Loss of asphalt content
and loss of penetration of
asphalt in asphaltic concrete using 60-70 penetration grade of asphalt

HwyDept

12,000

Hwy Dept

500

Asphaltic concrete mix
design and control

Hwy Dept

500

lationships

Hwy Dept

500

Permeability and shear
strength of base materials

Hwy Dept

500

Asphalt-viscosity re-
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Table 2 (Continued)
OREGON (Cont'd)

13,

Title of Research
Investigation of radioactive isotopes to assist
in determining moisture
content and density of
construction materials
Stabilizing the substandard base materials
Locating and improving
new sources for aggregate
for highway construction
Various electronic computer programs to be used

Assigned to

Amount
$

Hwy Dept

25, 000

Hwy Dept

5, 000

Hwy Dept

39, 000

Hwy Dept

15, 000

Research of operations with
the maintenance division to
update and improve mainHwy Dept
tenance operations
Congestion analysis at
Hwy Dept
Barbur Boulevard

7, 000

19.

Interstate system
accident experience

Hwy Dept

2, 000

20.

Land economic studies

Hwy Dept

20, 000

Hwy Dept

43, 000

Hwy Dept

14, 000

study

Hwy Dept

65, 000

Interstate accident study
Investigation of aggregate
sources

Hwy Dept

14.
15.

16.

by the Highway Department
are to be developed
17.

18.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Flexible pavement evaluation study
Highway capacity study
Highway cost allocation

Hwy Dept
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8, 000

5, 000/yr
20, 000

Table 2. (Continued)
WASHINGTON (Cont'd)

Title of Research
Olympia bypass economic
impact study
Puget Sound regional
transportation study

Hwy Dept

1, 200, 000

8.

Right_of-way economic
study

Hwy Dept

30, 000

9.

Rockfall control research

6.
7.

study

Assigned to
Hwy Dept

Amount
$

32, 000

Hwy Dept

5, 500

study

Hwy Dept

20, 000

Archaeological reconnaissance program
Coefficient of friction in
bolted joints

Univ of
Washington

10, 000/yr

Univ of
Washington

10, 000

13.

Fatigue behavior of weldments

Univ of
Washington

31, 000

14.

Measurement and eval-

10.
11.
1 2.

15.

16.
17.

Traffic striping research

uation of fuels and travel
time
Misalignment in bolted
joints

Univ of
Washington
Univ of
Washington

Highway test track

Washington
State Univ

Noise environment impact
study

18.

19.

20.

Portland-Vancouver
metropolitan area origin
and destination study
Stream flow and watershed
research study
Additional study on coefficient of friction in
bolted joints

Outside agency
or consultant
Outside agency
or consultant

30, 500
6, 600

82, 500
32, 700

54, 000

Outside agency
or consultant

38, 000/yr

Univ of
Washington

(Pending)
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3, 000

Table 2 (Continued)
WASHINGTON (Conttd

21.

Title of Research
Study of structural steel
joints including plates of
different thicknesses

Assigned to

Amount

Univ of
Washington

$11, 150
(Pending)

MONTANA
1.
2.

Nuclear measurement
Beneficiation of aggregates
Electro-kinetic analysis
Landslide investigation
Wrong-way ramp move-

Hwy Dept

ment

12, 000/yr

Hwy Dept

7, 000

Hwy Dept

15, 000

Hwy Dept

10, 000

Hwy Dept

10,000
4, 000

11.

Hwy Dept
Interstate signing
Interstate accident analysis Hwy Dept
Before and after evaluation Hwy Dept
Univ of
Peak flow analysis from
Montana
small drainage courses
Univ of
Concrete durability
Montana
analysis
Large culvert performance Univ of

12.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

1 0, 000/yr
10, 000

53, 700

11,000

Montana

30, 000

Ice formation and breakup

Univ of
Montana

9, 000

13.

Highway laws research

Univ of
Montana

30, 000

14.

Tourist economic impact

Univ of
Montana

20, 000
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Table 3.
ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS TO 1970

Growth Requirements:
1970 projected employment ......... 1,375, 000
Deduct 1960 employment ........... - 850, 000

Net growth requirements, 1960-1970 ............. 525, 000

Replacement requirements (retirements,
death, transfers, and other
separations), 1960-1970 ........................ 165, 000
Total requirements ............................ 690, 000
SUPPLY

Gross number of entrants with BS degrees
in engineering, 1960-1970 .......... 347, 000
Deduct persons with engineering degrees
who are not in engineering
positions ........................ - 64, 000
Net supply of engineering graduates .............. 283, 000
Entrants with nonengineering degrees,
1960-1970 ..................................... 71,000

Other entrants (persons without degrees
and immigrants), 1960-1970 ..................... 97, 000
Total

supply ...................................

451,000

DEFICIT

Total requirements
Deduct total supply
Total deficit

....................
....................

690, 000

- 451, 000

................................. 239, 000
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Table 4.

Engineering Curriculum
1949

1959

14. 5

18. 3

27. 7

29. 2

Engineering Science

24. 1

24. 3

Professional subject matter

31. 8

28. 2

Social Science and Humanities
Mathematics

-

Analysis

Basic Science

-

Design

100.0

ASEE 'Goals of Engineering Education, ' Information Document
No. 2, December 1963.
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OPERATION SAFETY

Uniform Traffic Laws and Signs
Edward J. Warmoth
Assistant to the Director, Department of Motor Vehicles
Wanted

As we look about us todayin places of employment, education, and recreationthe picture we see is one of a state and
nation on wheels.

The American way of life is truly geared to the movement
of motor vehicles. We use automobiles to get to places of employment and to conduct our business; merchandise comes to our
stores and milk to our doors in trucks; the family car or school
bus may transport our youngsters to school; and automobiles are
woven deeply into the pattern of our social and recreational
activities. If the American way of life is to continue to prosper
to its maximum potential, it is highly important that these vehicles continue to be moved with a high degree of efficiency and
safety.

It has become increasingly apparent over the years that
one of the most fundamental factors in meeting this challenge of
good traffic management is uniform traffic laws and uniform
traffic control devices. A continually growing number of vehicles and operators, with new emphasis on interstate and extended travel, has raised the priority rating on uniformity from
the former position of 'desirable to a point now where it is
''essential
This introduction sets the stage for a look at what has been
done to give us a guide to traffic uniformity, the elements of a
new nation-wide effort to encourage the adoption of uniform
traffic laws and signs, and what this means to officials who are
charged with the responsibility for keeping traffic moving
efficiently and safely.
GUIDES FOR UNIFORMITY DEVELOPMENT

Steps toward uniformity of traffic markings were taken as
early as 1915. The need for uniform traffic legislation had its
first formal recognition in 1924, when the first National Conference
of Street and Highway Safety was called.
A sound foundation for uniformity began to take shape in
1926 as the first edition of the Uniform Vehicle Code, a comprehensive guide for state motor vehicle laws, was published by
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a committee of the National Conference on Street and Highway
Safety in cooperation with the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. It was designed and advanced
as a guide or standard based not on theory but on the actual experience under various state laws throughout the nation. Since
its inception, the code has been periodically reviewed. Changes
have been made where warranted by new developments in state
laws and by practical experience. The latest edition of the
Uniform Vehicle Code reflects changes made following such a
review in 1962.

To expand the concept of uniform traffic regulation to
cities, the Model Traffic Ordinance was published as a companion piece to the Uniform Vehicle Code. It generally serves
the same purpose for municipalities as the Code serves for
states, and has become the guide in several states for a state
model ordinance, which cities in that state can adopt by reference.

Going back again to those formative years, the value of
high uniform standards for traffic control devices was recognized
about the same time as consideration was given to uniformity in
laws. The American Association of State Highway Officials
published a manual for rural highways in 1927, and a manual for
urban streets was made available in 1929. To unify the standards
for road and street systems, a joint committee of the American
Association of State Highway Officials and the National Conference on Street and Highway Safety developed and published in
1953 the original edition of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. That committee, though changed from time to
time in organization and personnel, has been responsible for
periodic revisions of the Manual, including the current 1960 edition.

While good progress has been made in several areas to get
uniform laws on the books and uniform control devices on our
streets and highways, we find today that much remains to be done
in cities, counties, and states throughout our nation.
SUPPORT INITIATED BY U. S. JAYCEES

The need for greater uniformity in traffic laws came to the
attention of leaders of the United States Junior Chamber of Commerce in 1962. At that time the U. S. Jaycees were reviewing
their past traffic safety programs and seeking ways to increase the
effectiveness of their efforts in this field. Behind them was a
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record of success with such projects as the 'Teen-Age Road-E-O,
seat belt clinics, safety check lanes, and bicycle reflectorization.
The Jaycees talked with traffic officials and held conferences with representatives of the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety and the National Highway Users Conference. From these
discussions came the birth of a new nation-wide project designed
to mobilize the strength of more than 200, 000 young men for the
promotion of uniform traffic laws and signs. The guiding principle was to stimulate uniformity rather than to harass to confo rmity.

Formal launching of the project came in early 1963, with
a press luncheon in Washington, D. C. , and the mailing of project
kits to the 4500 local Jaycee Chapters in the United States.

Basically, the project was divided into three phases:
promotion of uniform ordinances at the local level, including establishment of traffic engineering functions; surveys and follow-up
action to bring more uniformity in local traffic signs; and promotion of uniform state laws through joint efforts of all Jaycee
Chapters within a state. Copies of the Uniform Vehicle Code,
Model Traffic Ordinance, and Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices were made available as guides to standards of
uniformity.
It was suggested that Jaycees contact officials in their
respective areas to discuss the current status of traffic ordinances
and traffic signs for the areas in which they live and drive.
Lending assistance to officials for a comparative study of traffic
regulations, or an actual on-the-street survey of existing traffic
signs were visualized as two channels through which the Jaycees
initially could become active on this project. In fact, a sample
sign survey form and directions for conducting a traffic sign inventory are included in the project kit. Quantities of the forms
are available free of charge from the U. S. Jaycee office in Tulsa,
Oklahoma.

Once the local needs are clearly defined and consideration
has been given to those which warrant attention first, the next
step for the Jaycees is to undertake public education and community support programs to stimulate action on the weak points
they have found to exist.
Jaycee interest in the Uniform Traffic Laws and Signs
Project is gaining momentum across the country. Greater
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awareness of the importance of uniform traffic laws and signs has
been developed through publicity stories, both at the national and
local levels, and a short program broadcast by approximately
400 radio stations.
Traffic sign surveys have been conducted in several cities.
At the state level, Jaycees have helped to arrange and host
regional meetings to discuss new state sign standards and have
been instrumental in securing action on formal comparisons between their state motor vehicle codes and the Uniform Vehicle
Code.

MEETING THE CHALLENGE

Certainly progress can be made when officials who recognize the need to modernize traffic laws and traffic control devices get together with informed and enthusiastic Jaycees.
The urgency of action at this time is well summarized in
quotations from two eminent authorities in the traffic field.
Federal Highway Administrator, Rex N. Whitton, has said:
Uniformity of all traffic control devices
is one of the most practical means for reducing
the toll of death and injuries on our streets and
highways. Uniformity promotes the orderly
flow of traffic, reduces driver confusion and
frustration, and thus contributes greatly to highway safety.

In a slightly different vein is this statement of Robert
Montgomery, Jr. , executive director of the National Committee
on Uniform Traffic Laws and Ordinances, addressed to the
1963 Western Governors' Conference:
By permitting the perpetuation of
antiquated non-uniform motor vehicle laws, states

despite their adamant statements to the contrary
are stacking the deck' in favor of the federal
government.

The challenge to achieve a higher degree of uniformity
rests squarely on the shoulders of those officials charged with
traffic responsibility at the municipal, county, and state levels.
The Uniform Traffic Laws and Signs Project of the United States
Junior Chamber of Commerce can be of major assistance in
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meeting this challenge.

We must keep in mind that to stand still in the face of this
critical need is to fall behind.
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Why Oregon Conforms With Uniform Standards
For Traffic Control Devices

V. P. Johnson
Traffic Control Engineer
Oregon State Highway Department
The subject of uniformity of traffic control devices has received a great deal of attention since the revised edition of the
National Manual was published some 2-1/2 years ago. We have
discussed it in our meetings, including an all_day session here in
Corvallis 2 years ago. We have written papers on it. The Junior
Chamber of Commerce has made it a national project, and I have
read several magazine articles extolling the virtues of uniformity.
At times it seems that we have beaten the subject into the ground,
and that we should devote our time to other important matters.

However, the matter of uniformity of signs, signals, and
pavement markings is so important that it is worthy of discussion
until the day arrives when we have achieved nation-wide, if not
world-wide, uniformity. Traffic control devices are the most
important roadway element insofar as the motorist is concerned.
The average motorist knows little and cares less about the
structural design of highways. If he is given a relatively smooth
riding surface, he is satisfied. He is not greatly interested in
the geometric design of the highway other than it be fairly easy to
negotiate. His primary interest is that he be guided, controlled,
and protected as he travels from his origin to his destination.

Today's motorist is a far-ranging creature. He travels
from city to city, county to county, and thinks nothing of making
a transcontinental trip during his annual two-week vacation. He
is familiar with the traffic control devices in his own home town.
He feels, and rightly so, that traffic control devices should be
the same wherever he travels. When he is presented with the
unfamiliar in shape, color, or placement, he becomes confused.
When confused, he is very likely to become involved in or cause
an accident. If traffic control devices are the same wherever he
goes, the chances of confusion are minimized.
The Oregon Motor Vehicle Code states, in essence, that
except in cities of over 50, 000 inhabitants, the State Highway
Commission shall have general supervision with the respect to
the erection by local authorities of official traffic signs and
signals for the purpose of obtaining uniformity. It further states

that local authority shall not place or erect any sign, signal, or
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marking unless it is of a type conforming to specifications approved
by the Commission.

Prior to 1957, the unofficial state standard for traffic control devices was the National Manual with certain deviations. In
1957, the first State Manual was published. This manual, with its
subsequent revisions, conformed with the then current National
Manual.

With the advent of the new National Manual in 1961, we
gave considerable thought to adopting that publication as the
standard for traffic control devices in Oregon. However, because of certain peculiarities in the Oregon Motor Vehicle Code,
our legal division advised against this step. We are now proceeding with the revision of the 1957 State Manual and hope to have the
new sheets out in the not too distant future.

Conformance with the new National Manual does not require any large change in our current State Manual. In the
regulatory category we added the YIELD sign to the manual
following its authorization by the 1961 Legislature. The major
changes in the Regulatory Sign series are a change from word
messages to symbolic arrows on overhead lane control signs and
revision of the parking signs. The latter consists of definitely
permitting the messages stenciled on parking meters and allowing
as an alternate signs placing emphasis on prohibition or limiting
the time of parking. We have also replaced our "NO PARKING ON
HIGHWAY SHOULDERS sign with the interstate standard
'EMERGENCY PARKING ONLY.

The Warning Series has undergone a number of changes
most of them minor in nature. We have added to our advance
warning symbol sign for intersections to enable us to more
clearly depict the actual angle of intersection. One rather interesting change concerns the signing of pavement width transitions from two lanes to one in the same direction. The "wiggly
line" sign from the National Manual will become the new standard.
We have been experiencing some trouble with our "USE LEFT
LANE" and "USE RIGHT LANE" signs. It will be interesting to
see how the driving public reacts to the new sign.

Those of you who are familiar with our present manual will
recall that we have been using "MERGING TRAFFIC ON RIGHT"
and "MERGING TRAFFIC ON LEFT" in merging situations. In
keeping with the National Manual, these will be replaced with a
single "MERGING TRAFFIC" sign. Another change in the
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Warning Series has been the addition of signs for advance warning

at intersections. New symbol signs to permit a more accurate
picture of the angle of intersection have been added.
A number of changes in the Guide sign portion has been
made, but most of them are minor and pertain to route shields,
etc. , on state highways. The major change is the standardization
of green background with white message for destination signs.
Because of the change in paint color from yellow to white,
the Markings Section is being entirely rewritten. There is also
considerable change in regard to delineation reflecting changes
in national standards and the added emphasis on delineation as a
safety measure.
The Signal Section will be changed to include the new
national warrants. Also, we now use 'WALK' and "DON'T
WALK" instead of the previously used "WALK" and "WAIT"
pedestrian indications. Of primary interest to all of us is the new

standard requiring two vehicle signal heads directed to traffic
entering an intersection from each direction. This, also, is a
safety measure and is the major change in the Signal Section of

the National Manual.

In comparing our 1957 Manual with the National Manual
and with the revised State Manual, we find that the 1957 edition

is still applicable in most instances, particularly as regards

work normally done by cities and counties. The National Manual,
although setting up the basic concepts of uniformity, gives us
considerable latitude for handling individual problems. In the
revised Oregon Manual, we are trying to adhere to these concepts.
Our new manual should be something that we can all live with
and, as the years go by, we should find ourselves in that Utopian
position where we have not only state-wide uniformity but where

Joe Blow, the motorist, can cross the state line and not realize
that he has left Oregon.
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More Cars - Same Space

E. J. Leland
Traffic Engineering Director
Spokane, Washington

The intent of this report is to bring to the surface some of
the more practical interpretations of the Wisconsin Avenue Study
published by the Bureau of Public Roads, May 1962. As the
subject indicates, it is the intent of this report to discuss various
ways that additional vehicular traffic can be handled within existing street space. The basic items covered will pertain directly to various traffic control measures available for the control of vehicular, as well as pedestrian traffic.
TURNING MOVEMENT CONTROLS AT INTERSECTIONS

Left Turn - Peak Periods
It is often desirable to control vehicular turning movements at intersections during peak periods when traffic flow is
running at its heaviest volume of each 24-hour period. By eliminating left turns at critical intersections, vehicular delay can
oftentimes be reduced. The majority of such left-turn movements usually take place at intersecting arterial streets.

If a left-turn restriction is installed, this oftentimes leads
to the left turn taking place preceding or following the restricted
left-turn intersection. Vehicles are then required to drive through
areas that are not planned for handling traffic volumes other than
normal, nonarterial traffic volumes. If this happens to be in a
residential area, one can look forward to protests from adjacent
residents.
Left Turn - Full Time
If a left-turn movement creates vehicular delay for the
major arterial throughout an entire day, it may then be necessary
to prohibit the left turn full time. This will have to be justified
based on vehicular demand over an extended period of time.
Left-Turn Lanes

If street space is available, it is many times desirable to
provide a special left-turn lane where the left-turn vehicle can pull
out of the way of the through traffic. This provides a resting place
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for the left-turn vehicle waiting for a sufficient gap in opposing
traffic to make the left turn.
Left-Turn Signal Phase

If gaps in opposing traffic are difficult to find, it may be
necessary to provide a special left-turn signal phase to clear the
left-turn vehicle. This will depend upon availability of gaps in
traffic flow and available time in the overall signal cycle. A
third phase in any signal cycle will reduce the overall time
available to both the main street and the cross street per hour
of green.

Right Turn - Prohibition
Right-turn prohibition may be necessary where pedestrian
traffic is so heavy that the right_turn vehicle impedes the flow of
traffic on the main artery or where the intersecting street is
plagued with vehicular congestion restricting the ease of making
a right turn from the main artery.

Right Turn - Full-Time Permission
In some cases where pedestrian volumes are low or where
they can be diverted to other crosswalks, it may be possible to
permit the right turn to take place on a continuous basis. This
should be properly designed to where a right_turn vehicle does not
interfere with cross-street traffic, and that the cross street can
adequately absorb this free right turn.
Multi-Turn Lanes

Intersection capacity often can be increased by permitting
more than one lane to make a permissible turning movement,
either a right turn or left turn, as the case might be. In such an
instance it is necessary to make the extreme left lane for a left

turn or extreme right lane for a right turn, a left or right turn
only, respectively. The second lane can be made an either/or
type of movement. This is necessary to avoid vehicular conflict
from possible cross movement as a part of the multi-turning
movement.
TURNING MOVEMENT CONTROLS IN MIDBLOCK

There are occasions where midblock conflict will create
capacity deficiencies as well as intersection conflicts. These
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can take the place of left-turn movements or right_turn movements
into private driveways, entrances into shopping facilities, service
stations, etc.

Barrier Median

If left turns are a serious conflict, it may be desirable to
provide a center median physically constructed to become a barrier
to left_turn movements. If such a median can be made acceptable
to all parties concerned, it will usually be the means of requiring
the least amount of enforcement to get motorists to comply.
No Barrier Median

Where no barrier median can be installed and left turns and
right turns are a problem, it may be possible to concentrate vehicular movements, particularly where a major facility is involved,
by consolidating driveways. With a concentration of turning movements, it may then be possible to design for a special turning lane
at the location requiring such a control. If there are minor
facilities involved, it is quite possible that the distribution of vehicular movements may be such that they do not require special
controls. If a problem is created, however, by delay to through
traffic due to turning movements into several minor facilities, it
may be possible to consolidate their ingress and egress, thereby
concentrating the movements and providing the necessary controls.
"U" Turns

"U" turns may be a source of delay to vehicular traffic
on a through street. A "U" turn is critical on narrow streets
where a vehicle cannot make a complete turn without having to
stop and reverse directions momentarily prior to completing the
turn. If the street is wide enough to make a complete turn in one
operation, a motorist would still have to select the necessary gaps
in traffic in both directions to make said turn. This could fall
under the category of left turns, and could be prohibited through
a barrier-type installation.
Signaling of Turns

Often the signaling of turns sufficiently in advance of the
intersection where the turn will take place will permit a motorist
following the left-turn or right_turn vehicle to go around and avoid
delay. This becomes a driver courtesy type of operation and is
worthy of considerable publicity to achieve this desirable end result.
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PARKING RESTRICTIONS

Parking restrictions can achieve desirable capacity improvement with a minimum of expense. This provides the maximum usage of available street space for the movement of
traffic and not for the storage of vehicles.

Prohibition Near Intersections
Capacity deficiencies normally will occur at signalized
intersections. To increase capacity at such an intersection, it
may be desirable to add lanes by prohibiting parking sufficiently
in advance for approaching traffic and sufficiently on the far side
of an intersection for traffic continuing on through the intersection area. Once the intersection has been cleared, it may be
possible to handle traffic with fewer lanes.
Peak-Hour Prohibition

For a continuous capacity improvement of an arterial,
not only at the intersection but midblock, it may be desirable to
prohibit parking during the peak hour only. If the peak hour
occurs in a single direction, this could be handled in that direction only during the hour that the demand exists. For example, perhaps a particular arterial should have parking prohibition during the inbound traffic period in the morning and on
the opposite side of the street to handle outbound traffic in the
evening only. Other hours the arterial may suffice without the
peak-hour parking prohibition. There is a hazard to such a
prohibition, however. Often it is desirable to stripe the lane for
a multilane highway even though the parking prohibition exists for
a short time during the day. If parking is intermittent within this
curb lane during times when it is permissible, a motorist could
be given a false sense of security and be led right into the parked
vehicle, creating a rear-end type collision potential. It is also
possible for the motorist driving the curb lane to suddenly observe the parked vehicle and swerve out into the lane next to the
curb, creating a side-swipe accident potential.
Prohibition on One Side At All Times

An arterial street may have sufficient curb-to-curb width
to accommodate parking on only one side of the street and still
permit an even number of lanes available to traffic on the remaining portion of the street. This could be a desirable installation if the street is so designed that sufficient capacity can be
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achieved with permitting this parking on one side.
Prohibition On Both Sides At All Times

The prohibition of parking on both sides of an arterial at all
times achieves the maximum efficiency from the standpoint of
movement of traffic if other conflicts can be avoided, such as the
stopping of vehicles for loading or unloading purposes, bus stops,
etc. To avoid the parking friction means that the curb lane can
maintain continuous and comfortable traffic flow for the motorist.
This is not always too easy to achieve, however, especially in
residential areas where home owners are accustomed to parking
their vehicles in the street and enjoying the privilege of having
company park adjacent to their dwelling rather than to the
nearest corner and walking the necessary distance back to their
place of residence.

Prohibition Near Intersections On Intersectine Arterial Streets
It may be possible to improve the intersection capacity for
the main street by lessening the green time on the intersecting
street through parking prohibition near the intersection on the
cross street. This can increase the number of lanes available to
the cross-street traffic, which shortens the need for green time
in the overall cycle.
Control of Truck Loading and Unloading

Truck loading and unloading operations can be a serious
conflict with the movement of traffic because of size of the trucks.
Many truckers are prone to back into a loading area, thereby
projecting out into the movement of traffic. If such an operation
is a hindrance to traffic movement, it can be made parallel only.
If parallel loading operations still impede the flow of traffic, it
may be necessary to provide loading bays by cutting into the curb
area at this point or to relocate the loading operation to some area
not in conflict with traffic movement.
Control Of Off-Street Parking Operations

Off-street parking is one of the most desirable ways of
accommodating the parked vehicle and keeping it off the street
proper. To keep from interfering with the movement of traffic on

the arterial, however, the off-street parking facilities should be so
designed that they can take traffic off the arterial street without
delay. It further should be designed to where vehicles will not have
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to back out into the arterial when leaving the off-street parking
facility.
UNBALANCED LANE OPERATION

Permanent
There may be a need to provide for a permanent unbalanced
lane operation which would create more lanes in one direction than
another for a particular street. One such case would be where a
one-way street parallels a second street that is wide enough to
accommodate more lanes in a direction opposite that of the oneway street and still remain a two-way street. A second case
would be where there will always be need for vehicles to be going
in one direction more than there would be in another direction,
such as on a severe grade where a slow vehicle would delay
faster vehicles.
Reversible
To meet the needs of vehicular demand in varying directions, it may be necessary to provide for a reversible type
lane operation. A more common application of this type of operation
is to favor inbound traffic in the morning with an extra lane or
more and reverse this operation in the evening to accommodate outbound traffic.
ONE-WAY STREET OPERATION

One-way streets are very efficient in handling traffic and
becoming an excellent means of increasing vehicular capacity on
existing street widths where paralleling streets merit such an operation. Some one-way street conversions from two-way conversions have been noted to increase capacity 15 percent and more.
This is due to fewer turning conflicts and improved signal timing
and progression. One-way streets can be put into a complete grid
pattern in a downtown area and will normally work satisfactorily.
A one-way couplet can also be extended into outlying areas as a
means of carrying through traffic. One disadvantage to carrying
one -way streets into outlying areas, especially through residential

areas, is that they create a second arterial penetrating the residential area and often create additional pressures for zoning commercially along the new arterial.
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Reversible Streets
It may be desirable to provide a one -way street operation
in one direction only during the time of demand. If all, or the
majority, of the traffic happens to be heading in one direction
only during a particular time of day, this can be accommodated
with a reversible street favoring the direction of demand.
IMPROVED SIGNAL OPERATION

Traffic signal operation should be designed on the basis
of uniformity. The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices

for Streets and Highways" should be referred to to obtain this
principle of uniformity.
Efficient Signal Phasing

Traffic signals should be carefully designed to meet the
needs of the intersecting traffic movements. The signal phasing
should be planned and designed to provide sufficient time for each
respective phase and to hold waste green time to a minimum.
Proper Cycle Length
The signal cycle length should be determined based upon
If volumes are light, it is likely that a short signal cycle
will be desirable. This will permit a quicker rotation of the
signal cycle and minimum delay to the respective traffic movements. At locations where left-turn movements are heavy and
such left-turn lanes are not available, it may be desirable to
keep the signal cycle length sufficiently short to allow the leftturn vehicle to clear at the end of each cycle and cut delay behind
the left-turn vehicle to a minimum.
need.

Signal Progression

Where a number of traffic signals exist along an arterial
rowte and their spacing is such that vehicular progression is
affected by each installation, it is desirable to interconnect the
signals to achieve consistent signal progression to maintain smooth
traffic flow through each respective intersection. Signal progressions are normally easier to obtain on a one -way street than
on a two-way street. It should be understood that the least amount
of delay is caused if vehicles can be kept moving as there is some
time loss in stopping and starting of vehicles.
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Pedestrian Phases
Pedestrian phases within a signal cycle are necessary in
special cases. Cross-street pedestrian movements often require
more seconds that the vehicular cross-street traffic. A special
pedestrian timer may be desirable in this case where pedestrians
will only get sufficient time upon actuation of a pedestrian push
button. At all other times the loss in green time to the main
street will be held to a minimum.
Unwarranted Signals

On occasion, an unwarranted signal may be determined
through change in vehicular traffic patterns. Such signals should
be removed wherever possible.
Additional Signal Heads

Traffic signal heads should be in such a position that they
can be clearly seen by all motorists. This improves the efficiency of operation of the signalized intersection and improves
capacity.

Proper Signal Maintenance

It is very desirable and necessary to have good traffic
signal maintenance. This includes the cleaning of equipment to
maintain maximum brilliance, proper replacement of bulbs to
minimize lamp burnout, and efficient crews to replace knockdowns and accidental damage.
Shielding Signal Heads

Signal observance may be improved through better target
value for the motorist. This may be achieved through shielding of
signal heads by means of a back plate to cut down on background
glare or conflict. It also may be possible to more properly aim
the signal head with an adequate visor to make its observance
effective for the proper vehicular movement.
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THROUGH STREET SYSTEMS
Arteri1 P1n

Traffic should be handled on the basis of an arterial plan.
By this means the proper controls can be placed in the desirable
locations affording maximum efficiency on specific streets and
minimizing streets where traffic in large proportions does not
belong. A proper system of arterials will permit a dispersal of
traffic over desirable routes rather than a concentration of traffic
on a few routes. It permits the installation of necessary stop,
yield, or other regulatory type of signs, desirable signal timing
on the arterial streets, and possible closing of intersecting
lesser important streets.
SIGNS AND MARKINGS

As in signals, signs and markings on streets and highways
should be designed and installed on the basis of uniformity, and
should use the 'Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for
Streets and Highways" as a guide.
Center Lines and Lane Lines

Center lines and lane lines permit the orderly movement
of traffic on streets and highways by designating the proper place
for the respective traffic movements. They provide not only a
uniform means of carrying traffic along an arterial, but provide
safety in assuring the motorist the proper location of vehicular
plac ement.

Transverse Lines
Transverse lines fall under the category of stop lines,
crosswalks, etc. They normally indicate a location where a vehicle should stop to avoid a cross conflict.
Pavement Legends

Numerous pavement legends are used to aid the motorist in
his travels on the streets and highways. They take the form of
identifying left-turn lanes, right-turn lanes, no-turn lanes, speed
limits, school markings, and others. This is a further means of
reducing the confusion of motorists and improving vehicular
capacity.
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Directional Signing

Directional signing is of particular value to strangers. By
aiding this motorist, the delay that he causes through confusion
and doubt will be minimized.
Regulatory Signing

Regulatory signing is essential in the efficient and safe
movement of traffic on streets and highways. These fall under the
category of stop signs, yield signs, speed limit signs, turn prohibition signs, and others. They should be installed only after
sufficient study warrants their installation.
Street Name Signing

Street name signing that is adequate is another means of
reducing delay, especially to the strangers who are groping about
looking for their destination. The improvement of street name
signing will minimize delay for this reason.
CHANNELIZATION

Simple channelization can be installed in several ways. In
some locations painted channelization can be very effective in
handling traffic on existing streets. Motorists will not always
abide by painted channelization, however, as it is not impossible
to drive over paint. If motorists do not abide by painted channelization, it may be necessary to install some portable type physical
channelization or an inexpensive surface type channelization. This
can be done through portable concrete blocks, sandbags, barrels
on a temporary basis, or through precast concrete curbing secured
to the pavement surface.
Physical channelization often commands more respect than
painted channelization in many localities. In areas where snow
and ice are a problem, physical channelization is normally more
effective than painted channelization since the latter is hidden by
snow during the winter months.
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TRANSIT

Transit vehicles can be a source of hindrance to the free
movement of other vehicles. Often transit movement can be improved or restricted to avoid conflict with other arterial traffic.
Parking Prohibition at Bus Stops

By keeping parked vehicles out of bus stops, buses can be
aided in having to double park at the bus stop location to take on
and discharge passengers.
Longer Bus Stops

Where parking is continuous over long sections of arterial,
a short bus stop may keep the bus from pulling into the bus stop.
A longer bus stop may be the answer to getting better bus compliance with pulling over to the curb.
Bus Stop Relocation or Removal

Perhaps a bus stop relocation or removal will materially
aid in the movement of traffic. In some cases it has been determined that a far-side bus stop is more efficient than a nearside bus stop. This may be particularly true where a heavy rightturn movement on the main arterial is in conflict with a near-side
bus stop. If bus stops can he consolidated and passengers made to
walk the extra distance, this may also help in improving street
cap city.
Bus Bays

Bus bays may be a desirable installation in some cases.
This would be particularly true on streets where parking is prohibited during peak hours, or at all times.
All Bus Lanes

Recent experience is being obtained in various Cities by
installing all bus lanes where only buses are permitted to use a
respective lane or lanes. This can be an aid to moving the transit
vehicle, but sometimes causes confusion to the other moving public.

Terminal Facilities
It may be possible to have a transit terminal facility in
such a location that most of the passenger loading and unloading can
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take place here. This may minimize the number of bus stops required along a specific route.
Bus Dawdling

It may be found that bus drivers slow up in their driving
along arterials to lose time and maintain schedules. This should
be curtailed as it impedes the smooth flow of traffic.
CLEARANCE RESTRICTIONS

Clearance restrictions can take the form of either lateral
or vertical restrictions, both of which affect vehicular capacity.
Lateral
Drivers normally shy away from insufficient lateral clearance such as a tree, pole, sign, fireplug, mail box, or other
restrictions. These lateral restrictions should be kept to a minimum and removed if at all possible.
Vertical

Vertical clearance of overpasses primarily affect commercial vehicles such as trucks and buses. If a vertical clearance is insufficient for commercial vehicles, it could possibly
stop all traffic movement in the lane involved. If this is a continuous problem, the vertical clearance should be increased to
accommodate vehicular demand.
STREET LIGHTING

Street lighting is another means of improving street capacGood street lighting enables the motorist to more easily see
all necessary traffic control devices, pedestrians, and other vehicles and makes the driving of the arterial more comfortable. It
enables the driver to see obstructions that would affect the headways and speed, and in this manner improve capacity.
ity.

ENFOR CEMENT

Along with all traffic control devices, none would be
effective without good enforcement. It is necessary to have the
understanding and cooperation of enforcement agencies to give the

strength to traffic control devices, whether they be parking restrictions, speed limits, prohibition of turning movement, or any other
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such traffic control installation.
CONCLUSION

We have had experience in Spokane with many of the various

measures as listed in this report. In general, we find them to be
effective, and should be carefully studied before any installation
is made. Our experience with the cooperation from the Spokane
Police Department has been excellent through a mutual under-

standing of the problem and general agreement of policy before an
installation is made.

In general, the various points contained within this report
are suggestions and are intended to make the engineer consider
what can be done within existing street widths to improve street
capacity before major expenditures are considered for street impr ov ement.
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Flexible Sign System - City of Tacoma
Yoshio Kosai
Tacoma City Traffic Engineer
Tacoma, Washington

Today, the subjects of water pollution and the public health
are appearing more and more in newspapers and magaaines, with
even best_selling books being written on the subject. With the
public becoming more aware of the problems, and in some instances demanding action, it has become necessary for the various governmental agencies to take the problem in hand and to

act.

As part of this action to reduce water pollution in our
harbor, the City of Tacoma has embarked on two large sewer construction programs: to build additional storm sewers with two
bond programs totaling more than $4. 5 million; and, since 1959, a
sewer use charge of $2 per month for residential users and
industrial users paying according to their water usage as part of a
program to separate storm from sanitary sewers, thereby
freeing treatment plants of the necessity of treating storm run-off.
While all of this is good for the treatment plant, it does
cause many problems with traffic while the improvements are
being made. Many of the new sewers are on low-volume streets
or, in some lucky but few cases, in gulches or unused areas. A
few are not. In some cases careful excavation and placement are
required which are time consuming and traffic delaying. On
South Tacoma Way, which is also Ti. S. 99, our heaviest volume
street (approximately 20, 000 ADT in the work area), the trench
was quite deep, and due to a narrow roadway and the need to use
part of the pavement for a work area, extensive detouring was
mandatory. The storm pipe is 72 inches in diameter; the sanitary is 42 inches.

Part of the cost of this project was paid for by the state
to carry storm water from the freeway now being built. The 1958
bond issue and the sewer use charge also paid part of the
$262, 000, seven-week job.
Conventional signs are sufficient for most jobs, especially
when the work can be done by simply cutting down the number of
lanes or moving all of the traffic to one side of the street. Signs
of this type do not seem to mean much to drivers on major streets
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unless made large and repeated. Barricades on side streets are
sufficient. Larger barricades with a large arrow sign have a lot
more 'punch' for main streets, especially when the arrow is
offset to "lean" into the desired direction. Conventional threepiece route and auxiliary markers used on state highway routes
are often too small, lack sufficient mass, and require six nails on
a wood post or six straps on a metal post. All of this is time consuming. Unlike regular routes, where 90 percent or more of the
public is familiar with the route, a detour is 90 percent or more
unfamiliar. In order to provide a simple marking system, yet
have mass and interchangeability plus simple but quick installation, a 3- by 4-foot panel was devised which, with a screwdriver, could be put together or easily modified. Since our
sewer project was moving at an accelerated pace through several
key intersections, it was often necessary to change the route to
keep traffic flowing.
An aluminum sign can be used as an advance turn marker,
or on another project as a confirmation sign, or used on our
standard barricade as a turn arrow. While this may seem to be
an ugly installation, it has been found that for detours, a lack of
aesthetics, balance, and symmetry is important in catching a
motorist's eye. The aluminum arrow also has the advantage of
being used on an existing sign as a temporary measure, but since
the change in this case is minor, it will not attract the eye of
familiar drivers of the route. For non-state highways this can be
used effectively. The arrow is removable, can be placed in any
position, and also is interchangeable with the arrow used on the
green sign. Future signs of this type might incorporate a blank
area so that a street name could be inserted.
The new type of construction signs as shown in the Uniform
Manual are 48-inch diamonds, but when placed on a pole on a wide
street do not always attract the attention of a sufficiently high
percentage of motorists. A 36-inch diamond mounted on a
"Carison Special, " invented by our assistant traffic engineer, can
be mounted on the street itself. It holds the sign in a vertical
position and does not tip over or fold up as does the conventional
"horse" barricade, resulting in burned signs. Most of these are

lost because the wind tips the barricade into the flare pot. A
slightly smaller "Carison" could be used on a one -way street and
accommodate 24-inch regulatory and 30-inch diamond signs. The
installation is neat and can be folded up for storage or transport.
Other conventional signs may have to be used to provide
for major turning movements at a temporary location. Several
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signs are needed and the information provided in different ways.
The plastix markers aid in the turning movement, are easily and
quickly applied, and can be removed at the end of the job, not
quite as easily but without much trace, which is important.

Providing directional information so that a series of unfamiliar turns does not cause one motorist to hesitate or pause
even for an instant on a major detour route and thus cause delay
or an accident is important. This is where our percentage of
'obeyance' has to approach 100 percent.
Our standard barricade can be modified with 2 by 6s
and 2 by 4's to accommodate panels. Six panels can be arranged
with a variety of destinations, route markers, and arrow alignments. The arrows can be placed at different angles, also.
Letters were scotchlite fixed to the board, but our newer signs
are made of cut-out aluminum letters screwed to the panel. The
sign can be put together as a single_decker and assembled in the
field. The uprights are temporarily strapped to delineator posts.
A double-decker can be located in a closed left-turn lane. It
also can be mounted above the barricade if wind is not a factor, or
a single-decker can be used with a permanent sign and changed as
required. It is usually a good idea to strap or chain one support
to a street light or a permanent post.
Advance guide signs also can be made flexible, It is
contemplated to have a series of blank sign panels made so that
aluminum letters, even words, shields, and arrows could be
assembled. In addition, a special advance warning sign could be
used. It would have three sections for major detours and use
much larger letters and shields. This type could be installed in
advance of the time needed. Without the lower panel it would not
cause aiy confusion and, in fact, become a large confirmation
marker. When a detour is required, the lower panel could be
added. While it would not be a part of the flexible system, this
large sign could be altered with an extremely small one.

The use of interchangeable message signs proved effective
in quickly changing messages and relocating signs as needed.
The ultimate potential of this type of sign appears unlimited.
We hope this will give those of you confronted with detours
around construction projects some ideas on approaches to the
problem.
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OPERATION SAFETY

Traffic Safety During Rural Highway Construction
Glen L. Clark
Division III Traffic Engineer
Oregon State Highway Department

The recent decentralization of the traffic engineering division
has brought into direct contact the resident engineer and the division
traffic engineer on a continuing day-to-day basis. Certainly, on a
more limited scale, a liaison has been established between the
contractor and the traffic engineer through the resident engineer.
As background information, the decentralization started in Oregon
in 1961, and provided a traffic engineer on the division staff level.
With this advent I see a completely new area of traffic safety developing.

I feel real progress has already been achieved due to this
arrangement. The availability of the traffic engineer to assist
and counsel the resident engineer is of prime importance. In the
past, the time element resulted in 'taking the bull by the horns"
and doing the best job the resident engineer could as far as sign
placement, detouring, delineation, and barricading.
I am implying a much worse situation than actually exists.
The point I make is that each detour was different from the one a
motorist may have just passed somewhere down the highway.
Most of these detours were effective and were doing the job intended. Some, however, were actually confusing, hazardous, and
were experiencing accidents. These observations are from a
traffic engineering viewpoint. Nothing, of course, was ever intentionally placed by a resident engineer or contractor that was
thought to be confusing or hazardous.

The area of standardization was given first priority in
The balance between the use
of signing and barricades, particularly on interstate construction,
was of concern. The need for meaningful signs with a standard
approach or method was sought. The resident engineer is faced
with signs in the contractor's stock which may not be standard or
appropriate, but are available on the job. In the press of getting
the detour established, they are used occasionally.
Division III beginning in August 1962.

An example would be the use of the sign "STOP AHEAD"
in advance of a flagging operation. This, of course, is not the
proper sign to be used, but is fairly common. The use of fluorescent red warning signs is another problem. Their placement by
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the contractor is also a problem, Recently, a full set of fluorescent signs were placed by the contractor. The flagman happened
to be in advance of all the signs.
The installation of construction speed signs of a much
slower speed than is realistic comes up frequently. The contractor brings a full supply of 'CONSTRUCTION SPEED 25
MILES' onto the current job from his last project. It is then dif-ficult to get up the speeds on these advisory speed signs to be
consistent with the actual operation at hand. Getting these and
other warning signs covered when there is no activity warranting
their use, particularly on holidays, weekends, and at night, is
a constant problem.
Another confusing example might be a series of "NO
PASSING NEXT 1000 FEET" signs strung out a half of a mile in
advance of the detour and placed on a four-lane, divided section
without barricades or an indication of lane control or lane use
signs. This, I think, is a prime example of the need for a
balanced signing and barricading approach to detours.
The Oregon Uniform Traffic Control Devices Manual has
a section on maintenance detouring. This manual, of course, is
being revised, and I am advocating an extensive section devoted
to construction detouring. This portion of the manual would be
used as a guide or starting point for the resident engineers. It
would be a very useful document in dealing with the contractor,
I would show typical situations with the proper signing, barricades, striping, and illumination. This type of presentation
would eliminate the questions which constantly arise, such as
"Why do we need 100 feet of temporary guardrail when there was
only 50 feet of guardrail at the approaches to a bridge abutment
on the existing roadway?" Or, "Why do we need lineal delineation
in a construction area when there was none before we started
this operation?" The answer, of course, is that to widen the

structure, as in the first example, we must lead the motorist
several additional feet towards the centerline to avoid the barricading which takes a longer taper and more guardrail. In the
second case, construction generally has eliminated all sight
posts and mud may have covered the shoulder line. In addition,
excavation may have cut away part of the shoulder.

The adoption of Chapter 5 of the National Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways would be
a step in the right direction. Again, I feel this national manual
does not go into the detail that I feel would be useful to the
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resident engineer-contractor relationship. I feel that more
attention should be given to detour planning and practices,
starting at the preconstruction conferences between the highway
departments and the contractors. A particular need is for more
advance notice by the contractor, accompanied by detailed sketches.
These sketches should be submitted to the resident engineer for
a routine traffic detouring which normally occurs in the process
of construction. By these detours I am not speaking of the detours
planned and shown as part of the plans and specifications. It is
the detouring of traffic made necessary many times during the
course of the job. These detours normally involve power company
personnel, state striping crews, contractor signing, etc. If the
contractor submits the plan in the morning and expects a detour to
be accomplished that afternoon or the next day, there is no time
to obtain signs which may be thought necessary or to coordinate
the activities of several agencies involved. This advance notice,
of course, is now required in the contract, but as a practical
matter this does not always occur.
Another area that needs attention is the timing of contract
sign installation when the facility being rebuilt is open to traffic.
It has been necessary on several occasions to place temporary
directional signs by state forces due to the fact that sign subcontractors are not on the job or are not allowed on the job by the
contractor, and there are still work days left on the contract.

Therefore, to increase traffic safety to the motoring
public at temporary detours during highway construction, I suggest the following items be given further thought:
1. That continued liaison and cooperation between the
resident engineer and the traffic engineer be continued to establish better and more uniform detours.
2. That the highway department adopt Chapter 5 of the
National Uniform Manual for Traffic Control Devices, and add a
section in the Oregon Manual spelling out in considerable detail
proper detouring procedures aimed at their use by resident engineers and contractors.
3. That every effort be made to establish a working relationship between the contractor and the resident engineer, with
the help of the traffic engineer, in regard to more uniform detour
signing and more advance notice and planning of such detours.
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4. That an effort be made to clarify the contractor's responsibility in regard to contract sign installation on contracts
that are open to the motoring public during construction.
5. That increased appreciation by the contractor and
resident engineer of the removal of unneeded or unwarranted
signing due to periods of nonactivity, such as holidays, weekends,
and, in certain cases, at night time periods, be attempted.
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A County Engineer

Mark L. Kermit
Assistant Public Works Director
Traffic Engineering
Martinez, California
Permit me to start by telling you a bit about the area where
I work and which I call home. Contra Costa is one of the nine
counties ringing San Francisco Bay. Its northerly edge is a long
shoreline facing the Sacramento River and San Pablo Bay. However, the portion of our county facing Oakland and San Francisco
is shut off from it by a range of hills. This range keeps the San
Francisco fog from spilling into the central county and assures

an excellent climate, but for a long time it also prevented an
influx of new population. In 1937, the Caldecott Tunnel punctured
the hills, and it acted in the fashion of the proverbial hole in the
dike for the growing urban population. However, until World War

II, the central county area was still primarily orchards and
grazing lands. After World War II, the state-wide population
explosion hit Contra Costa County. We went from 100,450 population in 1940, to 410, 000 in the 1960 census.
ulation estimate is 476, 500.

The 1963 pop-

This rapid change in population has presented a number
of problems for the traffic engineer. I think that our experience
in attempting solutions might be of some interest to engineers
where the population growth has not yet exploded.
One of the things confronting us was that the people
moving into Contra Costa County brought with them also the postwar baby boom. Naturally, not only were the road networks
overtaxed, but also new schools had to be built. The people who
had moved out from the cities to live in suburbia and enjoy rural
living conditions soon found that the cities had certain amenities
to offer which could not be found in suburbia. Public transportation
was elementary or nonexistent. Large numbers of children were
walking along narrow county roads which had no shoulders but did
have ditches alongside 10-foot d±iving lanes, and were competing
for road space with the surging motorcar traffic. Pressure on
the Board of Supervisors for some remedial action was great.
The traffic engineer, for the want of any other official to fill the
required need, found himself in a situation which did not fall under
the usual scope of traffic engineering. However, it was one of
those vexing problems that simply needed handling, and became,
for all concerned, a challenge.
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The Board of Supervisors appointed a county-wide Student
Protection Committee. Membership included a variety of organizations interested in this problem. Among others were the
Parent-Teacher Association, County Safety Council, County
Superintendent of Schools, California Highway Patrol, District
Attorney's office, County Taxpayers Association, and the Public
Works Department, with the traffic engineer serving as secretary.

The Committee's first task was to adopt warrants for the
employment of adult crossing guards. These warrants were in
turn approved by our Board of Supervisors as county policy.
Next, the Committee, through the offices of the County Superintendent of Schools, wrote to the 32 separate school districts
inviting them to bring to the Committee's attention any problem
locations within their attendance areas. After these were received, the Committee made field trips to actually inspect these
in the field. It became apparent very quickly that most of the
complaints were due to lack of sidewalks or safe walking areas
along some of our older county roads. The Committee then went
on record asking all of the school districts to construct sidewalks
in front of their properties wherever they fronted on public roads.
This way the schools would not be required to do anything that
would not be required of any other fronting property owner, and
yet they would set an example and show leadership in their
respective communities.
Our Public Works Department policy provides that curbs,
gutters, and sidewalks are the responsibility of adjacent property
owners. The Committee felt that this policy was fair and logical,
and therefore sidewalks or paths should not be constructed out of
public funds. However, the county could help within the road
right of way by doing rough grading and things of that nature if the
local people would cooperate and provide either sidewalks, walkways, or paths. The Board of Supervisors has adopted this philosophy, and for the past several years has annually appropriated
$10, 000 for this purpose. The program to date has resulted in
the construction of a dozen different walkway projects. The
Committee also has been instrumental in getting our Subdivision
Ordinance changed so that sidewalks are required on all collector
streets within a half-mile radius of an existing school no matter
what the lot size or zoning, and generally has kept the desirability
of sidewalk construction before the public eye, with the result
that considerable mileage has been improved.
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Now, let me turn to a completely different subject. As
traffic engineers we are trying, wherever possible, to use uniform
signs and uniform devices, and to use the same signs where circumstances are similar. Today's traffic moves at too high a rate
of speed for the motorist to read long messages. Through the use
of the uniform sign, he can receive the warning and adjust his
driving without great conscious effort. However, there are situations where the motorist simply does not respond to uniform
signs. A goodly amount of ingenuity goes into the effort to get
the motorist's attention and to get him to obey the sign before he
gets into trouble.
Once in a while we will hit on something that seems to work
and will really take care of a problem. What I wish to tell you
about is our experimentation with rumble strips.

Third and Parr streets in North Richmond form a
intersection in a highly developed area. The primary movement
is the right turn from Third Street into Parr, and vice versa. For
this reason it was felt undesirable to stop Third Street. A stop
is installed controlling eastbound Parr Boulevard. Advance
signing and pavement markings were installed in accordance with
good practice. In spite of this we found a continued history of
overruns. From January 1, 1958, through August 1960, we had
13 accidents of this type. Upon investigation we found that the
majority of them occurred at night. The obvious solution was to
light the intersection. Sure enough, after we installed a street
light we found that the nighttime accidents declined. Unfortunately, the daytime accidents increased, so the net result was no
change in the total number of accidents.
Since we seemed to be unsuccessful in reaching the
motorist with our message through the usual senses; namely, his
eyes, we felt that we had to try and reach him through some of
the other senses. We decided to install a series of rough pavements which, alternating with the normally smooth surface, would
reach the motorist through the tactile and aural senses. When
the car traverses the rough pavement, the noise of the tires increases and sounds different. At the same time the motorist
experiences a vibration through the car frame and the steering
column. The rough patches consist of strips 25 feet long,
starting approximately 1000 feet from the intersection, with the
first few spaced 100 feet apart. After this, the spacing is decreased to 50 feet, and there is a nonskid section just at the
intersection. The purpose of the variable spacing is that if the
motorist becomes aware there is a problem and slows down, the
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sound comes at a steady beat, but if he does not decelerate the
impulses are more closely spaced, thereby transmitting a sense
of urgency to him.

In a comparable after period we found that the overall
accidents had decreased to four; one of those two cars were drag
racing, and in another there was a mechanical failure of the
brakes. We have installed rumble strips at seven locations in
Contra Costa County, and careful study of all of them indicates
that there is a definite decrease of accidents. We have used them
at other locations; for instance, where we found a continued
history of nonobservance and overruns of stop signs and on
isolated curves in order to control the approach speeds so that
the curve could be negotiated at a safe velocity.

In closing, I would like to emphasize that the rumble strip
is by no means a panacea. It is another tool, in my opinion a
successful one, in the arsenal of the traffic engineer which can
be very effective if used in a proper manner and at locations susceptible to control by this type of treatment.
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Some Aspects of Chemical Control of
Weeds and Brush on Roadsides

Dr. Virgil Freed
Head, Department of Agricultural Chemistry
Oregon State University
A not inconsiderable problem in the maintenance of roads is
that of weed and brush control on shoulders and rights of way. Such
plants constitute not only a fire hazard during the dry summer
months, but also afford driving hazards by reduced visibility. The
development of modern weed and brush killers affords opportunity
for safe, effective control of these undesirable plant species.

Two major types of chemicals are of interest to the highway
maintenance man; they are the broadleafed brush and weed killer
and the soil sterilants. The broadleafed brush and weed killers
are, for the most part, chemicals that are applied as foliage sprays
after the plant has leafed out. Among such chemicals we find

2, 4-D, 2,4, 5-T, 2,4, 5-TP, aminotriazole, and certain new
chemicals such as Tordon, Banvel-D, and TBA. Each of these
chemicals will have certain types of weeds and brush on which they
are most effective. The mixture of 2, 4-D and 2,4, 5-T, for example,
is quite effective and, of course, the most economical on brushy
species such as blackberry, willow, alder, and cottonwood. Aminotriazole, on the other hand, has an almost unique use for control of
poison oak, Canada thistle, and a few grass species. The new
chemical, Tordon, has shown considerable promise as an agent for
control of brushy plants and a few broadleafed weeds. Likewise,
the chemicals Banvel-D and TBA are showing considerable promise
for control of certain weeds, particularly deep-rooted perennial
plants.

In many instances it is desired to bring about complete
elimination of all vegetation. It is in such instances that the soil
sterilant chemicals are used. Chemicals such as Karmex, simazine, atrazine, and Hyvar may be used effectively. In addition to

these organic soil sterilants, the old inorganic soil sterilants
such as the mixture of sodium chlorate and borate are used frequently. Such chemicals are usually quite effective against certain
broadleafed plants. They may be used with considerable success
in sterilizing on highway shoulders, around guardrails and sign
posts. Where the mixture of weeds may also include brush and
deep_rooted perennial weeds, it may sometimes be desirable to
add one of the broadleafed weed killers to the soil sterilant
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application.

Most of the modern weed and brush killers are highly effective when used properly. All too frequently, the chemical may
be applied at the wrong time or in the wrong manner, and the user
is disappointed in the results. The fault in this case lies not so
much with the chemical as with the application. A few of the factors
that influence the effectiveness of herbicide application will be
discussed.
One of the important factors in the foliage application of
herbicides is the chemical-plant relationship. We find that there
are a number of aspects in the relationship of fhe plant to the
chemical that may modify or influence the effectiveness of a treatment. The problem is quite complex, with many of the different
phases interacting and operating simultaneously so that it is not
always possible to isolate a single factor of this relationship and
ascribe the success or failure of a treatment to it.
Species of Plant

The response of a plant to a given chemical is determined
in a large measure by its species. The nature of the plant controls
such things as the location of growing points, waxy covering on the
leaves, and the actual biochemical sensitivity to the chemical.
Thus, one generalizes by saying that broadleafed plants are controlled by 2, 4-fl and narrowleafed plants are not. The experienced
operator has no difficulty in naming several exceptions to this rule.
We all know of certain broadleafed plants that are quite tolerant of

2,4-fl, and certain narrowleafed plantsonions, for examplethat

are susceptible to the material. However, much has been written
and said about the susceptibility of plants to different chemicals
and the information has been widely disseminated so that seldom,
if ever, should this be a problem in practical operations.
Structure of Plant

The structure or morphology of the plant is an important
consideration in determining the effectiveness of the treatment.
If, in dealing with a certain plant, we find that the growing point of
the plant is buried deep in the tissue or is well protected by folded
leaves, we choose a chemical that can reach this growing tip without too much difficulty. If we were to choose a contact type spray
such as dinitrophenol, we know that it would take a great deal of
material to kill the plant. On the other hand, chemicals such as
2,4-fl, which are absorbed and translocated by these plants, reach
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the growing tip and control the plant quite readily.
Wettine and Penetration

There are instances where growing conditions or age of the
plant might increase the difficulty with which a chemical gets into
the plant. If adverse growing conditions cause the plant to develop
a heavy waxy covering, it may be necessary to use a chemical or
develop a formulation that penetrates readily. In general, the oilsoluble or oil-like materials will penetrate the cuticle more
readily than the water-soluble materials. Thus, we might choose
the ester of 2, 4-D in preference to the amine salt for the control
of a plant having a thick waxy covering. Where such a choice is
not possible, we find that the addition of wetting agents to increase
the wetting of the cuticle will also increase the effectiveness of the
treatment. In some cases, we depend upon differences in wettability
for selectivity. For example, in spraying onions with certain of
the weed killers, we depend upon the fact that onions are poorly
wetted by the herbicide while the weeds are readily wetted.
Habit of Growth of Plant

The nature of the growth habit of the plant is very important
in determining the response of that plant to a chemical. For
example, perennial plants with extensive root systems that are
capable of sending up new plants will be much more difficult to kill
than a perennial plant with only a fibrous root system. Part of
this can be due to differences in susceptibility and translocation of
the chemical to the roots. However, a large part of it is due to the
fact that the growth potential of a plant with an extensive regener
ation root system is much greater than a plant with a fibrous root
system. Likewise, the periods of dormancy of the plant, which
of course determine the number of live leaves available for exposure to the chemicals, are important. Advantage is taken of a
situation like this when spraying dormant alfalfa with the dinitro
materials for the control of weeds and grasses.
Age and Physiology of Plant

The age of the plant is very important in regard to response
of the plant to a given chemical. Many plants exhibit periods in
their seasonal growth when they will be susceptible to one chemical
but gradually develop somewhat of a resistance to that chemical
and, at the same time, become more susceptible to a second material. This has been found to be the case with certain plants in
using Z,4-D and MCP. In the early stages of growth, the plant is
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more susceptible to MCP. However, about midseason it is resistant to MCP and more susceptible to 2,4-D. Later, its susceptibility to MCP returns. One may also find that as the age of a plant
increases, its susceptibility to a given chemical is decreased
markedly. This is true in the case of the perennial grasses and
their reaction to carbamates (IPC). Early in the growth of the
plant, these grasses are quite susceptible to carbamates, but
after becoming well established, their susceptibility is much reduced. In selective spraying it is necessary not only to consider
the age of the weed to be controlled, but also the stage of development of the crop plant. There are many instances of susceptibility
of crop plants at different stages of growth. It is desirable, therefore, to make the application at a time when the least damage will
be done to the crop.
Absorption and Translocation

Another relationship between the plant and chemical is that
of absorption and translocation. As a generalization, one can say
that the water-soluble compounds are most readily absorbed by the
root and the oil-like materials are most readily absorbed by the
leaves. One can increase the absorption by the use of various
spray additives such as wetting agents and by using different
formulations of the chemical. The amount of translocation of a
chemical in a plant is of great importance in obtaining the best
possible kill. Not all chemicals are translocated readily, but a
great many of them will move in certain tissues of the plant. If,
however, the chemical is absorbed too rapidly and reacts too
violently with the cells of the leaf, the amount of chemical translocated might be much reduced. Many people have had the experience of applying certain formulations of 2,4-D in very hot
weather, or with the use of an oil additive, that resulted in the
rapid kill of the tops of plants but a poor root kill. This is
probably due in a large measure to inactivation of the absorbing
cells and prevention of the translocation of sufficient amounts of
the chemical to kill the roots.

Properties of the Herbicide

The chemical itself and its properties, particularly the
properties of the different formulation of the chemical, may
markedly influence the results obtained. For example, the difference in absorption by the different plant parts of oil-soluble as
compared to water-soluble formulations of a compound should be
considered in making different types of applications. Solubility is
also important in determining the loss of a chemical from a plant
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surface in case of rain. Water-soluble compounds such as salts of
Z,4-D will be washed off a leaf much more readily than will an
ester.
The volatility of a compound may also be a factor in determining the effectiveness of a treatment. If the chemical or its
formulation is not readily absorbed by the plant, volatilization from
the leaf of the plant may reduce the amount of chemical present and,
hence, reduce the effectiveness of the treatment. An example of
this would be found in different derivatives of TCA. The sodium
salt of BCA is a highly effective herbicide when applied to the
foliage of a plant. However, the esters of the same compound are
relatively ineffective. It was found that one of the very important
reasons for the ineffectiveness of the esters of TCA is their extremely high volatility. These materials volatize from the leaves
of the plant before they have a chance to be absorbed.
The breakdown of the chemical in the presence of moisture
or light is also a factor. For example, potassium cyanate, which
is used as a selective killer on onions, cannot be permitted to stand
for any length of time in the presence of moisture. Water destroys
this chemical so rapidly that its effectiveness is much reduced if
application is not made shortly after mixing the spray. The manner
in which the chemical has been formulated may increase pr decrease the effectiveness of a treatment, depending upon the conditions under which it is used. For a quick absorption, the emulsifiable forms of chemicals are much more efficient. When a
slower more prolonged action is required, water-soluble salts are
better. Similarly, the formulation will influence to a large extent
the selectivity of a treatment. For example, the oil-soluble
dinitros that emulsify in water are far less selective than the watersoluble dinitro salts.

Application - Carrier and Volume
Application of the chemical is very important. The amount
of carrier and the type of carrier used in applying a chemical to
plants may determine whether the treatment is selective or not and
how effective the treatment will be. In general, oil carriers have
more rapid action than water carriers and will be more toxic to
the tissue on which it is sprayed. On the other hand, water carriers
tend to give a slower action but a wider margin of safety where
selective weed control is desired. This is largely due to the fact
that oils wet and penetrate tissues much more readily than water.
The volume of the carrier with which a chemical is applied is also
important. For example, one can do selective weed control with
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2,4-D in certain crops using one gallon of oil as a carrier. On
the other hand, if the amount of oil is increased to 100 gallons to
the acre, the selectivity of the treatment is lost. The volume of
carrier used in making an application is critical to the effect of
the chemical. For optimum results the volume of carrier used
needs to be adjusted to the nature of the chemical to be applied.
In the case of dinitro compounds, the use of too small a volume re-.
duces the effectiveness of the treatment because the chemical is
not equally distributed over all of the plant surface. In the case of
the translocated materials, particularly in the selective spraying,
the use of too small a volume of spray may reduce the selectivity
somewhat. This is not to say that in the case of the translocated
materials a low gallonage application will not be selective, but it
has been found by some workers that the amount of injury may increase with extremely low volumes. This is due to the higher
concentration of chemical in the droplet of spray that lands on the
leaf. This, coupled with the fact that the plant surface retains
nearly all of the droplets that are applied when low volumes are
used, increases the chance of injury. In contrast, application of
chemicals that have to be absorbed by the plant surface with too
large a volume of carrier may give poor results. This comes
about by virtue of the fact that the plant can retain only a limited
volume of spray material. If the volume used is so large that
most of it runs off the plant, too little chemical will remain on the
plant to give the desired control.
Climate

Although the influence of rainfall, temperature, and other
aspects of the environment have been mentioned, it is well to reemphasize the fact that the environment itself plays an important
part in determining the effectiveness of a given chemical. The environment affects not only the plant and its physiology, but also
may determine the rate of breakdown or loss of the chemical when
it is applied. When applications are made to the plant, rainfall
soon after treatment can reduce or nullify its effectiveness.
Bark in Basal Treatments
In basal treating of bushy species with chemicals in oil,
the thickness of bark and the nature of the bark itself is undoubtedly
a very important factor. The bark thickness is important in that
it determines how far the chemical will have to travel before
reaching sensitive tissue. At the same time, a thick bark dilutes
the chemical and prevents it from reaching the inside in effective
amounts. There are a number of chemicals in the bark which are
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capable of tying up the herbicide. This would also contribute to
the reduced effectiveness of such a treatment.
Soil Application of Herbicides

There are two major uses for soil-applied herbicides.
These are pre-emergent weed control and soil sterilization.
Nature of Chemical

In selective or pre-emergent weed control, one finds that
the chemicals used are selected on the basis that they are relatively
noninjurious to the crop. That is, the chemical either has biochemical selectivity or the seed that was planted is so deep that it
does not come into contact with chemical until the sprout is sufficiently well developed to withstand such exposure. Dinitro phenol,
used for pre_emergence weed control, is an excellent example of
this latter case in that when it is used on a crop such as beans or
corn, the seed is deep enough that it germinates and shoves up a
sprout before it ever comes into contact with the chemical. To be
sure, these plants have some natural resistance to the chemical,
but in shallow-planted, small-seeded crops, exposure to the chemical is more likely and, consequently, the treatment is not used.
The rate of breakdown and loss of the chemical is important
in pre-emergence treatment. If the chemical volatilizes readily,
it may be lost so rapidly from the soil that it is ineffective. If, on
the other hand, it breaks down rapidly with water, as in the case
of potassium cyanate, the pre_emergence treatment may not be
effective.

Soil Type

In pre-emergence treatment the nature of the soil is very

important. Soils, like many other solid materials, possess the
ability to tie up or adsorb chemicals. The strength and degree
with which the chemical is adsorbed by the soil varies with the
chemical and with the nature of the soil. It is possible to generalize by saying that the ability of the soil to adsorb the chemical
increases from sand to clay to organic type soils. The relative
strength with which the chemical is adsorbed also increases in
this order. Among the organic herbicides such as Z, 4-D and
CMU, the adsorption by any given soil type increases as the
water solubility of the chemical decreases. A highly volatile
chemical tends to be held less by the soil than one which is not so
volatile. It should be remembered that the foregoing statements
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are generalizations and that exceptions can be found to them. If
a chemical is strongly adsorbed by the soil, its effectiveness
will be reduced. For example, pre-emergent materials such as
dinitro phenols may be highly effective on mineral soils, but
nearly ineffective on peat soils and clays. This is due to their
being adsorbed by the soil particles. Adsorption is also important
in determining the rate at which the chemical will be leached from
the root zone. If a chemical is strongly adsorbed by the soil, it
will be leached much more slowly that if it is not adsorbed. We
find certain chemicals that are strongly adsorbed by clays and
organic matter remaining effective for a longer period of time
than in sandy soils where they are readily leached by water.
S,-,il Mcjstiivp

In pre-emergence application of chemicals, moisture is
a very important factor. Too little moisture will result in the
chemical remaining on the surface of the soil and not coming
into contact with the germinating weed seed. On the other hand,
too much moisture may wash the chemical deep into the soil,
thereby diluting it and reducing its effectiveness. Optimum soil
moisture is needed to get the correct distribution of the chemical
in the soil horizon so as to bring it into intimate contact with the
germinating weed seed. It is probable that when the soil moisture
is such as to give best crop growth, it is also best for preemergent treatment.

Soil Preparation

Preparation of the soil for a pre -emergence treatment is
very important. It is desirable to prepare a good seed bed,
leaving no large clods on the surface. The presence of clods
reduces the effectiveness of the treatment by protecting the seed
in the center of the clod as well as weed seed immediately beneath it.
Soil Sterilization

In soil sterilization for the control of weedy plants, we find
that aside from the species of plant present, the soil and the
climate are the two important factors. It is necessary, of course,
to select a soil sterilant that is effective on the types of plants
present. After doing this, however, the success or failure of the
treatment may vary remarkably with the other two factors. We
mentioned in the previous section the importance of soil in the
adsorption of chemicals. This is of particular significance in soil
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sterilization in that as one goes from the sandy soil to the clay to
the organic soils, more and more of the chemical will be adsorbed.
The presence of charcoal and humus in the soil also increases
the amount of chemical tied up by adsorption. In these cases it
may be found that more chemical will be required to give the same
degree of weed control as is achieved with a lighter application
on sandy soils. On the other hand, a certain amount of adsorption
may be desirable in reducing the rate of loss of a chemical by
leaching. The urea herbicides and the arsenicals are very good
examples of soil sterilants that are strongly adsorbed by soil
constituents. In these cases the effectiveness of the treatment
may decrease sharply as one goes from the light to the heavy soils.
The reaction of the soil; that is, whether it is alkaline or acid,
influences the effectiveness of sodium chlorate as a soil sterilant.
In highly alkaline soils it is found that sodium chlorate is not as
effective as in acid soils. A high nitrogen content in a soil may
also reduce the effectiveness of sodium chlorate.

The climate, particularly rainfall, has an important
bearing on the effectiveness of soil sterilants. In a large measure,
the rainfall influences these chemicals by leaching them from the
soil. Also, plentiful moisture encourages activity of soil microorganisms that may hasten the distribution of the herbicide. It is
undoubtedly true that both of these factors are important, especially in the case of the organic soil sterilants such as CMU. It
should be pointed out that moisture not only in the form of rainfall,
but also as a high fluctuating water table, may contribute to loss
of soil sterilants by leaching.
I would be remiss in a talk of this type if I did not conclude
with a few remarks on the need for sensible and safe use of
chemicals. Chemicals are too valuable a tool to have them taken
away from us or their use restricted because of careless and improper usage. It is the duty of those planning to use chemicals to
learn as much as possible about the limitations and dangers involved and to adapt their practices accordingly.
A point worthy of consideration in sensible use of chemicals
is a recognition that good as these tools are, they are not the
complete answer. Chemicals become much more valuable to us
when they are fitted into an integrated program of control than when
used alone. Thus, for example, in roadside weed and brush
control, the encouragement of desirable low_growing species of
plants can be an important factor in maintaining the roadsides. The
use of selective chemicals to keep out the undesirable species is an
effective sensible practice in the maintenance program. In this
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manner we are working with rather than against nature. Such a
practice is far more desirable and certainly more economical than
attempting to maintain a bare soil surface.
It should be commonly recognized that any chemical may
present something of a hazard if improperly used. The hazard
may not be due to man directly, but could be a hazard to some of
the organisms that man considers desirable. The proper use of
chemicals seeks to avoid unnecessary contamination of the environment so as to avoid jeopardizing either man or these other
desirable species. Safe use of chemicals would require that not
only would the proper chemical be applied; that is, the one
affording the least danger with the maximum effectiveness, but
also that this chemical have the desirable properties that would
minimize contamination of soil, air, or water. Such contamination
may be avoided by selecting the chemical with the shortest residual life compatible with obtaining control and applying it in such
a manner as to minimize drift and volatility problems. This can
be done by using the least volatile form of chemical and applying
it in large droplets under low pressure in the minimum wind conditions. By keeping in mind the factors that influence the effectiveness of chemicals and the characteristic of the chemicals
themselves, it is possible to design an application procedure that
assures effective control of weed and brush with a minimum of
hazard.
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Removing Traffic Lines and Remaking Signs

L. E. George
Assistant Traffic Engineer
Oregon State Highway Department
REMOVING TRAFFIC LINES

The matter of removing traffic lines and remaking signs
is within the scope of a 'maintenance headache" as the program
entitles this part of the conference. The subject was originally
given to me while I held the position of sign engineer and was in
charge of the operations of the Sign Division, which included all
traffic line and sign work on the state highway system.

Since the assignment of this subject, I have transferred
positions and I am once again in the traffic engineering portion
of our highway work instead of the maintenance portion. However, the matter of signing and traffic lines in all phases is as

closely related to traffic engineering as it is to maintenance
in some cases even more so.
Removal of traffic lines is not a particularly glamorous
item. However, under certain conditions it can be an extremely

critical item which may govern the success or failure of a
facility. This is particularly true in detour operations or in
opening new facilities where changing a traffic pattern requires
a drastic change in traffic lines.
The Oregon State Highway Department has for some time
used several different methods of removing traffic lines. All of
these methods have been used at various times, regardless of
the function of the painted line; that is, whether it was a lane line,
channelizing island outline, or any other type of painted line.
Choice of the appropriate method is based upon physical and
traffic conditions at the location.

There are four general methods that have been used in
The first and oldest has been that of grinding off the
line with some form of machine. Many different variations of
machines have been used but the most successful we have found
has been the rotating wheel type. These wheels, on their outer
circumference, have various devices which are designed to
either abrade or chip the paint from the pavement surface, and
in some machines the rotating wheel works together with a
burner flame.
Oregon.
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The second method that has been used in special locations
for a number of years is the blackout paint method. This paint
is a special mixture, both as to chemical content and color.
This method is used primarily on asphaltic concrete surfaces
because the color can be matched very closely with the dark color
of the asphalt.

The third method is sand blasting, which utilizes normals
and blasting equipment and the normal granular material.
The fourth method is that of stripping with a chemical
which softens and removes traffic line lacquer on any type of
pavement surface.
Each of the four methods mentioned has its advantages and
disadvantages. Grinding traffic line paint can be an extremely
slow process, but is probably the most thorough. Sand blasting
is even slower than grinding and is extremely expensive. However, on some pavement surface textures this is the only method
by which the traffic line can be removed. The blackout paint
is easy and fast to use, but it does have the disadvantage of putting
a protective coating over the old line such that when the blackout
paint wears out the original line is once again visible. Chemical
stripping is an easy, rapid method of removing traffic lines and
is the method that the Oregon State Highway Department employs
on their large-scale operations involving the routine highway
striping program.
We have found that the various methods have approximately
the following costs per mile:
$160
500
350

Grinding
Sand blasting
Blackout paint

Chemical stripping 100

I might mention as a matter of interest that our chemical
stripper which we are buying on contract, costs about $4. 50 a
gallon, and our ttblackoutu paint runs about $3. 25 a gallon.
The chemical stripping and the 'blackout" paint have an
advantage of being portable and easy to apply. Sand blasting and
grinding require machines and rolling stock that must be transported, as well as maintained.

There are always the costs of special instances where a
traffic line will have to be removed, such as mentioned previously.
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However, the removal of traffic line paint in our normal state-wide
traffic line painting program costs an average of approximately
$50, 000 per year. This is an item of cost which could be entirely
eliminated if some of our manufacturers could devise either a
chemical formula to permit instant drying of paint or some
auxiliary drying device that could produce a super-rapid drying of
the paint.
REFURBISHING AND MAINTENANCE OF SIGNS

Remaking or refurbishing of signs is another maintenance
headache," and is a practice that is followed only occasionally by
the Oregon State Highway Department, and only then in those cases
where it is economically feasible to do so. We have a new, modern,
competently staffed sign shop that is capable of refurbishing any
type of sign currently used on the highway system in Oregon.
The problem of refinishing signs is not one of facilities
or equipment, but rather one of cost. Present bid prices on sign
stock are favorable enough that the cost of removing old sign
finishes is not justified. Wood signs are not even considered for
refinishing since their damage is normally great enough that no
attempt is made to reuse the material for signs. The material
is not discarded, however, since the wood is reusable for
various and sundry items throughout the Highway Department.

The bid prices mentioned before in sign stock, particularly
on imported aluminum, have been extremely favorable to the
point that the cost of renewing old sign finishes, whether paint or
reflectorized sheeting, is so great that it is more economical to
start with a new sign blank.

Occasionally, and for some special reason, we will reclaim a sign panel for reuse. This is not the normal practice,
however, and the majority of the metal signs that are damaged or
vandalized are sold for scrap value.
A brief canvass of practices followed by various states did
not yield too much information. However, it was found that the
State of Florida practiced sign refinishing for some years and
then abandoned it. It was also found that the State of Mississippi

still practices sign refinishing.
I have no accurate figures on the final square foot cost for
preparing a used sign blank for a new finish. I do know, however,
that the cost for stripping the old reflectorized sheeting from a
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sign was approximately 1 Ot a square foot. The remaining
cleaning, neutralizing, etching, and handling charges have to be
added on that for a final cost. The average overall cost on new
sign blanks was approximately 60t a square foot. This figure
was so close to the cost for cleaned sign stock that it was not
considered good practice to clean and reuse the damaged signs.
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Patching

A. E. Johnson
Division Engineer
Oregon State Highway Department

In spite of all the precautions or preventive maintenance
performed, all of us concerned with roadway maintenance are
faced with patching of roadway surfaces, which is probably the
most inexact science of maintenance.
Before talking about the headaches of patching, I would
like to briefly explain the methods and policies of the Oregon
State Highway Department in our patching program.

Most of our highways are hard-surfaced with an oil mat
which consists of penetration oiling up to 1 -1/4 inches; a bituminous macadam, which is also a penetration oil job over
1-1/4 inches; asphaltic concrete; or Portland cement concrete.
On all of these emergency patches are made by maintenance
crews during winter months with hot-mixed asphaltic concrete
obtained from commercial sources, or oil patching if weather
permits, or with stockpiled, pugmill prepared cold mix if weather
conditions are adverse to hot-mixed asphaltic concrete. The use
of oil patching is confined to use on bituminous surfaces, and

even on theseparticularly the bituminous macadamswe use
asphaltic concrete patches where possible. Usually the patches
made with cold mix are removed the following summer, when
permanent patches are made.
The use of distributors in patching oil mats by the penetration
method, particularly for heavy patching, has proven most
effective and is applied by members of our regular maintenance
crews, sometimes under an Toiling foremanT who goes from
section to section in charge of oiling operations. In our penetration
patching we have used both asphalts and emulsions, using mostly
open-graded rock with a final seal. The use of cationic emulsion
in some damper areas has proven to be an advantage.
Our principal patching for years has been by means of
mobile patching crews which operate in each division of the state.
In some divisions, like Portland, there are two crews. These
crews operate from about May 1 through September, and are of
two types. Where asphaltic concrete is available from commercial
sources, these crews consist of '1street crews, having only the
TI
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equipment required to place the material on the street. Where
material is not available from commercial sources, they are
equipped with a mobile patching plant, as well as equipment for
placing the material, and operate from our various outlying
stockpile sites, or natural gravel deposits in some areas.
In the Portland division we have two crews; one of which

operates as a street crew all summer, and the other starts as
a street crew and about the middle of June converts to a mobile
patching plant crew. These crews work on more or less isolated
patches which could not be handled by contractors on a bid basis.

Each year we contract overlay maintenance projects
which completely cover a section of highway and which can be
done by contract more satisfactorily and efficiently.

In some areas of the state a slurry seal has been used on
older pavements which show block or map_cracking, but which
show rio base failure or movement. Its use has been advocated
for this type of pavement in cities where a sealing is desired,
with no appreciable increase in pavement thickness. In this
operation a slurry consisting of a mixture of fine, nonplastic
aggregate, bitumuls mixing grade emulsified asphalt, and water
is squeezed into cracks of the old pavement. It is designed as
a crack and void filling operation. In the Portland division, we
have not used slurry seal, and I am unable to give first-hand
information as to its success. It has been used to some extent
in Central and Eastern Oregon, and by the City of Portland, and
it is possible that gentlemen from these areas can offer testimony

as to its success.
Some of our older Portland cement concrete pavements
have been and are still patched with asphaltic concrete, both by
our patching crews and by contract overlays. However, on our
later Portland cement concrete pavements we are confining our
corrective maintenance to repair of settled areas by "mud-jackingT'
with agricultural limestone and cement or, in a few cases by slab
replacement, and repair of spalling, etc. , with epoxy resins. The
use of epoxy has also been used frequently in the past year or two
in the repair of concrete bridge decks.
One interesting use of epoxy was on our Steel Bridge over
the Willamette River in Portland. Several years ago, in making
contract deck repairs, a new deck was placed on the lift span consisting of steel grid and light-weight asphaltic concrete. Heavy
traffic resulted in the light-weight asphaltic concrete raveling,
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leaving the steel grid exposed and requiring constant patching. The
entire deck of the lift span was overlaid with an epoxy mixture and
has resulted in a very satisfactory surface and has practically
eliminated the surface maintenance.

For any type of surface, failure often calls for preventive
maintenance before an adequate or lasting patch can be made. The
determination of the cause is one of the headaches of patching.
Too often we patch a pavement year after year in the same area,
without curing the cause, and our patches serve only as an aspirin
to the headache. In many cases the installation of adequate drainage and suitable base material will eliminate the cause of failure
and result in a permanent cure.
One of the biggest headaches of our type of patching with
hot-mixed asphaltic concrete is poorly graded, dirty, or wet
material. Extremely wet material, which requires excessive
time to dry, slows down production and increases costs. The
capacity of our dryer often controls production. Poor or dirty
material not only slows down production at the mixing plant but
also results in patches that ravel after being placed. The same is
true of material that is poorly graded. However, this can often
be overcome by properly mixing the various sizes of aggregates,
and to this end we employ the use of a trained laboratory technician to assist in setting mixes at both our own setups and at
commercial plants where our street crews obtain their hot mix.
These conditions apply generally in both rural and urban areas.

In the urban areas we have special urban-type patching
headaches. The greatest, no doubt, is traffic. This country is,
without a doubt, the only country where people can afford to
commute to work in automobiles with only one person to a car.

This, I am sure, is particularly true of the Portland area, and is
especially true on those days when we have a patching crew in the
area.

In the urban areas there are special precautions to be
observed. Parking prohibitions must be set out the night before
in much of the area. In this regard we have excellent cooperation

from the City of Portland, and use as our contact the city traffic
engineers office. The bus routes in the city are most sacred.
We may detour private vehicles to miss intersections occasionally,
but not the buses unless prior arrangements have been made with
both the city or the bus company and advance publicity given the
news media.
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In some areas our patching crews operate in accordance
with peak traffic. For example, on the Banfield Highway in the
city the peak traffic in the morning is mostly westbound, and in
the evening eastbound. Our patching crews work in just the
opposite lanes, and on some routes it is impossible to work
during either peak_hour period, in a few instances it is pracically impossible to operate without the help of uniformed police
officers, and again the city has been most cooperative.
On city streets there has developed the headache of the

curb line, or, as some have referred to it, the disappearing
curb. Patching and overlays throughout the years have, in some
cases, built up the street areas sufficiently that much of the curb
exposure is now reduced.

On Barbur Boulevard in Portland, one section consisted
of two lanes of traffic in each direction, with a raised concrete
island between them. This section required excessive patching,
and we finally applied a substantial overlay with the result that
practically no curb exposure remained at the median island. We
then applied asphaltic concrete traffic markers or jiggle bars to
the outer edges of the island to perpetuate the curb exposure.
This feathering out to the curb line has become standard
practice in our state crew patching and in contract overlays.
Wherever possible, we feather about 1Z inches from the curb line,
and this has proven most effective.

On many of our street sections, parking of cars has presented a problem. The dead load of a parked car causes deformations in bituminous or asphaltic concrete pavements that do
not occur from traveling vehicles. Often these deformations
caused excessive depth patches if they were to be covered completely, and resulted in further loss of curb exposure. We have
found the use of a burner-planer most beneficial in many such
cases.
Our burner-planer consists of a self_propelled vehicle
equipped with hooded burners to provide high heat, and a surface
planer to remove high spots and ridges. After treating the
gutter area with this equipment, a thin patch is applied. Obviously, this is not a permanent solution in all cases, and in a few
instances we have been required to remove pavement and old
base, rebase with adequate depth, and repave. Several years
ago in Portland we were required to do this at many bus_stop
areas which were obviously underbased and were surfaced with
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a rather fat mix of asphaltic concrete. In most of these areas we
resurfaced the bus-stop area with Portland cement concrete.
The matter of patching roadway surfaces is all important
The average motorist who pays for our roads by his tax
dollars is not concerned with how much base rock is under the
road upon which he is driving. He is not concerned with how
much culvert pipe is installed. He is not concerned with how
many cubic yards of excavation or fill are required. He is concerned with the roadway surface upon which he is traveling and,
as long as that surface is wide enough, well marked or delineated,
and smooth, he feels that he is driving on a good highway or road,
and I am sure he feels he is 'getting his money's worth.
to me.

It behooves those of us in the business of maintaining
roads, whether they are state highways, county roads, or city
streets, to take the matter of patching seriously to the end that
we can keep our roadway surfaces patched adequately without
delays and as economically as possible.
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MAINTENANCE HEADACHES

Patching

Pat Thomson
Franklin County Engineer
Pasco, Washington

Franklin County, Washington, is a member of the threecounty Columbia Basin project. We have a situation that makes
us unique from the other 3050 counties of the nationand that is
water. Each year millions and millions of gallons of water are
poured into our sandy and gravelly soils for the benefit of cereal,
sugar beets, and other crops. Nobody, least of all the Bureau
of Reclamation, has the slightest idea where it is going to come
out. We have had a damp spot show up in the oil mat in a small
swale, with the spot eventually checking. When the patching
crew went out to clean and square the hole, a few shovelfuls produced water. Not just dampness, but a stream of water that
would fill a 6-inch pipe. Once the seal was broken that held back
this water, it continued to flow until the entire roadway was under
4 feet of water and required an 8-foot fill for over 1200 feet to
complete this patch.

So patching to us means the repair of crushed rock surfaced roads as well as bituminous. Irrigation waste water will
flow for miles along a caliche sub-bank and appear at the most
embarrassing locations. It is often necessary that we dig up
entire sections of roadway and place down a special type of impervious clay to seal this flow of water away from the subgrade.
At other times it is necessary to dig a drainage ditch and seal it
to cut off the water from the roadway subgrade.
However, we do have over 400 miles of light bituminous
surface treatment. This mileage has been undermaintained for
a number of years due to the pressure of constructing irrigation
block roads. Because of the need to provide access to this new
land, we used a minimum sum for maintenance, and a maximum
sum for new construction. Now we are faced with practically all
the patching conditions that exist.

Our roads were well based, but patching properties had
been completed through neglect. Now they were subjected to a
heavy agricultural hauling through wheat in the dry-land area
and sugar beets, hay, corn, potatoes, and other crops in the
irrigated land. For the semi-rigs hauling wheat, we issue the
overload permits allowing a full 76, 000 gross. Sugar beets are
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hauled in smaller trucks at maximum tonnage and maximum
allowable speed.

The maintenance neglect made stretches of surface rejuvenation necessary. This is the easiest distress to overcome,
and we hope to do so mostly by using an RSK sealing. My method
of application of this asphalt has been written up previously, but
consists briefly of the following sequence.
The road is broomed entirely clean. If the weather is
hot and humidity is low, the roadway is wetted just ahead of the
distributor. We then shoot a 0. 3 gallon per square yard of RSK
covering right behind the distributor with a wet 5/8- to 1/4-inch
clean aggregate, just thin enough so that the shine of oil shows
through the rock. Rolling is done with a pneumatic tire roller.
We use this asphalt because it fills up the small pit holes, holds
a phenomenal amount of rock, and can withstand traffic within
a couple of hours of application.
We have successfully used this method for the patching of
larger areas that have suffered longitudinal cracking, have become checked, or become alligatored to the extent of having
loose squares of mat, and for those individual spots where the
surface has begun to ravel extensively. In badly abused spots,
we have shot as high as 0. 5 gallon per square yard, pouring a
heavy amount of rock on it to get a reinforced section much
stronger than the original mat. It is the ability to hold a large
amount of rock and cure quickly that we u6e an RSK instead of the
slower setting emulsions such as SS-1 cr SS-lh that are generally
recommended.

Many of our original mats were shot from 16 to 18 feet in
Some of these, such as the Pasco-Kahlotus---a 45-mile
stretch running north and south across the countyhave the
characteristics of a secondary highway. They carry up to 8000
vehicles per day, with a great many of these being semi-rigs
hauling the fully legal 72, 000 gross. On these routes we suffer
an extreme edge breakage. Our rejuvenation program has been
to cut out a 3-foot section of the shoulder to a depth of 4 inches,
backfill with 5/8 inch minus, and shoot 0. 7 gallon per square
yard of MC-800, covering with 5/8 inch minus. This is generally
done early in the fall, let set over the winter, and a full 24-foot
seal coat applied the following year. In doing this we have not
only gained our additional traveling width, but we have corrected
the shoulder slope condition that had built up through lack of
maintenance, creating ponding along the edge of the mat. This
width.
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free drainage improves the entire mat because soggy shoulders tend
to leach back toward the center of the subgrade, giving a deeper
breakage into the travel lane.
This finally brings us to the common pothole patching in
which we consider two types: the large patch, and the foot-indiameter tire breaker. We have been told that on the light bituminous mats the refinements of patching are not warranted. We
do not agree with this, however. We feel the extra work involved
pays in the dividends of maintaining our existing plant which,
under our heavy construction load, is absolutely essential.

Large patches indicate to us a base failure. Therefore
we remove and repair whatever portion of the subgrade is damaged
to neat lines at least 2 feet outside the stressed area. We generally backfill with a crushed aggregate, tack coat with MC -800,
fill the patch with a 3/8 inch minus cold mix that we purchase
commercially, and seal the entire patched area to generous limits
with MC-800 covered with 5/8 inch minus aggregate. We cut all
edges of the patch vertical to prevent creeping of the cold mix,
even though the mix is laid with a patrol.
The small potholes are shaped to provide a square shoulder,
and then broomed clean with a hand broom. These are patched
with the 3/8-inch cold mix about 1/4 inch higher than the surroundin
pavement. All material is shoveled in by hand to prevent the separation obtained from dropping from a truck bed. Rolling with the
truck duals compacts the material to grade.
Our patching experience also includes the use of Permacement and epoxy treatment in patching of concrete bridge decks.
We have an article coming out on this in the February Public Works,
and we are now working up the specs for the expoxy seal coating
of 1450 feet of bridge deck. We do have one problem that is not
solved. That is the patching of pipeline crossings to prevent bumps.
Our practice has been to require all backfill to be water-puddled,
hammered in with a mechanical tamper, let set for a week or so,
any additional settlement again taken up, and then patched with 4
inches of cold mix. Even with all of these precautions we still get
bumps and complaints from our traveling public in the highly developed residential areas. Anyone having a foolproof method in
this type of patching could certainly help us by giving some sage
advice.

We patch the year around because our area does not have
many snow problems and because our smaller potholes patching
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occurs mostly during the wetter winter months. During the wet
season we do dry our holes using a propane flame thrower to gain
a better adhesion.
I do not feel that our patching production, other than RSK
usage, is any more outstanding than anyone's else. It seems to be
a maintenance item that is never completed. Our only advice is
that regardless of the pavement type, a good job on a little patch
will prevent a big hole later on.
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REGISTRATION LIST
NAME

Adams, D. R.
Allen, L. R.
Allison, R. M.
Anderson, L. V.

Arenz, R.M.
Armstrong, W.
Arnberg, 3. E.
Arrasmith, 3. W.
Asburry, R. D.
Auseth, M.
Avery, M.
Bailey, N. D.

Baird, Al

Baker, GC.
Baker, G.P.
Barlow, S

Bartley, J.
Baxter, H.
Bean, D.E,
Beecroft, G.
Bell, R. J.
Bellamy, Bud

Bennett, G.B.
Bergstrom, D. E.
Berning, 3.
Betzing, S. D.

Beuker, G.J.
Blake, T. J.
Blum, W. M.

Bothman, R.N.
Bouman, M. 3.
Bowes, W. A.

Boyd, 3G.
Branthoover, A. I.
Bridger, 3. C.
Brown, A. N.
Brown, W. P.
Burkhart, D.
Burghardt, C. R.

Burr, G.F.
Burgess, F. 3.
Cahail, 3.

ORGANIZATION

Oregon State Hwy Dept

Port of Portland
Oregon State Hwy Dept
City of Medford
Bureau Public Roads
Assoc Oreg Counties
City of Seattle
County Engineer
Oregon State Hwy Dept
County Commissioner
City of Corvallis
3D Traffic Controls
City of Medford
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Dept of Public Works
NW Plastics
Time Oil Co
Eagle Signal Co
County Engineer
Oregon State Univ
Oregon State Univ

Chas. T. Parker Co
Idaho State Hwy Dept

City of Portland
Public Works Dept
County Engineer
Shell Oil Co

City of Springfield
Oregon State Hwy Dept
City of San Diego
Public Works Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept
City of Portland
County Engineer
County Construction Engr
County Commissioner
County Roadmaster
Bureau Public Roads
Chamber of Commerce
Oregon State Univ
Asst County Engineer

ADDBESS

Salem, Dreg
Portland, Oreg
Salem, Dreg
Medford, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Seattle, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.

Salem, Oreg
Shelton, Wash.
Corvallis, Oreg
Seattle, Wash.
Medford, Dreg
Coquille, Dreg
Salem, Dreg
Seattle, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.
Seattle, Wash.
Prosser, Wash.
Corvallis, Dreg
Corvallis, Oreg
Oregon City, Oreg
Boise, Idaho
Portland, Oreg
Redmond, Oreg
Olympia, Wash.

Portland, Dreg
Lopez, Wash.
Springfield, Oreg
Salem, Dreg
San Diego, Calif

Portland, Dreg
Portland, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Shelton, Wash.

Portland, Oreg
Prosser, Wash.
Albany, Dreg
Salem, Dreg
Coquille, Dreg
Corvallis, Dreg
Friday Harbor,
Wash.
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NAME

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

Carlson, R. J,
Carnegie, 0. A.
Carstensen, R. J.
Chandler, CR.
Chandler, L.R.
Chapman, A.B.
Chidsey, E. F.
Christensen, R. B.
Christerson, P. D.

City of Seattle
County Surveyor
County Engineer
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept
City of Salem
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Idaho Dept of Hwys
American Wood Pre-

Seattle, Wash.
Albany, Oreg

servers Inst
Clark, G. L.

Portland, Oreg
Roseburg, Oreg

Coulter, H. S.
Cox, H.S.
Crandall, F. B
Creed, J. H.

Oregon State Hwy Dept
City of Hood River
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Univ
American Bitumuls and
Asphalt
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept
County Engineer

Cruden, R.
Culver, B. R.
Cyr, G.H.
Dawson, C.
Dec, T.
Decker, G. L.
DeHaas, M.J.
DeKlotz, L.
Dobyns, W. L., Jr
Edwards, Tom
Ericson, E. G.
Ewen, R. T.
Face, G. S.

City of Lake Oswego
Automatic Signal
Douglas Oil
Traffic Safety Supply Co
Bureau Public Roads
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Worthington Assoc, Inc
Bureau Public Roads
County Roadmaster
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Washington State Univ
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Douglas Fir Plywood

Clausen, B.J,
Cochell, J.
Cooper, F.
Coopey, M. P.
Congdon, Bob

Fischer, J.
Fleck, Hal
Fogeiquist, C.
Freed, V.
French, B. M.
George, L. E.
Goodnight, V. L.

Salem, Oreg

Roseburg, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Boise, Idaho

Hood River, Oreg
Beaverton, Oreg
Salem, Oreg

Corvallis, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
LaGrande, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Klamath Falls,
Or eg

As sn

Failmezger, R. W

Medford, Oreg

Oregon State Hwy Dept
County Commissioner
City of Springfield
Bureau of Land Mgt
Oregon State Univ
Bureau Public Roads
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Public Works Dept
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Oswego, Oreg

Torrance, Calif
Portland, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Salem, Greg
Corvallis, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Gold Beach, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Pullman, Wash.

Portland, Greg
Tacoma, Wash.
Portland, Oreg
Nyssa, Oreg
Springfield, Greg

Portland, Oreg
Corvallis, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Corvallis, Oreg

NA M'

ORGANIZATION

Grafe, W.
Graham, D.C.

Bureau Public Roads
County Engr Asst

Graham, S.
Groh, A.
Grubb, G.E

County Surveyor
City of Pendleton
County Asst Engr
American Bitumuls and
Asphalt
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept

Gunn, D. W.

Gunter, J. L.
Hagemann, J. F
Hall, D. J.

Hall, F.L.
Hanson, C. C.
Hanson, D. J.
Hanson, R.

ADDRESS

Salem, Oreg
Grants Pass,
Oreg

Concrete Pipe Mfgrs

Salem, Oreg
Pendleton, Oreg
Roseburg, Omeg

Portland, Oreg
Roseburg, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Portland, Oreg

Oregon State Hwy Dept
County Engineer

Salem, Omeg

Traffic Commissioner

St. Louis, Mo
Los Angeles,
Calif

Union Oil Co

Corvallis, Oreg

Portland, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Eugene, Oreg

Hooper, P. C.
Hopkins, J.W.

Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Douglas Oil
Bureau of Land Mgt
Asphalt Institute
American Bitumuls and
Asphalt
Oregon State Univ
County Engineer
City of Lake Oswego

Home, J.

U. S. Forest Service

Portland, Oreg

Huddleston, M.
Hughes, E.D.

County Engineer
Dept of Public Works

Newport, Oreg
Lake Oswego,

Humphres, H.W.

Wash. Dept of Hwys
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept
J. H. Baxter and Co
Oregon State Hwy Dept
City of Portland
Air-Mod inc
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Public Works Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept
City of Glendale
County Engineer

Hardt, E.L.
Hart, W. J.
Hector, W.
Hermes, H. G
Higgins, H.
Hoefler, Otto
Holcomb, G. W

Olympia, Wash.

Portland, Oreg
Corvallis, Oreg
Seattle, Wash.
Lake Oswego,
Ore g

Ore g

Hunter, ES.
Huntley, B. P.
Irwin, A.W.
Jackmond, 0. B.

James, T.
Jessup, D. C.
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, A. G.
Johnson, H. C.
Johnston, E. E.
Jones, G. M.

Jones, K.F.
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Olympia, Wash.

Salem, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Oakridge, Oreg
Corvallis, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Glendale, Oreg
Tacoma, Wash.

NAME

Kachlein, G, F
Keasey, C.
Keeley, J. 1-i.

Keefe, L.
Kermit, M. L.
Keyser, L.
Kiggins, L.C.
King, S.

ORGANIZATION

American Auto Assn
Oregon State Hwy Dept
County Engineer

County Hwy Dept

Kitsmiller, H
Klaboe, F,B.

City of West Linn
Oregon State Hwy Dept
County Engineer

Knight, C.
Kobs, F.
Kofoid, 0.
Kosai, Y.

Portland Cement Assn

Kukkola, A. F.
Kurth, W. W.

City of Milwaukie
Oregon State Univ
City of Tacoma
County Road Dept
City of Bellevue
Marion County
Shell Oil Co
Asst County Engineer

Lacey, F. T.
Lambie, J. A.

Oregon State Hwy Dept
County Engineer

Lammert, R. L.
Larson, C. S.
Larson, D.
Leland, E.
Lentz, H.
Levien, D. L.
Littlefield, L, A.
Loomis, K, D.
Lovering, W. R.
McClarty, B. 3.

Oregon State Hwy Dept
Asphalt Institute
3-M Company
City of Spokane
County Commissioner
Bureau Public Roads

Kouf, CM.
Kuchenreuther, R.
Kuenzi, T.

Seattle, Wash,
Portland, Oreg
Oregon City,
Ore g

City of Portland
Public Works Dept
Econolite
Public Works Dept
Oreg State Motor Assn

Kistner, K. L,
Knee, C.

ADDRESS

Portland, Oreg
Martinez, Calif
Seattle, Wash.
Estacada, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Coquille, Oreg
West Linn, Oreg

Portland, Oreg
Oregon City,
Oreg
Seattle, Wash.
Milwaukie, Oreg

Corvallis, Oreg
Tacoma, Wash.
Silverton, Oreg
Bellevue, Wash.
Salem, Oreg
Pasco, Wash.
Kiamath Falls,
Ore g

Arrow Transport
AGC

Salem, Oreg
Los Angeles,
Calif
Medford, Oreg

Portland, Oreg
Seattle, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
North Bend, Oreg

Portland, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Sacramento, Calif
Portland, Oreg
Portland, Oreg

McComb, O,G.
McIntyre, J. C.

Asphalt Institute
Bureau Public Roads
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Asst County Engineer

McKinstry, E, N.

County Engineer

Oregon City,

McManis, C.H,

3-M Company

San Francisco,

Oregon City,
Ore g
Ore g

Calif
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NAME

McNallie, H R
Maitby, W.E.
Manning, D.

Marker, V.
Martel, D. J.
Martin, H. A.
Martin, H. D.
Martin, M. E.
Massey, 3. R.
Matthews, A. T
Meng, K.
Middleton, P.

Milliorn, I.
Miner, A.
Minor, C.E.
Mitchell, M. R.

Morgan, F.D.
Morin, D. A.

Morrill, H. C.
Neff, J. L.
Nichols, R. A.
Nyberg, C.
O'Hearne, 3.
Olson, R. F.

Orth, L.
Ostergren, B. F.
Otteson, Bill
Owen, W.

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

County Commissioner
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Bureau Public Roads
Asphalt Institute
Oregon State Univ
County Road Foreman
County Engineer
Bureau Public Roads
County Road Supt
Econolite
Public Works Dept
City of Madras
County Road Dept
County Road Foreman
Wash. Dept of Hwys
City of Seattle
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Bureau Public Roads
Asst County Engineer
City of Madras
Bureau of Public Roads
Wash. County Judge
Bureau of Public Roads
Eugene Concrete Pipe
and Products
Oregon State Hwy Dept
American Roadbuilders

East Sound, Wash.

Ass n

Washington, D. C.

3-M Company
County Office Engineer

Portland, Oreg
Grants Pass,

Portland, Oreg
Olympia, Wash.

Berkeley, Calif
Corvallis, Oreg
Salem, Oregon
Seattle, Wash.
Salem, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Seattle, Wash.
Roseburg, Oreg
Madras, Oreg
Pririeville, Oreg
Tillamook, Oreg
Olympia, Wash.
Seattle, Wash.

Salem, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Winchester, Oreg
Madras, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Hilisboro, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Eugene, Oreg
Salem, Oreg

Oreg

Painter, 3. E.
Palmer, G.
Parson, A. F.
Parsons, A. W.
Patton, F. L.
Petersen, D. L.
Petzar, G.

Bonneville Company
County Roadmaster
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Bureau Public Roads
County Roadmaster
Oregon State Hwy Dept

Phang, M.
Pouttu, I. W.

Wash. State University

Porter, R. L.
Powell, V.
Prahi, C. G.

Portland Cement Assn
County Engineer
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Supt Public Works
Director of Hwys
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Idaho Falls, Idaho
Pendleton, Oreg
LaGrande, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
St. Helens, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
San Francisco,
Calif
Pullman, Wash.
South Bend, Wash.

Salem, Oreg
Prineville, Oreg
Olympia, Wash.

NAME

ORGANIZATION

Prange, RH.

Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept

Putnam, J. F,
Quiner, J.
Runkle, L. A.
Read, H. H,
Rear, A. A.
Rice, W.
Robins, V.

Rodgers, R.P
Rogers, E. H.
Rohrbough, D.
Ross, G.W.
Ross, L. J.
Rulien, L. W.
Rynning, P.B.
Sabin, G.
Sabine, J. L.

Contractor
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept
City of Salem
City of Salem
Bureau Public Roads

Portland Cement Assn
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept

Wash. State University
Oregon State Hwy Dept

Traffic Safety Supply
City of Springfield

ADDRESS

Salem, Greg
Salem, Greg
Roseburg, Greg
Portland, Greg
Salem, Greg
Portland, Greg
Salem, Greg
Salem, Greg
Glympia, Wash.
Seattle, Wash.

Portland, Greg
Salem, Greg
Pullman, Wash.
Roseburg, Greg
Medford, Oreg
Portland, Greg
Springfield,
Ore g

Sample, W. H.
Sawhill, R. B.

Schroeder, R. L.
Schuster, G. W.
Sharp, T.
Sharrah, H. H.
Shearer, K.B.
Shirley, A. , Jr
Simmons, E. C.
Sipfle, W. R.

Slyter, L. R. , Jr
Smitton, L. C.
Snider, J.
Speer, R,C.
Sphar, L.
Stackhouse, J. L.
Stark, W.E.
Steenson, D.
Stevens, C.B.
Still, R. G.
St. John, R.
Stiliwell, J.
Stolsig, J.
Straight, B. L.
Stubbert, G. C.
Schwegler, R. M.
Teitzel, B. S.

Oregon State Hwy Dept
Univ of Washington
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Public Works Dept
Gem Company
County Roadmaster
Bureau Public Roads
Oregon State Hwy Dept

Internat'l Paper Co
City of Hermiston
City of Longview
Oregon State Hwy Dept
County Commissioner
Senior Engineer
Concrete Products Assn
Wash. Dept of Hwys
City of Salem
Marion County
Arrow Transp Co
Wash. State Hwys
City of Hermiston
Traffic Safety Supply
Public Works Dept
City of Eugene
City of Sutherlin
Bureau Public Roads
City of Eugene
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Salem, Greg
Seattle, Wash.
Salem, Greg
Tacoma, Wash.
Emmett, Idaho
Hood River, Greg
Salem, Greg
LaGrande, Greg
Longview, Wash.

Hermiston, Greg
Longview, Wash.

Pendleton, Greg
Lakeview, Greg
Portland, Greg
Seattle, Wash.
Olympia, Wash.

Salem, Greg
Salem, Greg
Portland, Greg
Olympia, Wash.
Hermiston, Wash.

Portland, Greg
Lebanon, Greg
Eugene, Greg
Sutherlin, Greg
Portland, Greg
Eugene, Greg

NAME

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

Ternplin, Dick

County Engineer

Grants Pass,

Terrel, P.

Public Works Dept

Tibbetts, B. R.
Thompsen, L.M
Thompson, T. G.
Thompson, P.
Troon, R. D.

City of Corvallis
Oregon State Hwy Dept
County Engineer

Sutherlin, Oreg
Tillamook, Oreg
Corvallis, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Pasco, Wash.
Grants Pass,

Trygstad, R.

Oregon State Hwy Dept

Ore g

County Road Supt

Ore g

Unruh, M. E.

Mt. Hood Nat'l Forest

Van Elsberg, L.
Van Wormer, B. T.

County Surveyor
Public Works Dept
City of Medford
Nat'l Hwy Users Conf
City of Medford
American Bitumuls
Holbrook-Walstrom

Vaughan, R.

Venable. L.V.
Verbick, R.
Wallan, Bob
Waistrom, R.
Walters, W. T.
Warmoth, E.
Weir, A. N.
Welch, R.

Wells, C.K.

U. S. Forest Service
Dept of Motor Vehicles
Oreg State Motor Assn
County Weed Supervisor
County Road Dept

Salem, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Coquille, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Medford, Oreg
Seattle, Wash.
Medford, Oreg
Eugene, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Lakeview, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Emmett, Idaho
Kiamath Falls,
Ore g

Werrs, A. L.
West, D. B.
Westling, A. M.
Whitcomb, G. E.
Wilson, 3. K.
Williams, C. M.
Wimer, G.
Wolfe, V.W.
Wood, N.B.
Wyatt, G.
Wyborney, H. A.
Young, L. H.
Zander, D. D.
Zumwalt, W.

County Commissioner
County Engineer
Univ of Oregon
City of Lebanon
City of Portland
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Bureau Public Roads
City of Eugene
Shell Oil Co
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Oregon State Hwy Dept
Union Oil Co
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Sand, Idaho
Wenatchee, Wash.
Eugene, Oreg
Lebanon, Oreg

Portland, Oreg
Roseburg, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Portland, Oreg
Eugene, Oreg
Seattle, Wash.
Salem, Oreg
Salem, Oreg
Portland, Oreg

PARTICIPANTS

Bell, Dr. J. Richard, Associate Professor, Civil Engineering,
Oregon State University
Bennett, G. Bryce, Idaho State Highway Engineer, Boise

Bergstrom, Don, Assistant City Traffic Engineer, Portland
Berning, J. H. , Administrator of Public Works, Redmond
Bouman, Martin J. , Transportation and Traffic Engineer, San
Diego

Bowes, William A. , Commissioner of Public Works, Portland
Branthoover, A. I. , Superintendent of Municipal Paving Plant,
Portland
Burgess, Fred, Assistant to the Dean, School of Engineering,
Oregon State University
Christensen, Robert, Construction Engineer, Idaho State Highway
Department, Boise
Clark, Glen, Division III Traffic Engineer, Oregon State Highway
Department, Roseburg
Cooper, Forrest, State Highway Engineer, Oregon State Highway
Department, Salem
Coopey, Martin P. , Professor, Civil Engineering Department,
Oregon State University
Edwards, Tom, Assistant State Highway Engineer, Oregon State
Highway Department, Salem
Freed, Dr. Virgil, Head, Department of Agricultural Chemistry,
Oregon State University
French, B. M. , Regional Engineer, Bureau of Public Roads,
Portland
George, L. E. , Assistant Traffic Engineer, Oregon State Highway
Department, Salem
Hanson, Daniel 3. , Traffic Commissioner, St. Louis County
Division of Traffic, St. Louis
Humphres, Herbert, Construction Engineer, Washington Department of Highways, Olympia
Johnson, A. E. , Division I Engineer, Oregon State Highway Department, Portland
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Johns on, V. P. , Traffic Control Engineer, Oregon State Highway

Department, Salem
Kachlein, George F. , Jr. , President American Automobile
Association, Seattle
Keefe, Lloyd, City Planning Director, Portland
Kermit, Mark, Traffic Engineer, Martinez, California
Kosai, Yoshio, Tacoma City Traffic Engineer, Tacoma
Lambie, John A. , Los Angeles County Engineer, Los Angeles
Leland, Elmer, Spokane City Traffic Engineer, Spokane
Martel, Donald J. , Professor, Head, Landscape Architecture,
Oregon State University
McClarty, B. J. , Assistant Regional Engineer, Bureau of Public
Roads, Portland
Minor, Carl, Materials and Research Engineer, Washington Department of Highways, Olympia
Ostergren, Ben, Managing Director, County Division, American
Road Builders Association, Washington, D. C.
Parsons, A. W. , Division Engineer, Bureau of Public Roads,
Salem

Porter, R. L. Deputy State Highway Engineer, Oregon State Highway Department, Salem
Thomson, Pat, Franklin County Engineer, Pasco, Washington
Walstrom, Ralph, Partner: Holbrook-Walstrom Property Coun-

selors, Portland
Warmoth, Ed, Assistant Director, Oregon Department of Motor
Vehicles, Salem
STEERING COMMITTEE
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY

Gordon Beecroft, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
Fred Burgess, Assistant to the Dean of Engineering
Martin P. Coopey, Professor of Civil Engineering
G. W. Holcomb, Head, Civil Engineering Department
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OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

F. B. Crandall, Traffic Engineer
Torn Edwards, Assistant State Highway Engineer
R. L. Schroeder, Planning Survey Engineer
Victor D. Wolfe, Administrative Assistant
LEAGUE OF OREGON CITIES

Harold Davis, Director of Public Works, Salem
V. L. Goodnight, Director of Public Works, Corvallis
A. M. Westling, Planning Consultant, League of Oregon
Cities
ASSOCIATION OF OREGON COUNTIES

John Anderson, Marion County Engineer
Ward Armstrong, Administrative Assistant
Edward McKinstry, Washington County Engineer
U. S. BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS - REGION 8

Wm. Hall, Planning and Research Engineer
B. J. McClarty, Assistant Regional Engineer
James O'Hearne, Secondary Roads Engineer
ITE - WESTERN SECTION

Donald Bergstrom, President
OREGON STATE MOTOR ASSOCIATION

Sid King, Administrative Assistant
A. N. Weir, Secretary-Manager
ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS - PORTLAND CHAPTER

D. Russell Gochnour, Manager
COORDINATORS

Victor D. Wolfe, Chairman
Martin P. Coopey, Vice-Chairman
B. J. McClarty, Vice-Chairman
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Robert L. Schroeder, Secretary
TECHNICAL PROGRAM

The Steering Committee
LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS

Gordon Beecroft, Oregon State University

Martin P. Coopey, Oregon State University
REGISTRATIONS

Donald Bergstrom, Assistant Traffic Engineer, Portland
Val P. Johnson, Traffic Control Engineer, Oregon State Highway
Department
Student Chapter, American Society of Civil Engineers, Oregon State
University
PUBLICITY

Carl Plog, Information Officer, Oregon State Highway Department
Fred C. Zwahlen, Jr. , News Bureau, Oregon State University
PROCEEDINGS AND PROGRAM PREPARATION

Mrs. Nadine Cater, Administrative Secretary, Traffic Engineering
Division, Oregon State Highway Department

Sara Easbey, Secretary, U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, Portland
Harry Esch, Chief Draftsman, Traffic Engineering Division, Oregon
State Highway Department

Mrs. Dorene Kutsch, Secretary, Planning Survey Section, Traffic
Engineering Division, Oregon State Highway Department
Mrs. Eileen Taylor, Van-Typist, Planning Survey Section, Traffic
Engineering Division, Oregon State Highway Department
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OREGON STATE COLLEGE
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
CORVALLIS, OREGON

PARTIAL LIST OF PUBLICATIONS
(For a complete listing write the Engineering Experiment Station.)
Bulletins-

No. 18.

The Use of the Fourier Series

No. 19.

1945 Progress Report on Pollution of Oregon Streams, by Fred Merryfield and

No. 20.

The Fishes of the Willamette River System in Relation to Pollution, by R. E.

1944.

its

50g.

\V. G. \Vilmot.

the Solution of Beans Problems, by B. F. Ruffner.

40g.

1945.

l)isnick and Fred Merryfielit. 1945. 40g.

No. 21. The Use of the Fourier Series in the Solution of Beam.Column Problems, by
No. 22.

B. F. Ruffner. 1945. 258.
Industrial and City \Vastes, by Fred Merryfield, \V. B. Bollen, and F. C. Kaclielhoffer.

1947.

40f.

Ten.Vear Mortar Strength Tests of Sonic Oregon Sands, by C. E. Thomas and
S. H. Graf. 1948. 258.
No. 24. Space Heating by Electric Radiant Panels and by Reverse.Cycle, by Louis Siegel.
No. 23.

1948.

No. 25.

SOf.

The Banki \Vater Turbine, by C. A. Mockmore and Fred Merryfield. Feb 1949.
408.

No. 26.
No. 27.

No. 28.
No. 29.

Ignition Temperatures of Various Papers, Woods, and Fabrics, by S. H. Graf.
Mar 1949. 60g.
Cylinder Head Temperatures in Four Airplanes with Continental A-65 Engines, by
S. H. Lowy, July 1949.
Dielectric Properties of Douglas Fir at High Frequencies, by J. J. \Vittkopf and
H. D. Macdonald. July 1949. 40f.
Dielectric Properties of Ponderosa Pine at High Frequencies, by J. J. \Vittkopf and
M. D. Macdonald. September 1949. 40f.

No. 30.

Expanded Shale Aggregate in Structural Concrete, by D. D. Ritchie and S. H.

No. 31.

Improvements in the Field Distillation of Peppermint Oil, by A. D. Hughes.

No. 32.

A Gage for the Measurement of Transient Hydraulic Pressures, by E. F. Rice.

Graf.

Aug 1951.

Aug 1952.
Oct 1952.

608.

608.

408.

No. 33.

The Effect of Fuel Sulfur and Jacket Temperature on Piston Ring Wear as
Determined by Radioactive Tracer, by H. Popovich and R. \V. Peterson.

No. 34.

Pozzolanic Properties of Several Oregon Purnicites, by C. 0. Heath, Jr. and

July 1953.

408.

Brandenburg.

1953.

508.

N. R.

No. 35.

Hostel Studies of Intet Designs for Pipe Culverts on Steep Grades, by Malcolm

No. 36.

A Study of Ductile Iron and Its Response to Welding, by \V. R. Rice and 0. G.

No. 37.

No. 38.

by
H. A. Ring, Jr. July 1956. 508.
Bacterial Fermentation of Spent Sulfite Liquor for the Production of Protein

No. 39.

Wood Waste Disposal and Utilization, by R. W. Boubel, M. Northcraft, A. Van

H. Karr and J.eslie A. Clayton.

June 1954.

408.

I'aawtie. Mar 1955. 60.
Evaluation of Typical Oregon Base.Course Materials by Triaxial

Testing,

Concentrate Animal Feed Supplement, by Herman R. Amberg. Oct. 1956.

CircularsNo. 16. \\'ater Works Operators' Manual, by Warren C. \Vestgarth. Mar 1953.

No. 17.
No. 18.
No. 19.

No. 20.
No. 21.

No. 22.

50f.

Vliet, M. Popovich. Aug. 1958. $1.00

758.

l'roceeslings of the 1953 Northwest Conference on Road Building. July 1953. 60f.
l'roceeslsngs of tue 1955 Northwest Conference Ott Road Building. June 1955. 608.
Review for Engineering Registration, 1. Fundamentals Section, by Leslie A. Clay.
ton. Dec 1955. 608.
Digest of Oregon Land Surveying Laws, by Kenneth J. O'Connell. June 1956. 758.
Review for Engineering Registration, 2. Civil Engineering, by Leslie A. Clayton
and Marvin A. Ring. July 1956. $1.25.
Review for Engineering Registration, 3. Meahanical Engineering, by Charles 0.

Heath, Jr. Feb 1957.

$1.25.
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No. 23.

Research and Testing in the School of Engineering, by M. Popovich. May 1957.

No. 24.
No. 25.
No. 26.

Proceedings of the 1957 Northwest Conference on Road Building, July 1957. $1.00.
Proceedings of the 1959 Northwest Conference on Road Building, Aug 1959. $1.00.

No. 27.

Proceedings of the 1960 Northwest Highway Engineering Conference, Dec 1960.

25ç'.

Research Activities in the School of Engineering, by J. C. Knudsen, Nov 1960.
256.

$1.00.

Proceedings of the 1962 Northwest Roads and Street Conference, Mar 1962. $1.00.
Proceedings of the Eleventh Pacific Northwest Industrial Waste Conference-1963,
Sept 1963. $1.00.
No. 30. Proceedings of the 1964 Northwest Roads and Streets Conference, June 1964. $1.00.
No. 28.
No. 29.

Reprints-

and
Heat Transfer Coefficients in Beds of Moving Solids, by 0. Levenspiel
J. S. Walton. Reprinted from Proc of the Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics
Institute. 1949. 10.
No. 33. Catalytic Dehydrogenation of Ethane by Selective Oxidation, by J. P. McCullough
and J. S. Walton. Reprinted from industrial and Engineering Chemistry. July

No. 32.

1949.

10.

Tension

No. 34.

Diffusion Coefficients of Organic Liquids in Solution from Surface

No. 36.

Transactions. 1950. lOg,
Geometric Mean Distance of Angle.Shaped Conductors, by P. C. Magnusson. Re.
printed from Vol 70, AIEE Transactions. 1951. 106.

Measurements, by R. L. Olson and J. S. Walton. Reprinted from Industrial
Engineering Chemistry. Mar 1951. 106.
Transients
in Coupled Iniluctance-Catiacitance Circuits Analyzed in Ternis of a
No. 35.
Rolling-Ball Anatogue, by P. C. Magriusson. Reprinted from Vol 69, AIEE

No. 37.

Energy-Choose It Wisely Today for Safety Tomorrow, by G. \V. Gleeson. Re.
printed from ASHVE Journal Section of Heating, Piping, and Air Condition.

No. 38.

ing. Aug 1951. 106.
An Analysis of Conductor Vibration Field Data, by R. F. Steidel, Jr. and M. B.
Elton. AIEE conference paper presented at Pacific General Meeting, Portland,
Oregon. Aug 23, 1951.

106.

The Humplireys Constant.Compression Engine, liv \V. H. I'aul and I. B. Humphreys. Reprinted from SAE Quarterly Transactions. April 1952. 106.
Coal Beds, by J. S.
No. 40. Gas.Solid Film Coefficients of Heat Transfer in Fluidized
Walton, R. L. Olson, and Octave Levenspiel. Reprinted from Industrial and
No. 39.

Engineering Chemistry. June 1952.

No. 41.
No. 42.

No. 43.

106.

Restaurant Ventilation, by W. H. Martin. Retirinted from The Sanitarian, Vol

14, No. 6. May-June 1952. 106.
Electrochemistry in the Pacific Northwest, by Joseph Schulein. Reprinted from
Journal of the Electrochemical Society. June 1953. 206.

Model Studies of Tapered Inlets for Box Culverts, by Roy H. Shoemaker antI
Leslie A. Clayton. Reprinted from Research Report 15-B, Highway Research

Board, Washington, D. C. 1953. 206.
Bed-Wall Heat Transfer in Fluidized Systems, by 0. I.evenspiel and J. S. Walton.
Reprints from Heat Transfer.Resrarch Studies. 1954. lUg.
E. J.
No. 45. Shunt Capacitors in Large Transmission Networks, by E. C. Starr and 106.
Harrington. Reprinted from Power Apparatus and Systems. Dec 1953.
No. 46. The Design and Effectiveness of an Underwater Diffusion Line for the Disposal
of Spent Sulphite Liquor, by H. R. Amherg and A. G. Strang. Reprinted from
TAPPI. July 1954. 106.
No. 44.

No. 47.

Compare Your Methods with this Survey, by Arthur C. Roberts and Lyle E.

\Veatherbee. Reprinted from \Vestern Industry. Dec 1953. 106.
Some Stream Pollution Problems and Abatement Measures Undertaken in the Pacific Northwest, by H. R. Amberg. Reprinted from TAPPI. Feb. 1955. 106.
No. 49. Fabrication of a Zirconium-Lined Reaction Vessel, by 0. G. Paasche and A. J.
Killin. Reprinted from The Welding Journal. Feb 1954. 206.
No. 50. Heat Transfer Between Immiscible Liquids, by S. S. Grover and J. G. Knudsen.
No. 48.

Retirinteit from Chemical Engitieering, No. 17, Vol 51. 106.

How Oil Viscosity Affects Piston Ring Wear, by H. Popovich and L. E. John.
son. Reprinted from Automotive Industries. January 1956. 106.
No. 52. Intermittent Discharge of Spent Sulfite Liquor, by Herman R, Amberg and Robert
Elder. April 1956. 106.
Jr.
No. 53. Hydraulics of Box Culverts with Fish.Ladder Baffles, by Roy H. Shoemaker,1956.
Reprinted from Proceedings of the Highway Research Board, Vol 35.
No. 51.

256.
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No. 54.

A Numerical Solution to Dimensional Analysis, by 0. Levenspiel, N. J. Weinstein,
J. C. R. Li. Reprinted from Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Vol 48.
Feb 1956. 25g.
No. 55. Thermal Conductivity of I.iquid-Liquid Emulsions, by R. H. Wang and James B.
Knudsen. Reprinted from Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Nov 1958. 1Sf.
No. 56. Local Shell-Side Heat Transfer Coefficients in the \icinity of Segmental Baffles in

Tubular Heat Exchangers, by M. S. Gurushankariah and J. G. Knudsen. Reprinted from Heat Transfer-Chicago issue of AICIiE Symposium Series. 1959.

No. 57.
No. 55.

No. 59.

No. 60.

No. St.
No. 62.
No. 63.
No. 64.

lOf.
Itard-'iVater

Scaling of Finned Tubes at Moderate Temperatures, by 11. K.
McCluer and J. B. Knudsen. Reprinted from
Heat Transfer-Chicago issue of
AIChE Symposium Series. 1959. lOg.
Heat Transfer from isothermal Flat Plates: An Extension of Pohlhausen's Solution to Low and High Prandtl Number Fluids, by F. D. Fisher and J.
Knudsen. Reprinted from Chemical Engineering Progress Symposium Series
No. 29. 1959. tOf.
Radio Interference Attenuation on Energized High-Voltage Transmission Lines:
Measurement and Aptslication, by L. N. Stone, E .H. Gehrig, and R. S. Gens.
Reprinted from Power Apparatus Systems. Dec 1959. 1Sf.
EHV Single and Twin Bundle Conductors-Influence of Conductor Diameter and
Strand l)iameter on Radio Influence Voltage and Corona initiation Voltage,
by I.. N. Stone. Reprinted from Power Apparatus and Systems. Dec 1959. lOf,
Local Shell-Side Heat Transfer Coefficients and Pressure Drop in a Tubular Heat
Exchanger with Orifice Baffles, by K. S. Lee and J. G. Knudsen. Reprinted
front AIChE Journal. Dec 1960. 1Sf.
Rates of Heat 'rransfer from Short Sections of an Isothermal Pi1se, by A. A.
Faruqui and J. G. Knudsen. Reprinted froni Heat Transfer-Buffalo issue of
AIChE Symposium Series. Mar 1961. lOf.
Drag Coefficients at Lair Reynolds Nunihera for Flosv Past Immersed Bodies, by
A. 7ff. Jones and J - G. Knudsen. Reprinted trom AICIiE Journal, Mar
1961. tOg.

Persulfate (dxidiz.at:le Carbon and 1101) as a Measure of Organic Pollution in W'ater,
by C. M, Gilnionr, F. Merryfield, F. J. Burgess, L. Purkerson, and .1. K. Carsivell. Reprinted from Proc of

Purdue Industrial Waste Cont, May
t9St. 106.
Evaluation Criteria fisr Deet, Trickling Filters, by F. J. Burgess, F. Merryfield,
J. K. Carsss-ell, and C. M. Gilmour. Reprinted from Journ Water Pollution Con15th

No. 65.
N,,. 66.

No. 67.
No. 68.
No. 69.
No. 7)).

No. 7t.
No. 72.
No. 7,1.

No. 74.
No. 79.
70.

tr,,l Fe,leration, Aug 1961. 1 Of.

Effect of Negative Cor,,na Upon Formation of Positive Corona, by G. A. Pearson.
Reprinleil fr,m I'os,-er Al,t,aratus & Systems, Dcc 1961.
Design oi the ES IAC Algel,raic Computer, by J. C. Looney an,l M. L. Morgan.
Ret,n-inte,l from IRE Transactions on Electronic Computers, Sept 1961. lOf.
Thermal Stresses in an Idealize,l Wing Structure, by Mark Levinson. Reprintel
froi,i Journ
f Aerospace Sciences, 1961. tOg.

'FIne ESIAC P,,leotial-Plane Analog Computer, by J. C. Looney. Reprinted fronm
A,it,,matic Control, May 1961. 1Sf
Woo,1 Waste Incineration, by M. Po1,,,vich. M. Nortlicraft, R. %V. Boubel, amid
C. F;. Tl,,,rnb,irgl,. Reprinted front l'ect, Ret,om-t A6 1-3, Robert A. Taft Sanitary
Engr Center, i'ul,tie Health Service, U. S. Dept of Health, Education, and
\\ellare, 1961. hOf.
The R,,le of Current l)istril,ution in Catho,lic Protection, by R. E. Meredith. Reprinted from Materials Protection, Feb 1963. lOf.
Local Rates of 1-heat Transfer an,l Pressure Losses in the Vicinity of Annular
Ormhces, by P. S. \Vmlliams and J. C. Knuclsen. Reprinted front The Canadian
Jonrnah of Chemical Engineering, April t963. lOf.
C,,nvection heat Transfer Front Transverse Finne,l Tubes, by R. B. Pan and J. G.
Knn,lren Re1,rimite,l front Chemical Engineerim,g Progress, July 1963.
106.
Mvoelectric Surface l'otentials for Maelnne Control, by R. It. Michael and F. R.
trawfor,l. Rel,rmnte,l from Electrical Engnmeering, Nov 1963. 1Sf.
V:irial,te \Vi,lthi l'ulie Generation Using Avalanche Transistors., by \\'. C. Magnuson. Retrinte,l from I LEE Transactions on Instrumentation anti Measurenient, Sept t 903.
Evaluating the Effective Resistances of Diat,hragmmms or Electrolytic Setmarators. by
It, F..Me rc,hmtli anti C. \V. Tobias. Reprinted from Journal of tIme Electrochemical Society, 0cc 1963.
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Klamath Falls, Medford, Moro, Ontario, Oregon City, Pendleton, Redmond, and Union.

Engineering Experiment Station (established 1927)
Science Research Institute (established 1952)
Transportation Research Institute (established 1960)
Water Resources Institute (established 1960)
Radiation Center (established 1964)
EXTENSION

Federal Cooperative Extension (Agriculture and Home Economics)

Division of Continuing Education, State System of Higher Education

